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ABSTRACT

Over the course of eight years, The Ohio State University has performed
research in support of electric propulsion development efforts at the NASA Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH. This research has been largely devoted to plasma
propulsion systems including magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters with externally-
applied, solenoidal magnetic fields, hollow cathodes, and pulsed plasma microthrusters
(PPTs). Both experimental and theoretical work has been performed, as documented in
four master's theses, two doctoral dissertations, and numerous technical papers. The
present document is the final report for the grant period 5 December 1987 to 31
December 1995, and summarizes all activities. Detailed discussions of each area of
activity are provided in appendices: Appendix I - Experimental studies of magnetic
nozzle effects on plasma thrusters; Appendix II - Numerical modeling of applied-field
MPD thrusters; Appendix III - Theoretical and experimental studies of hollow cathodes;
and Appendix IV - Theoretical, numerical and experimental studies of pulsed plasma
thrusters. Especially notable results include the efficacy of using a solenoidal magnetic
field downstream of a plasma thruster to collimate the exhaust flow, the development of
a new understanding of applied-field MPD thrusters (based on experimentally-validated
results from state-of-the art, numerical simulation) leading to predictions of improved
performance, an experimentally-validated, first-principles model for orificecl, hollow-
cathode behavior, and the first time-dependent, two-dimensional calculations of
ablation-fed, pulsed plasma thrusters.
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INTRODUCTION

Research on plasma thrusters has been performed at The Ohio State University
over several years in support of efforts at the NASA Lewis Research Center. These
efforts have ranged from steady-state, applied-field MPD thrusters to various forms of
pulsed plasma thruster. The corresponding research at Ohio State included early work
on magnetic nozzle flows, initiated by Professor T.M. York, and later efforts by
Professor P.J. Turchi on plasma flow diagnosis, hollow cathodes, modeling of MPD
thrusters and development of advanced pulsed plasma thrusters. Numerical simulation
of MPD thrusters, using the MACH2 code, has been compared with experimental
results, especially the extensive data base developed at NASA LeRC on steady-state,
applied-field MPD thrusters at the 100 kW-level. When the focus of near term NASA
efforts shifted to much lower average-power systems, attention was directed to pulsed
and quasi-steady, plasma thrusters in self-field and applied-field arrangements. One
arrangement is the so-called pulsed plasma microthruster (PPT) that operates in self-
field mode. The discharge accelerates mass generated by ablating the insulator
between the thruster's electrodes. This device has been used successfully for many
years for satellite station-keeping and there is now interest in extending its capabilities
to higher energy missions. Such extension requires improvement of system components
and better understanding of PPT operation. The Ohio State effort in support of these
improvements included development of numerical techniques to model PPT behavior,
examination of new propellant and circuit arrangements for PPTs, and assistance in
creation of a new experimental facility at NASA LeRC for studies of such arrangements.

PROGRESS

Experimental Studies of Magnetic Nozzles:

The initial efforts under the grant were based experimentally on a quarter-scale
version of the self-field, quasi-steady MPD thruster usually referred to as the Princeton
benchmark thruster. Scaling of current and mass-flow in the quarter-scale device at
Ohio State was specified in a manner that preserved the electromagnetic force-density
in the thruster and the mass flow-rate per unit area. Scaling considerations and details
of the experimental set-up are discussed in Ref. 1, which is also included for
convenience in Appendix I.

Although no attempt was made to maintain the magnetic Reynolds number or
other such dimensionless parameters in scaling down from the benchmark thruster, the
quarter-scale device nevertheless provided an adequate source of high speed plasma
for experiments evaluating some effects of solenoidal magnetic fields applied
downstream of the thruster exit. The results of studies of so-called "magnetic nozzle"
effects are discussed in the paper of Appendix I, and four master's degree theses [2 - 5]
previously transmitted to NASA LeRC under separate cover. The principal result of
these efforts was recognition of the utility of solenoidal fields applied downstream of the
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thruster for collimation of the exhaust flow. At the modest values of magnetic Reynolds
number for the present experiments, however, magnetic flux is well-diffused into the
exhaust flow, so action of the applied-field (as a conventional, solid-wall, nozzle) to
convert internal energy to directed exhaust energy by expansion is not expected nor
exhibited experimentally. Indeed, spectroscopic study [4] suggests that the exhaust flow
is driven toward sonic conditions (presumably in the course of collimation by the
converging portion of the solenoidal magnetic field).

Numerical Modeling of Applied-field MPD Thrusters:

Theoretical studies of applied-field MPD thrusters were undertaken to support the
experimental program at NASA LeRC. In these experiments, the MPD thruster operates
in steady-state, and the extemally-applied, solenoidal magnetic field has its maximum
value within the thrust chamber and diverges to lower values downstream. The
expectation has been in such devices that interaction of the (radial) discharge current
with the axially-directed magnetic field in the thrust chamber would impart rotational
energy to the plasma flow which is then converted to kinetic energy in the exhaust by
flow expansion in the diverging magnetic-nozzle. Such behavior is extremely complex to
follow in detail, and depends critically on the interactions of several competing
processes in the discharge flow. Numerical modeling is, therefore, required at a level
that will properly include all the relevant physical phenomena. Ohio State performed this
modeling by adapting an existing code, MACH2, that had been developed for the US Air
Force, originally by Mission Research Corp., Albuquerque, NM. The development and
modifications of MACH2 performed by Ohio State under the present grant are
summarized in Table I. Details of the Ohio State efforts are described in Refs. 6 and 7,
included for convenience in Appendix I!, and in a doctoral thesis [8] previously
transmitted to NASA LeRC under separate cover.

By means of MACH2, examination of the details of the flow field within the
thruster has yielded important new insights into thruster operation and performance. In
particular, the inclusion of viscosity for the partially-ionized, two-temperature plasma has
proven to be critical for understanding the behavior of applied-field MPD thrusters. For
example, basic theory indicates that the back EMF across the rotating plasma flow in
the thrust chamber scales as the product of azimuthal speed and applied-field. If inertia
is the only counter to the electromagnetic torque in the plasma, the azimuthal speed
should increase linearly with field at constant mass flow rate and discharge current. This
implies that the voltage should scale as the square of the applied-field. Experiments,
however, show a linear increase of voltage with applied-field. A limiting value of
azimuthal speed has been postulated, possibly related to Alfven critical speed in some
unspecified manner. The MACH2 simulations demonstrate that the azimuthal speed is
indeed limited, but by viscous drag forces within the thrust chamber that increase with
the electromagnetic torque.
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TABLE I

Summary of modifications of the MACH2 code by Ohio State
for the Applied-field MPD Problem

-- Added means for calculating in-plane (Br, Bz) magnetic field in steady-state.
Procedure uses Biot-Savart Law to solve for magnetic fields on computa-
tional boundaries due to azimuthally-directed plasma currents (in addition
to external solenoids). Solution relaxes to steady-state consistent with
these fields. (Without this procedure, the magnetic field boundary
conditions are not well-posed in steady-state.)

-- Modified stress tensor to include real viscous effects due to velocity shear,
(thereby converting code from Euler to Navier-Stokes formulation).

Developed viscosity coefficient for partially-ionized gas (e.g., argon) for use
with modified stress tensor. Also developed associated thermal
conductivity coefficient.

-- Established edits for thruster quantities, (e.g., thrust).

As the plasma spins up because of the electromagnetic torque on the incoming
mass flow, it is pressed against the inside of the anode surface by centrifugal force. A
brake is thus applied more forcefully as higher torque attempts to increase the rotational
speed. Furthermore, the viscosity increases with increased ion temperature in the
rotationally-pressurized, frictionally-limited flow. This increase of viscosity is contrary to
the behavior of a partially-ionized gas with equal electron and ion temperatures. The
present modeling, however, allows the electron temperature to be lower than the ion
temperature, so the ionization level and effective ion charge-number for collisions do not
increase with ion temperature. The characteristic viscosity of the rotating plasma in the
thrust chamber appears to increase with the product of discharge current and applied-
field, resulting in a maximum value for the rotational speed (at the exit plane) that
becomes constant as this product increases.

In addition to providing a new visualization of applied-field MPD thruster
behavior, the MACH2 modeling also reasonably captures both the magnitudes and
trends of plasma voltage, thrust and exhaust speed measured in the NASA LeRC
experiments. The associated flow fields may then be subjected to credible examination
to understand areas for possible improvement of thruster performance. Such
examination, for example, indicates that the plasma is anomalously resistive in many
regions. This condition tends to limit the Hall parameter to much lower values than
would occur classically. Azimuthal currents in the plasma are relatively weak compared
to the current (ampere-turns) of the applied-field coil, so the flux of the in-plane field is
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fully distributed in the plasma as it exits the thrust chamber. The plasma is able to
separate from the flux in the exhaust plume because the magnetic Reynolds number is
much less than unity. Thus, eddy-current drag on the exhaust flow is relatively low.
Indeed, the low magnetic Reynolds number and full penetration of flux in the flow tend
to defeat significant, positive contribution from a magnetic nozzle effect. Decreasing the
flux coupling to the plasma within the chamber by lowering the plasma density to
increase the electron Hall parameter may not succeed, if anomalous resistivity effects
increase at the same time. A separate, downstream coil, with flux not coupled to the
plasma flow from the thrust chamber, however, could provide a useful magnetic nozzle
arrangement. To be effective, the magnetic Reynolds number of the exhaust flow must
be significantly increased. This requirement, however, may correspond to higher power
operation than permitted by mission constraints.

If the interaction of the exhaust flow with a downstream magnetic nozzle can be
improved, energy deposited in plasma rotation could be extracted for directed kinetic
energy. It would then be useful to alleviate the viscous limitation on azimuthal speed. In
the present arrangement, centrifugal forces in the plasma are balanced by pressure
gradients that are supported by the inside surface of the anode. This forces close
contact of the high speed plasma with the non-moving solid, so drag increases. If the
plasma could be supported magnetically, then the effective drag might be reduced. The
basic approach consists of increasing the azimuthal Hall current, so the radially-inward
electromagnetic force balances the centrifugal force in the plasma. To the extent that
this balance is created, however, it is unstable (Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz).
There might be some regime in which benefits are obtained without significant growth of
perturbations.

Success with MACH2 simulations (Appendix II) and subsequent analytical
modeling of steady-state, applied-field MPD thrusters at NASA LeRC encouraged
design of an improved electrode-geometry for future experiments with quasi-steady,
applied-field MPD thrusters at low average-power levels. The new design, which has
been transmitted to NASA LeRC under separate cover, seeks to improve thrust
efficiency by operating at proportions and propellant flow predicted to achieve optimum
performance. Based on the limited expectation of converting rotational-energy to kinetic
energy of axial flow by magnetic means, it was also suggested that a solid-wall nozzle
could be used to expand the rotating flow. The trade-off here, of course, is one of
viscous drag and loss of material from the solid-wall nozzle v_.ssthe gain over simply
allowing the rotational energy to be lost.

Hollow Cathode Studies:

Part of the support of the program at NASA LeRC on MPD thrusters involved
consideration of cathode performance. In particular, the possibility of operating a hollow
cathode in an MPD thruster was seen as one approach to improving thruster
performance and lifetime. Such cathodes had been used in earlier applied-field MPD
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thrusters [9], and are used in several other areas of space technology (e.g., ion engine
sources, plasma contactors). An Ohio State graduate student had already been started
on a doctoral dissertation for theoretical study of hollow cathodes, so work was
expanded to include experiments at NASA LeRC.

The studies of hollow cathode behavior performed under this grant were
completed in terms of scaling relations for the design and operation of orificed hollow
cathodes. This work is discussed in detail in a doctoral dissertation [10], transmitted to
NASA LeRC under separate cover, and in three papers [11 - 13], included in Appendix
III for convenience. The theoretical model indicates a tendency for the hollow cathode to
operate too efficiently, in the sense that higher currents permit very low cathode fall
voltages. This is a manifestation of the increase in energy production in the plasma
column by resistive heating at higher current. Resistive heating scales as the square of
the current, while the loss of energy from the hollow cathode scales as the product of
current and plasma volume dMded by the orifice area. Operation at higher current
therefore does not require as much contribution by the cathode fall to pay for losses. As
the cathode fall decreases, back-streaming of plasma electrons to the cathode surface
increases. More thermionic emission by the cathode surface is needed to obtain the net
current flow. This increased emission, however, heats the plasma column further,
causing a lower fall voltage and even higher back-streaming. There is minimum cathode
fall below which the no solution is possible. This implies a maximum current-to-
diameter ratio. The calculated value for this ratio is consistent with empirical evidence
from hollow cathode tests over the last few decades.

In a related paper [14], also in Appendix III, the results of scaling relationships
are used to devise a low power plasma thruster based on hollow cathode discharges. It
appears that frozen-flow losses may preclude high efficiency in a thruster based on a

hollow cathode discharge. Scaling of particle density inversely with orifice size at
fixed current-to-diameter ratio, however, suggests that combined operation of multiple
hollow cathodes can provide a sufficiently collisional overall flow to permit efficient
thruster performance at low power.

Pulsed Plasma Thrusters:

As the prospect of megawatt-level, average-power in space receded into an
indefinite future, interest returned to pulsed plasma thrusters. These thrusters might
service missions for which the average power is less than the kilowatt-levels now
satisfied by steady-state arcjets, or that require higher values of specific impulse than
arcjets can provide. For several decades, plasma thrusters have been operated at
megawatt levels in short pulses, either as single-shot, laboratory models or repetitively
on actual space missions. The former category include devices in which the current
pulse is maintained at nearly constant levels for times longer than required for the
discharge and flow field to achieve quasi-steady operation. The latter category
comprises the various forms of pulsed plasma microthruster, usually abbreviated as
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PPT. These devices utilize an arc discharge to ablate a solid slab of insulating material
between the thruster electrodes. The propellant mass obtained in this way is then
accelerated by interaction of the arc discharge with its self-magnetic field. Typically, the
current waveform is a damped, sinusoid, similar to that of an LRC-circuit. Ablation-fed
thrusters have also been operated in quasi-steady fashion simply by changing the
circuitry to supply constant current.

Efforts on pulsed plasma thrusters by Ohio State under this grant comprised both
theoretical and experimental activities. Theoretical studies included zero-dimensional
modeling of circuits and plasmas, and the development of computational tools for two-
dimensional, unsteady analyses of ablation-fed thrusters. Experimental work ranged
from developing new thruster and circuit concepts to testing the behavior of multi-
material propellant slabs in the LES 8/9 PPT. Some effort was also expended to provide
diagnostics and EMI-shielding for pulsed plasma thruster experiments at NASA LeRC.

Theoretical efforts: Although pulsed plasma thrusters have been studied
experimentally for many years, the level of theoretical attention has been rather
rudimentary. Various simple models based on plasma slug or snow-plow dynamics have
been used to calculate basic plasma motion and circuit behavior. In the case of pulsed
or static, gas pre-fills, the initial condition of the plasma (temperature, density, thickness)
is assumed and subsequent dynamics are calculated. This approach is used by both
simple models based on ordinary differential equations, and also by sophisticated MHD
codes. As long as the later behavior of the plasma is reasonably insensitive to the
assumed initial conditions, such calculations can be useful. In the case of pulsed,
ablation-fed thrusters, however, the initial interactions between the discharge and the
solid surface will determine the amount of material ablated into the vacuum and the
subsequent dynamics of this material. The behavior of the initial plasma created by
ablating the surface may represent the entire operation of the thruster, if no additional
material is ablated. Further ablation, however, can cause thruster operation to change
from acceleration of a dynamic plasma discharge to quasi-steady ablation and plasma
acceleration in an arc that remains adjacent to the insulator surface. The latter
arrangement closely resembles the burning of solid-propellant, with electrical energy
taking the place of chemical energy in providing heat to ablate the solid surface.

Simple zero-dimensional codes were written for LRC-circuits or lumped-element,
pulse-forming lines providing current to a dynamic plasma discharge load. These codes
are useful in examining the effect of current waveform on performance of thrusters
operating as plasma-slug accelerators. For thrusters based on quasi-steady ablation of
the insulator, analytical models [15] indicate that the mass flow rate and the
electromagnetic thrust both scale as the square of the current, so performance simply
depends on the impedance of the quasi-steady, ablation-arc at the insulator surface
relative to the impedance of the power source. The specific impulse would tend to be
constant.
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The general situation includes a plasma discharge that initially follows the
electrically-conducting plasma, but then changes to a stationary distribution near the
ablating insulator. Detailed understanding of this behavior requires a rather
sophisticated calculational capability. Part of this capability must include a model for
ablation of the solid insulator due to heat conduction and radiation from the plasma
discharge. With assistance from the USAF Phillips Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM, the
MACH2 code was modified to include the effects of heat conduction (in addition to
plasma radiation) in a new model for the surface ablation. This model was used to
simulate for the first time the behavior of a PPT (LES - 6), including calculation of
impulse-bit and ablated mass per shot [15].

While these calculations were reasonable close to experimental results, there
was still concern that the non-monotonic variation of heat flux with time was an
important factor, especially in regard to the late-time evaporation of material as the
surface cooled after completion of the oscillating current-pulse. Efforts most recently
[16] have, therefore, focused on improving the ablation model in MACH2 to include non-
monotonic heating of the propellant surface. This improvement is necessary in order to
allow the surface temperature to decrease faster than the interior temperature after the
main electrical pulse. The ablation rate is a strong function of surface temperature, so
late-time contribution to the total mass ablated per shot depends critically on the rate at
which the surface cools. Appendix IV includes the first two papers to apply MACH2 for
modeling PPT behavior.

Experimental Efforts: There are several areas of interest in attempting to improve the
performance of pulsed plasma thrusters. In such attempts, it is important to retain or
incorporate features that allowed earlier pulsed plasma thrusters to gain acceptance for
mission application. These features may include propellant feed in the form of a spring-
advanced, solid slab, switching of the main power pulse by ignition of a surface arc on
the propellant itself, and low mass for the total propulsion unit.

The possibility of improving the PPr's specific impulse by using lower molecular
weight propellants points toward insulating materials that have high amounts of
hydrogen instead of fluorine, for example, polyethylene vs Teflon. Earlier tests with
polyethylene, however, indicated that the insulator surface would develop black layers
of electrically-conducting carbon after repeated arc discharges. In contrast, Teflon
surfaces would stay white and insulating. It has been suggested in the present effort
that the high voltage hold-off properties of the propellant surface could be retained by
interleaving Teflon layers with layers of more hydrogenic plastic. The layers would
parallel electrical potential surfaces, so that even if carbon developed on the non-Teflon
portions, sufficient voltage hold-off would be provided by the Teflon portions. This new
arrangement is described in detail in Ref. 17, (included in Appendix IV).

Several tests of this concept were made using the LES 8/9 PPT at NASA LeRC.
The propellant slab on one side of the thruster was modified to accept a set of
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alternating Teflon and polyethylene layers. These layers were held in a Teflon carriage,
so the material next to the electrodes remained the same as in usual PPT operation to
preserve possible vacuum-plastic-metal, triple-point interactions. Tens of thousands of
discharges were fired successfully without premature breakdown. Inspection of the
surface, however, indicated a growth of carbon deposits on the exposed polyethylene
surfaces. It is not clear at this time whether the observed deposits had reached a steady
level or would continue to accumulate with additional discharges. It had been
anticipated that the lower melting point of polyethylene vs Teflon would correlate with
faster recession of the polyethylene surface. Instead, the experiments suggest that the
carbon deposits may protect the polyethylene from ablating. More work needs to be
done with both polyethylene and other hydrogen-rich plastics to examine the long term
behavior of the carbon deposits. The evolution of solid carbon-deposits may depend on
slight differences in surface temperature relative to transition temperatures for surface
decomposition and evaporation as monomers v_.sspolymers. Experiments with
polyethylene/Teflon combinations, substituted for pure Teflon in a LES 819 thruster,
suggested such differences (based on comparison of thermal diffusivities).

New Power-Circuitry: A separate approach to improving PPT performance involves
matching the power source to the plasma accelerator load. For steady-state devices
such matching is accomplished by equating the power supply and thruster impedances.
Pulsed systems, however, do not necessarily have well-defined impedances for either
the pulsed electrical source or the thruster load. A special case is a uniform pulseline
driving a quasi-steady ablation-arc. The line has an impedance ZL = (L / C )112, where

L and C are, respectively, the inductance and capacitance per unit length of line. For
high magnetic Reynolds number flow, the arc impedance is constant at approximately

Za = puh/w, where h and w are the height and width of the discharge and u is a
characteristic flow speed, scaled by AIfven critical speed.

Other pulsed circuits may have characteristic impedance values, but depend on
matching the time-variation of the current pulse with the time-varying requirements of
the dynamic plasma discharge. For example, an LRC-circuit has a characteristic
impedance 0.5 (L / C )112, where L and C are the inductor and capacitor values. The
impedance of a dynamic plasma discharge is L'u (t), where the rate of change of
inductance with time is the product of the inductance gradient, L', and the instantaneous
speed, u (t), of the plasma slug carrying the discharge current. The plasma speed
increases with time, so the impedance increases during the time power is delivered from
the current source. Experience with similar circuits and electromagnetically-accelerated,
changing-inductance loads indicates that the efficiency of conversion of stored energy
into kinetic energy can attain values of 30 - 50 %.

Initial plans anticipated that examination of the effects of current waveform on
PPT performance could be performed using a pulse-forming network (PFN). A survey of
candidate capacitors for the PFN, however, indicated that, at the voltages (~ 1-3 kV)
and total energies (< 100 J) appropriate to PPTs for near term application, values of
stored-energy per unit mass and discharge current are too low to permit a multi-element
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PFN. Problems also existed in terms of high values of parasitic inductance and low
tolerance for voltage reversal.

Other circuit and power system arrangements were considered with the intent of
providing a reasonably constant vs oscillatory current waveform to the PPT. These
arrangements included inductive storage and switching, and also special, rotating
machinery. The basic problem remained that while various approaches permitted very
high values of stored-energy per unit mass (> 100 kJ/kg) such values are practical only
at very high energies (> 1 MJ). Capacitive energy storage remains the proper choice at
lower energies for high current discharges. To achieve adequate stored-energy per unit
mass, however, the charging voltage is much higher than the voltage needed across the
PPT discharge (- 1000 v__ss100 V ).

A new circuit arrangement was devised to allow capacitive energy storage at high
voltage to couple efficiently to the PPT discharge. This circuit is described in detail in
Ref. 18, which is included in Appendix IV for convenience. Briefly, a single capacitor
delivers its energy to an inductor, which is then "crowbarred" by the PPT. Energy
transfer from the capacitor to the inductive store is very efficient. The inductance value
is chosen to obtain the desired discharge current given the charging-voltage needed for

high energy density in the capacitor. For example, an available 10 pf capacitor stores 50

J at 3.2 kV and would provide a peak current of 10 kA to an inductor store of 1 ph in

about 5 psec. This same inductive store would be drained of its energy by a discharge

impedance of 10 m_ in a characteristic time of 100 lusec. Energy transfer from an
inductive store to a resistive or increasing-inductance load is also an efficient process.

The actual behavior of the new circuit is somewhat more complicated than the
sequence of separate events for charging and discharging an inductive store. For
example, there is a reversal of voltage on the capacitor. This reversal, however, is
relatively small (< 15 % of initial voltage), and is much less than the repeated reversals
experienced by the capacitor in the oscillatory discharges of present PPTs.

A variation on the use of the PPT with the new inductive circuit is also described

in Ref 18, and consists of arranging the plasma flow geometry and system timing to
achieve quasi-steady operation. Such operation could allow factor of 3 - 5 improvement
in both efficiency and specific impulse over present PPT systems.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The research activities sponsored under the present grant covered a broad range
of topics of interest to plasma propulsion. The original directions of research involved
the use of solenoidal magnetic fields to improve plasma thruster performance. Two
different types of arrangement were investigated, a quasi-steady MPD thruster followed

9
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by a solenoidal field, and a steady-state MPD thruster with the solenoidal field at
maximum value within the thrust chamber. In both arrangements, the important physical
phenomenon determining the usefulness of a "magnetic nozzle" is the separation of
magnetic flux and the plasma flow. For the case of a solenoidal field placed downstream
of a plasma thruster (with magnetic flux from the external solenoid largely excluded from
the thrust chamber), the exhaust flow first encounters converging magnetic field lines,
which tend to collimate the diverging flow from the thrust chamber. Such convergence of
a supersonic flow, however, also drives it toward a sonic condition. Meanwhile,
magnetic flux of the solenoidal field diffuses into the plasma. Both this resistive diffusion
and the flow convergence tend to increase the plasma temperature, thereby transferring
energy to internal states of the plasma (and also to radiation).

Subsequent expansion of the plasma flow as the solenoidal magnetic field-lines
diverge allows a portion of the internal energy of the plasma to be returned to directed
kinetic-energy. Diffusion of magnetic flux out of the plasma must also occur. The
resistive heating associated with such diffusion requires the loss of energy from the
plasma flow. Thus, the magnetic nozzle shares the problems of solid-wall nozzles in
regard to loss of flow energy and momentum. The usual viscous boundary-layer of
conventional nozzles is replaced by the magnetic-diffusion skin-depth. The performance
of a conventional nozzle suffers as the (viscous) Reynolds number becomes small, and
that of a magnetic nozzle similarly decreases with lower magnetic Reynolds number.
For typical MPD thrusters (with specific-impulse values < few 1000 sec), minimum
diameters for the exhaust flow should be tens of centimeters to operate a magnetic
nozzle without substantial loss due to magnetic diffusion. Such dimensions will usually
demand high power in the exhaust flow, which will imply pulsed (or quasi-steady)
operation if the mission power is less than several megawatts.

The case of the applied-field MPD thruster, in which the maximum of the
solenoidal field occurs inside the thrust chamber has similar difficulties in using the
solenoidal field as a magnetic nozzle. Unless azimuthal Hall currents generated in the
thrust chamber are sufficient to create axial magnetic fields that counter the applied field
over most of the cross-section of the plasma flow, magnetic flux from the external coil
will be largely diffused throughout the plasma. Extraction of this flux from the plasma
exhaust results in the same loss of flow energy previously discussed. The diverging field
acts as a magnetic brake, not a nozzle. In order to accomplish a magnetic nozzle, the
plasma flow must be borne on the field lines, not born on them.

The application of insights gained in our research on MPD thrusters with applied
magnetic fields will have to await new initiatives to develop such devices. Similarly, our
success in achieving a first-principles model that allows design and scaling of orificed
hollow-cathodes will become important only when empirical data, gathered over a few
decades is no longer adequate to guide the design of new devices. The potential for
developing a hollow cathode at levels and dimensions appropriate for plasma thrusters,
including arcjets and MPD thrusters is clearly available using our model. The use of this
model in such work remains a future possibility.

l0
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The most recent work on pulsed plasma microthrusters offers the opportunity to
design new arrangements and operating modes for a device that has proven itself over
two decades of application in space. Such design activity appears to be increasing for
the near future, as spacecraft missions at modest power call for the kind of robust
simplicity that permitted early entry of PPTs into the inventory of practical space
thrusters. Work at Ohio State, under a new grant sponsored by NASA Lewis Research
Center, is therefore proceeding and will be the subject of future reports and papers. This
work includes the operation of a benchmark PPT arrangement [19], the design of which
began under the present grant.
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ao = lX_leW_
&. = i_-eum/m,afreep=h

e" = amdu=dv/q

E2_F = dearomom'e
e = elea:roa
eft = effectS:
eric = e_ed
¥ = _ fall

O, - Ohm
TOT -total

w = weedyiomzed

laereductim

LTHOUGH • _ ma_ (MPD)
thnm_ _ yet _obe eu:d f_ _im:y. _:e _oe,

the MPD thnmer may be the best reafe_ _e_ftdate m per.
fenn a v_'ty of mi_om.'" Pmpo_ tai_/o_ wm/d mqu/_
aa MPD thnuter operadng in the 10-100.kW power nm_
w/tha spedfg imp_e of I000-3000 s. At m:h powerlev_

oa msa_ _etds Seaerued by the _m_t _ the pro.
pellaat,is _y k_.* The ese e_,a _ _
field wh/ch can act u a mude for the plasma flow may aho
un_e to reduce fmum flow tosu_ aad _, iaa_ase the
e_:ieacy o(th© dmm_. _'n Pre_mdy, I:he_
that occzr in d_: flow fz'om a thruster w_th an _ masned¢
field ac_g as a ao_e are uot well undemood.

A mmprehem/ve rev/ew of MID thn_cer performance was
recendy repon_'_; t/so. an overv/ew of work performed oa
app(ied-fictd thrusters had been given by. Se/kel e_ at.: For
devices operating in the IO-lO0-kW range, eveu at modest

applied fietds (0.I-0.I_ T). thrust efficienc/¢_ wen: shown to

improve. Smdic_ of the effec_ of applied fields on [he per-
_rmance of megawandevet pulsed thrusters were aL_.o re-
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poned.s l_:r_-ver, die _demdoo pmcessesin su_ de_6ces
not m_rsmod. More _ diamos_ sracE_'4_re

am'ied o_ ou aa _ l_sed _ _:D _nmt_"
,=per_e_ by _ sad York._ Rests

rivedvalues_thrus_ _ obsemxl m mcm=e mmomok_y
(8) _ax _pr_ uu_mee: _d m.mg_
E.ueasivediqpxmic work w= pafomwd a,# ZS-kW sp-

l_d-6_ rsthima_D thns_ by _ad_ a aL" it vne
round,bat e=ic_ _3 x 10'm_. mdtbr_
d_=cics ,_,mcba/.50_. A rode1 pec_sed dn_ d_
dmniaHt _:eh=ae_ coam'me_ came fiem the _

of roudoual mer_ imo dh'u:uxl en=_ by exptmioa _, a
mme_ non_

In other work. Kimura and Ymin'b/_ swdied the _
forcesoa • 300-1500 A MPD dm__..erm_l its
malp_i_ aozzle m_ dnst mind _ _ dmt
thnm iacrz=edm_h _ fi_dsu=Z_ _dds wm w_r-
kd up w 0.41", Tahm-a_ al.' smer_l t_m _am _ imised
MPD thnmm _ai_h Olmmed bemeen _-_ I_ u_h w_ms

_ed demm_dd_uu_ _. iam_d amt. _
6ecmtsed cmbode eros/_. Ardmw8 md Stsoh" smcEed 810-
kW power le_ _su_ fiu_cht_tt pemmms mpms; dec-
u'ompm/c fonm rmux_w the q_ed r_J._ to
a tagSep=ceau__ t_ thrusttnan_ smc_of
sit;nificance m the pr_.ntwork.l_m_ sad Okadam
_be effecu of • auqp_edcaoz_ _raagcmem oa plasmaIpm-
_'at_l _,,, 800-A _'cjet. Wi,h T, = ,_000K mdm, = $ x
10_ ,.,,,-3. the ,,,-l_'dc nozzledumaeled the_ within the
field li_es and _ ele_mmagne_ force was inmhed in ac-
celcnU_l_ th© weakly ioni:cd plasma.
A more rcccuci::vcstipd_m of lO0-kW dm q_ied-Sekl

MPD dmmu_ _s can_l ou_b_ _ et aL" For all
_oaflgur_tions teste_ thru_ _m'ased _h in_m_ wptied-
fie_d smmgt_ fw oa¢ _ the de_st im_e_l _
6_ when the magnctic &dd was inc_ased _o0.3 T.

W't_hthe lira/red power _ m spaee (I_0 EW). smaBer
size devices l_ve _be potead_ to _ more _ _ low
po_ levels._'-" _a_hcm_._ _es (maim.
uons) c ha_ been evaluate, invcsdptiom of MPD tlmm_
scalinghave prima_y mnside_ pu_d thnmm q_a_g
in the mepwan ran_., u-_' Oillandand g.eU_" era'tiedout a
smog.of s_lf-field I._D s_iias mi_ fuU-and ._-s=devezsiom
of both the bench mark taxi flared anode thnazas. The full-
scalecla_ces_ found m be more _t for almost all
po_ lev_ at cquival_t spa_c impuis=. In the ii_ of
su_ mufli=iag evidence, it is impommt m =u=a_ m mn_/
the _ of a_ and lvll_ m'_devi_ of v=ious siz_
and power levels.

Appmms

A admnatic o_ the _cak MPD thruster is showa ia Fu_.
1. "r_e thrma_ wos _ _/flt a solid mpper anode
havi_ an i.d. of 2.5 _u msd amo.d. of 4._ _n. a_! a solld
2% thodated tuopzen cathode_vmg a diame_ c_0.5 an.
The Icaz_ ot dsc mtode smf cathode were I.._ ca_ mc_md
fl'om the boroa aitride _ 1"histhruster_s fashion_
after _e Air Force Aero_mutks Lalmmm_. (AFAL) ._alc
va_--gzea_ry MPD durmm', so that _ mm_
bcmam thc mo devices could be made. Thc _ stud-
ied wss ni_. which s/lowed mmparisoa wkh cm_ wo_ _
The boron niu/de backp_te had [5 holesd_led toserveas
gas feed ports.

Propellant was injeexed by means of a speedy deslmgd
gas fccd system. The components of this systemincluded a
reserve _ plenum, the plenum in the thriver, and a hi_-
speedelec_czi vaive bet_veenthe pierre.The electricalvalve
(Skinner model VS--_)B2100). with ;-in.-diam passa_, was

F_.I Scbamafc_t i_scs_ thraster.

C_Cum_ - -

•n,,,u,_o_,= I1 I \1_!, I

!111

overdrivea m =hieve fas_ _ The pressure was seen m
_:_s_ Eaeady for S tas. and rhea remain ¢_umt at the
p_essure of _he mer_ ptmmm. Mus flew raxe d_te.nnia_
fx_m _ pm_ iu _c dmml_ q_-_l v_h thax de=r-
mined f_m prasure drop _ the resewe p_nmm.

"r_e_usue pu_ _omiq aen,o_ (PF_ _m _iSnea m
prod,_, _0-#s mamt pu_ with mpUmdm masiag _om
0.7. to Z._.A coasta= _or a qusistcady _ of 200 _s.
T_ mqa_ aoz_ s_xem was desired m pmdu_ a 500-
_s pulse _or the sok_id_ coa _th _ _ 1.3-
ud 2.7-kA coastaut for a qussisu=dy period of _ety
450 _Tbe major compoaeau of each of the discharges_
toms included the PFN, switches forthe PFN. a _ power
supply capat_ of charging the PFN over a raage ot differeat
mirages, md a timing system to coatro_ the fir/n_ sequeacc.

The _ were separate iaduazace-capacimacc (L-C) lad-
ders opasu_ indepcsxfaaly. Typicadcurrcm records arc pro-
se=a/ in Fig. Z; the thruster PFN was charged to 7 kV. and
the magne_ field c_ F_ to 13 kV. The _ cun'ent
_s_'_ _fzom _e suu'tof _ uxa_ne_ fiekl.om'ea_;
this_ allowedtl_ mga_ field to establishitself _fo_
the _te por_oa of thc thr_¢r current

The mmn components of the _um system mduded 6-
ia.<fim -ares" md "I" shape Pyrc_ duas, a vacuum pump.
i_a_ vaiv_ and vamum pusm. Thes_ o_mpommu ,_re as-
s=_n_! to pm_ the _ m'raupnneat for _usun'.
anznc_c t_d coa. sad the _ of Uiasnos_ _
The ttmm_ _ms_ eo ooe arm ofthecross, with the
c_ _ the vac_ _sseL T_ baseWmsure _:tdev_!
bs this syaem was less than I mTorr; the toud votumc enclosed
above the i_c va/vc was 0.0_04 m_.

_ Deviees

Two P,_om_ loopswere usedto monitor circuit currcnu:
cah_ (with interror time mascara - 8.84 ms) wcrc
carried out with tinging L-C dbcha_e_. A 10_:1 valtage
pmbc (P610_ High Volr_e Probe. Tclumnix. Portland. Or-
e_oa) was used.

Axial _e field probes and several pmlocsthat mea-
sured _az_nuthal r_. smedc fields were fabr/cated from
mult/tu_ loops placed in a6-ram o.d. _'rex tube with a sealed
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c_L The az_l probe bad 50 uns _, 14.._ km_jch;_ r_dial/
zzimm:hal pm_ had 1.10 _ _,, _ _ _ ,cdvc
intesn.rnr" was used. __ was _ o_ _ " -& Sill

gie-mrn soleuold driven by an L-C dischmTe.
A Pressure probe was used _s rids study to ate=sure If_

unPtC_ P_ in the cxp_mm_m rel:u_n _ _ _4¢ate MpD
thn=_'r: k udlized a piezodanzt: u-_=ducer azimed in a 1.
¢m-d[mn quartz robe, s_Jed _ acd_ creeL-TIw .s_em
im:lm_ a bam_ powcn:d 10x _ and foUower-,,;t.
A l-cm*Ioa_ I_ P_cx isolator was roached m mc
scmiaZ cud of me qusrcc _ k _ _dal sac=
.wues stud *c:ed u a thermal iasulamr. Probes wcrc calibrazed
m a shock ml_.

A douMe lan_muir probe was used m dazanine electroa
sad number demL,y in the cdumsc. The probe

dccaodes w¢_ O.IZ7-mm.dbm _ _ l<m _ and
separszedby a distanceo($ ram.The vodta_b_s acrmsthe
prc_ dm=cs w,s swpued by, vmd_ c/wse _m0._
_. TI_ probe currm w= moaimred w/m a T_
P6021cun_t probe.

ow, m,c_ _
The vudsdoa ofme sin: of cluuscc_ is tundmneuud m the

sczrm_ process. Vsducs for the dz_s of_ of
hem are shown in Table I.

l"_e mm 8ow rate ,ms s_d so _ _e ross _ux (_'
of ps in the disch=_ chamber rcauiaed • consuac:

accordingly, the i-sca/e rknnun" mass flow raze was defined
as _ me full-scale valuc (TaMe 1). Mass suu'v=ion ¢ffecu
we.-=,evidenz, and an acceptablemassflow rat_ (or this devic_
was detera_ed by experimentm be 0.135 j_

Since the applied field did noc pcuca-a_ the discharge
duunber, thc scaling of the t-dze thruster wffl be trea:_ u
• seJf-fielddevk:e. Some panmeters coaddevedwhen
cknucea a:e iliven in Table L Whae 0,, hm beea used to
.scale_rs,.this study aacmpcccl co scale based on _p_mut
mcencuons being locally eqaivalcuc co full scale: / x /_and
m/A= wcre amincained. For the efeccomafip_-dc clmuc mech-
anism the force clensi_ can be expressed as

.meseomec_ bein_ sca/ed by ½.and the spcdficadoa
! x Bbe audnudued from the full* to _-scaJc, chc _-sca/e

du_xer shouldthca bc opcx-accdaxcurrcmswhkh m'¢ | of
those in full-sca/e ch_ For this study, the l-scale _
_s opa-aed a: r,,o curre= _ I.J_ and 2.3 k_ wts_
corrcspoad co fu/l-scalc cuxxcacs of 9 "_md I8.4 k.A. scspec-

dvel?.
T_c _ usoc_ed _m mc

compooc= can be cxlxcss_ as

So

U_=F F z== ia

be deacued; U,, = :. and sotumid deaeme _th size. in
tlds case b_ a factor of L

For the ekcambas_ t_m_ mmpooeaC vdoc/cy scsru_
dep_ds m _ pb== adua/_. T_ iap_ pow= is de.
tamb_d by/zg; this is _ to the Un=ic pore= o_

fixed, if dse resistance sams _e decuodes wae a coasmac
fo,'dMem= devicm (Le.. ifsbesth drops wa_ dom/m_) cl_
decambem_ vdocit7 mmmoc_ mmld scak with _. If
tb_coeduc_/of tbepi_ma _ com_ac _d pi_n _ok-
s_c drops wa_ domimm_, d_e_ vdocky would
be z coasu_ for dWe:c_c

Typicul _cometry and cuac_ values for the bench mark*"
foil-scale ctmssu_and for the A/A/." _ thrusu= are
showa inTable l for compadsou.Since._ is propordomd
seff-_iddthrust t_m is _ to cuespec_ impubc
for me se4f-field MPD thnss_r,assumingdu_ the dccao-
mlnedc dm=t mmpasax is domiaanc Operadou of d_ i-
sc_ thrus_c_az Z.3 kA pmduccs _m = 39 kA_$, a valac
aplxoprias_ _r compadsoa with a t_Mp:of thnss_m_

_ MsmeSc Nmzk _

_ s_c_ m_=_ _ _ =_d m Suide_p_um
wm _ byaso_ai_ co_dcsitncdm producemas-
ne_ ficklEnosthat_vc_ed iaa rcasoaablemann_. The
ma_nedccoffwas coasauacd withfivelave_ofi-_n.<fiam
so_ copperwh-ewnq_p_ zroundan&7_n.-o._ PVC pipe.

Tabkl Thrmua"s_hq pm-ameters

Sir.

C.=bode Anod_ A_,odc C._

Scale aa cm an m _,/_

(_I_ O_ 1.25 !_ 1.25 _.0

Fun (Pri_on) _90 $.00 10._ $.0o 5.6

_sss am, m_. _ z=ck_a to_c _cm_

L _,. Z.. ix&.
k,q. cm an k_aP

t.,ScaLe i.2_ IJJ I_-_ ?J._
Full-scalc 10.0 5.0 5.0 _. .s6

_=ua=snm_w_oc_.mmpoaa_

,k. /, ['-_r_. (;_.
Fs k_ kA:-_'s a_s

Princ=tou. f'u.il scale 2.0 18.4 _ _..q30

%0 I0.0 .t6 6.900

OSU-½ Sc_c 0.14 2.3 39 5._0

0.14 5.0 85 I2..700

for_lx-_mt _lu__ ,erb_p_:ix=scs._U. = T.#,_.
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I o S W IS Z0
AX_ 0_m_ k_

Fl_3 l"mm_, kkl cd. _1 wmm m,d,cbem_ =/_ q_m/
_ _dd Im _xJ _ bGm_t

i

n

__t

)

t
i

.... -)

Cmx_ oc_ kX pmdu_, umimmmmaO_ e_d smm_
o_Xm kO ,ioq _ ,ms oC_ me _ _i-suae ansu=
.ms in pla_

_ ,ppkd mam_ r_k/sm=_ ¢mramam wmmm_
emm_ _,t_ raad md mia W fieklpmba.
^ skeu_ o_the malmmicflux li_s _ith rmp_ m _ pmidm
M me dmmwr is sho_ in F_ 3; the _ao_ _r m/aimum
,urea, o¢d_ malmm/c eux lines o_med a__ 2._
¢m born me _ce ot _he ebmsr_r oa _ uis ot me rail. The
mague_ F_dd _m'oudou ms _ I_ _he '_I cndu-
sio_ fz_m the solid coPlm _ dm_n_the dine imiod o_

The magnitude of ,.he msgne_ _kl was appmpd,ue for
the coufinemem of me plasmawith _ prcsmrc (nkT =

x lO) HIm=f_orn. - 10_. T. = 2cY) _ by
ma_/c pressure(F/Sf- 4 x I(P N/m_ for a - tkG).

One-Fourth Scale Thruster _ Dam

T_ lower _=ic o, m w_ d_==_l _g mini d_as-
no_. Currmlt-volmge _cs for _he _hrus_r
fzn_ re_rded f_r a rams flow rau_ o_ IL0_4 g/$ o_ uiu_¢_;.

mn_poud_l m 03 _ _ The vol_ n_mn_

memmm_ _r Mummls ot 0..5 kV o_ the du_ste¢ PFN.
The _ed-_eld and self-field data are shown, wire en_r

ba_ i_ F_g. 4. _ach pe_l _ da_a taken a_ a _x_d
dine, 200 _s born _hc s_ar_of dm_er currc_ for a Im_
mm_l_r (4-.$} _ o_ the rimmed. Dau were tak_ in
bmn_Is o( 0..5 kY on d_e xlxrus_ PFN, goi_ been low- m
bi_ _ mJ reversm_ _ _lUCnce; this was _!_

_ Mam_ _ _,smsNm

The cm_=_ _ _, me dec_ml _cbarge o_ me
_sc_ie )_2D _,_ _ mpl_ b_m ioc_J _mud_ m_
_ &dd _ Ior thnm_ cm_s _f LUmd L3
kA for bochq_l-6ekl _KI self-fieldcm_ Data_ taken

_ ransing _cm 0J m _ cm h_m _ _ of (b=
dnmn'.

"rhcm/mm:hda.upn_m/c_d mc#suun=nm ,_.es_:,m,ed m
calcul_ d_ _x_m inclosed widan a g/yen raEms a( a g/yen
a_/alpmiam u

_m(r. :) " pm'B(r. Z)/p_ 0)

_ses is sho,m in F_. S; _he dash_ _mes a_ _dons.

Im_a hemm_ emmm

hdhll pm_s _ impa_ Fusu.'e ia I_ exhaust plume of
I_ _ thrasxer _ recorded for axial locations _, 9, 14.
x_120 cm _ 1he hoe o{ I_ xhrosx_. The pn_sm_ pm_¢s
,e_ measured for LL_ and 2J-kA c_u. and _or boa,
_ed-S_l _d _-r_d cu_ "rbc _1 l_8_es for me
1.LS-kA im_ m shown in Figs. 6 mid 7. 1_ pr_mure r_
ported _r each poanion is a value uaum ia _ relaeveh.
mmuug cmx_n_ pm_ou o_ _ ln_ssu_ r_ords _m"
hli_ll _ h_l m-miuat_L 1"1_ _ prmsu_ daUl
inEx:s_ th,u _he _kazs_ phune was symmeuical about tbc

/_licar,_l du_ me _s_cr w_ op_a_l i_ a _k: bsh/on.
w/_ e_ick_chigh-bequea_ _ _ the massflow 8O
race was iacreesed m 0.0_ I/s, _he or_haons w_e s/p_-
_y reau_L bu_ oo:mkm_ _ _ san _-ere- _-
qum_ o,,_Um/ous a_I.L5 kA. Local B, magnetic _.Id probes _ _0

_d ,_mring_ su._b/-su,_e_ _'_n,e'_nrast_
ImLsmry."the _ vm'ia/fn:mmsho_ '_ncywc:c i _"

_ w_ wectudcd _ac d_ ca_ode _s _ Ix_mse u
of an uncveu dism'budonof gas in the Euchargeesambec, _ 20.
m_x ports _re Iocau_ n_li_ly mid_-aybe_wee__heeke- <e
mxles. To overtime tl_s _, sev_ I_ pom (O.._-mm
ia E_mm,_r) v,_re added aroundtl_ _ o( U_ _,dmde,
approximae_ I..5 mm horn d_ ca_ode raEm_ In the new
injectionmnfil_mu_, a _ _ r_ o_IL13.5g/s_msthe
km_sxr_ _ _ smooax,ha_ _
_k/romtds; thesewere _ ss#u _dic#_u ofsmx_h
dischargeopcm_m. Allo_dz _ nnmlu pn_cau:diad_s

j' .,_,, I

( I

o.o !.0 2.0 =.0

ArcCuam_Ik.,M

FI_.4 Cm'r_t-vdtamecharacus'lse__" J-scakes,a,Da_ thm_s..

study used • mass flow m_ of 0.I_ _ dm cones_nds xo S_-_m_ _q_l
a mass timera_eo_2.16iVsf_ra full-scalemxust_....
Tu_ Imcksm_ud pr_ fortlx_i-scal_M1q) _hr_ w_s _ )s_

bil_m'hemb_toendofthcthms_pcriod(1-TmTorr) I .-/___.) .).e,,eo_ __:.,_._,_

3.5 reTort) c_-vi_s; however, evidence has sugges-_.d _c
prcssm'¢s of I0 mTonr or less _ a minor cffcc_

on _ and _l_e measurcmcau for s_.ad_-stacesel_-_eld
_hrm_rs.

Arc an'rcn_ ov_ the range.o_ 0.86-2.3 kA w_rc ob:amed F'q_.S F._ currentem_toursw_thoutand with appUed fidd with
by vax_'agthe thrus_cr PFN volcaecovc_ the range of 5-L3 arccm.ra_ l = 2.3 tO,_ m = o.13s g/s.
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nit and reproe_e f_om stmt-to-sbo_ Imp,_ pressure dam
were also taiom for a value ofese tpt_ied maSneti¢ fietd
interm_tm between 0 (self-field) tad 1200 G. With t mm-

inal value of 800 G at me center of the coil impact pressun:
smslatz = 14¢m withtlte thrmteroperadngat2.3
kA; ptetsert profiles for the 0, 800, and 1200 G cases are
aaown ht F'_ 8.

Analysis and _-__a of Data

Cerrtat.Veita_ Me_ma_meaa for the J-,Smle Thrwter

The data points recorded with and without the applied noz-
:fie followed 5_tt_l_ t_nds (Rg. 5"), w{th It" t_i¢_d of
l.V data for these types of recast=meats. The l-V variadan

can be best described as linear over the range of currents
studied: th_ indicates dominan_ of the electrothermal thrust

component. The linear relationship for the applied-fie.id case

t._w-r_Wl_K ._ I"I-tKU:_I-/_I. wtZtt .**I_t_,NEI'IC .'_DZZI.f.

wasfoundto differo_y di#tiy _ thatfor"," u:lf-_l
¢_:, for tower"(_..0 kA) _,ztt_ At lit/re' mn'em_ the
_o#ied =aSm_ eem re.ted in a se_t demme it a=
vohage, but thb vadadoa wm withia the ec_ b_ md so
•,fll not _ co_ quam_ta_c_. Tlz d=m_ pom:r wss
detenmed from/.tt, aad _c mo__

For a #mr o_at, th, d_m_m of po-_, bt t_tr-
__ts ofgt_ total ,_ta_ _ th_

aedes:

_r_r " 7. + _ + V,, (4)

vvor = / ,¢ rg + / (v x lr) a + v,

The first termcspresses the volutle dmp duem the Obmic

1"_ thkdtcm. V,. is t_c _=_: f_l _ it kclIIcs
acan_ _i_g _t pbsm s_ toa=. lases d.e =
dissociadoa md kakazims _ inctadal ;., the OlIic lam

ud the fag _u,_ term. Tllz fall w_talc _,m dca:tmis_ I_
etmpobdoa of the velta_ data to zcm cmnm (32.7 'O. At
the LD-kA lcvct, tbc btck-eaff _$ V. aad atthe
2.3-kA levet it coem_med 16,5 V. These es6mates were made

a modd for a_a.eal m_'_ _!_ for
MPD I:hlllgcr b[ol_ff j I_I_ [ZOm

pressuremeawzem_u tha_wglbedes:n]_ bekm.
Us_ _c sbo_ _ t_ums z=pazau a_ _

mim_ fromct_ ekca_ _ ohtz _mms _d_
wu _e_ _oas dse _t_ _ _
(4) cza t_ rc_aca

_= 0'_- v_- vA" f.n_.Jdr (_)

:e, tnd _r b assmned to be mest_t; the _ _-
ities are then

o.(z.z..sv..A)= 1900(fl=)-,

,r(2_ _) = 2s0o({he)-,

by Spi_er for fully ioubed pbsma_

¢_= T_'($.2 x 10-' _.a) (6)

where _, A typically has a value of I0 fix • wide ram_ of
#am_ de.des axl tempenmr_ ted T, isSire= ia eV. In
a_y_p_ _earoa___;
;- _ case we _

_r. = O.Y_d,'(=#T.)"q[nd(_}! CO

where a, is the electmu demity, ao _ _ latom _,
(2 iS the elet_oHetUril ttom ¢o_ioe ctttS SettiOtt.

Aemtdiagly, for • plasma with an arbium_ degrte of ioui-
_iott the electrical ¢ouductivity can be _ted by =

_- = (uo-_+ u..)-' (8)

Using the above equations the elec_a temperamr_ arc

T,(1.L5 kA): 1.0 eV

T,(2.3 kA): 1.3 eV
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YORK. ZAKKZ'I,'SKL .4*40 SOL'L.,I_ LOv*'.POwER MPD THR_ WITH MAG,_ETIC 5:OZZLE

Under the plasma conditions (n,. T,) in the _ the
eleca'on-ion eClUiiibrat/oa _ is about 3/_ so To = T. is a
reasonable assumption.

_ Probe _

Z ¢,._mt _ k, t_ mcm=a m.,, (eahamm/_ ca0a:t/on), ecmisiom, md mgnetic rad_
Forthesdf-fieJdcas¢ (Fig. Yjasmuch as,10_ of the curnmt oa the panicle cokct/on. The s/_ of the probe (r = 6.3,5 x

w_ blownpint the miniM Ihc c_mdm.._chaml_r, qrpiczifor 10 -s m) wmm the oed¢_ of the mean fre¢ paths(a,, = 5 x
sctf-fidd MPD thrustegs" with Re. -, 10. it lus bes _ 10-s at, _ = $ x 10-s m) and Dcby¢ length (,_ = 10-'-

_ I_m_" _ _ _ _ _F_ dram dora foL"the mlmmed mllecdou duem thick shem/mwere
¢omlxx_=:.= Howe,=, tlm:traas/cat appli_ mq=efc ao_Ic
fieJds were fomml to restrict dg disdmge to a .rqioo domr
to tim chamber (Fig. S). For the self-field case. I0_ o(tlm
currem mu cardeddowmumm a druwce 2! rimesthe mode
radius born the Im_pime. lu coucr_ for the app_-d.6dd
case. 10_ o.tthe ou'rem wm mrd_l dowm_un a dk_
only _! _m_ mc _ode r_tim born me _ _z- bo_

x2 R M__ with _i_ _. _.
_d _ _ x_. which _ _

and tim udmlatedvaluesof umlp_g _1 gnmld_ k ism
thatthethrusterui_ p_u_ F_s_,a _-SmaoCamat_
magnetic fie.kLh h Wobal_ tlmt tlm mqm¢_ fiekl _
the co_nement ot the pimm cm_ing the current,holing
it further upstream and channeling it along tJm azis dmmgh
me m_ze_ nozzle in this wamiem crm:har_ TI_ pomion
- . _ +m _IS the IXill Io<:tl:iOO _ tl_ _Oil It

wl_h impact _ was na:amm:d. Pot tlm mall-fieldca_
•: = 2cm andr = 1 cm. the impact pressure was3.9 x IP
N/m:, while the calculated magnetic prcssm¢ at this point was
3.7 x I0 i N/m:.

?. 1

J

|

+I

lmpl_ Prmm_ Meamelmmmu

From d_ _ pr_su_ dam, k is _'_luded that It_

the mmjnimde of the impact prcssu_ _ within • 3-
cm rad_m of the ceuterline for all axial pmitiom. The mag-
nitude of the _ currant alsoaffeacdimpactpressure.
akhough t._- and _ thtmter currents exhibited
radial pro01es. The self-field presmm profiles for LU kA
(Fig. 6) have peak values of 100-400 Nm':. with e*t radii
of abo_ 3 cm. hnp_ pr_sut_ dcx_=sed in magnkude dm_
stream.Tlg appfia/fieldpressu_ lxofiles aresignifi_atly
different, For bothI.L_ andZ3-kA cmrem iev_ aGamsian-
duLpedi_rofilewm evidem zt ttmz = S- and 9-<m locafom.
with the mjority of the momentum flux _ mnfm_l
• 2<m n_im. Fro" tim I.LS._ level, peak pms_ were
1.500Nm'= and e-' radius was about I cat. wh/le forth_
kA levelthe peak pressurer_ 3800 Nm': and e-'r_ms

[._ was about 2 on. At tl_ z = l,_<an pogtion thc momawamflux for 1.1S kA _u coufit_ within rig 3-au r_lim, but fro-

.ta_av_ t_ _ _ of g.i_' wm _med. ge-
p_ing m,prmdmSm_ rm_d<_+_s. io. md _=mo L._r.
mot mdli _ large cmough to tgow ttz wcak ,_cki
a_ to be made_

Radlal vldadom og ekmuon dauity Ind tempemum g_a.
mny metot_ ttmomdmio, tmm impmxprmm_ dm. i._..
I_m m_om md more hiOiy p<at_ dign_ _h tim
_ fromaozztm. Sp<xmm_. t_ t_: mtt-f,_ er,et,m_
dm plasmawas ejocted with mls_velyuniform_mq_mmre;
_ith_ r, _ N, ,m_ st_agly _cm_ _ s.,_s.

,_d vnu_os oC2".and#,(_p. 9 md z0) sbo,, that,
_, both wcm l_Ib_ for the appl_-fiekt ctscs ttan
fortheself-fieldcasc_As _/ththeimpac:Wessm_ dant,
qlms of T, md N, _b a_ were much la_ mmr
t_e aais. As pov_ input was the same without and
appl_ field _3_I_, k can bc condudcd that exxnpr_si_
_ccts wen: siguif_mt within the magnetic nmzk fields. These
effects of magnetic no=des are s/m/lar to those reported by.
Ku:iki andOkadz. t+who exan,Jnedflo+ from a lowep otrr_t
(800 A) ar¢_t in a much larger vacuum vcsseJ tud with a
lar_c pp bct_-_ thc arc plasma som_: and ttmno=5¢ fiedds.

Tcmpaztuna for the self-field cases determ/ned hum local
lan_u/r probes are in reasonable tgreemem with ehe tem-
pmamms _dmated fa_n omdu_vi_. W'_ the mamefcaoz_
fldds applied, _. _ was • tempenmm cm_a_m:e.

Ii

o,
E

¢
o
w
g

lu

3

2,

1,

@-1.1SkA Self- _'_dd

_+ •-2.30kA Self-IPt_! -

!
o _ Io 15 20

Axial location Iml

F'q.9 Mtal nritdou _£Tc from impmuir iwo_ dma.

I0 TMthe 2.3-kA kw.L sipifieant momemum fin em:uned out to
t-_lius. Atthe 20.cm location, both the 1.15- and 2.3-

_s. appii_i'field cas_ dem°nsu'_ted br°ad' flat t'_l_l pt_" _ 10's
'Tbcabovedm danautme that theappUa/mmetic _. _"

zte r_-tdspuemed i pressuresthatweresi_antty _ _o':

+ __ higher than those for the serf-field cfischar_ at the same "_power level: the fieldscou_m¢l the plasma flow to suml_ ,_ +o'=
radii and _k_ mo_ g_d_/expansion. This is _t c

o

with a degree of balance between the presmre hmn the ap. = 10z=

t plied magnetic field and the internal kinetic pr_n_ o( the ,_. ".. plasma. Earlier reported experimental r_ults:-' had shown 10"
that fora p/asmninmam_etic_ coafi_rad_ts, tbc plasma 0
expansion was controlled b.v the ma_mctic presmte and was

__ not conu'ollcd primarily by the shape of the mae_etic fieldlln¢_.

2O

@-1.15kA Self-_'_O _ O -- __]

,k- 2.30kA Se_f-F_d I
0 -- 1.1 .,_k,A _o pli_,q:l-_eld I

A- 2.30kA _ppi;c_-tr.etd ]
5 lo 15 20

Axial Loca_on(cm)

Fig. I0 Axial var/adoa_ N, from langmuirprobedata.



t _e._. _-,.a_. _-_u _4.s_l--_a: L_.,_-eVwF.R _ THRUSTER wITH MAGNtFt'IC

Tal_Z 0_-_nh _ tlmm_ perfomm_ pr_m=s

_ Tout
_ _ ,_..

N N N Ws

Sclf-Fidd
0.80 0.31 L|I
_ _ 1.17 (P') 6,950 (/_ P')

Thcotcsica/ 0.80 0_11 1.11

_ _ LaZ(_ tL0S0 (Z..el

7.30-kA Cas_

Scif-F'add
Theomdca/ 0.90 ID2.q _Lq 16.100

_ _ 3.01 (e) 10.0_0 (L.

,'.m_-d-F, eSd
O.9O I '_ 2-U 16.,.100

_rimemt _ _ £O2 (P) uJoo (L. P3

•_. D_ miq mtxa izcmrc 'L _. Da..mq N,. T, bornLxqm,ir.rex: fromm=swc.

mct_t in the plasma which was not selatcd to a voltage increase
in the discharge chamber.

Thrustand Lxhaast VeStry Evalmsimu

Using elec:rical di.scha_¢ parameters, theoretical v_uc_ of
electrothernutl and electromagnetic thrust for the device were
evaluated. For the self-field discharge, electrothermal thrust
wu csciraated taing a limi_ value wk/ch assumes complete
expansion. T. - m(2C, Td'_, wh/le the eiectromagncnc
component was calculau:d

T, = (,u_rv4.T){,.(RdRc) + fl (9)

Since the applied magnetic fields did aot enter the discharge
chamber and the power in_t with appli_ 6old nozzles did
not change, these valuc_ will also be used for comparison with
applied nozzle experiments.

F._erimeatal values of tlmast were evaluated by.intcsoating
impact pressure over a cross sanion of jet at an axial location
where pressure signals reached their maximum. Values of
vcloci_ were evaluated from input pressuredan, us_ N,
and T, from langmuir probes. Using theorcticsl total thrust
values, an effective velodty was evaluated from U.. = 77as.
A compilation of plasma acceleration parame:cr is prescated
in Table 2. k caa be concluded that for the self-fidd discharge,
thngg iacreas_ with inceeased prom'. Hov_-ver, in both _tses,
the exhaust velocities derived from experiment were lower
than the theoretical est/matcs I_ factors of 0.85 and 0.62.
With the addition of applied magnetic nozzles, the thrust
inc:cased for both power levels by a bctor of 1.6. The exhansc
'_lodty derived from experiment increased bY factor+ of 1.6
(I.1S kA) and t.1 (2.3 kA) with the a_iled magn_c aozzles.
These values of exha_t velocity derived from _t
were lower and Idgher than _ theore_/cal es_nates, sothe
detm'lsof plasma expansion in the two casesappeartobe
different.

Coadesiem

The influence of applied magnetic noz21_ on the perfor-
mance of a low-power MPD thru_er was examined in the
unique condition v/acre the magnetic field did not penetrate
the discharge chamber or alter the power delivered to the
thruster. The applied magnetic aozzles resulted ha increased
plasma demicy and tempe_mre ha the exhaust flow oucside
the discharge chamber. Thrust and _xhaust velocities derived
from experimental data were found to increase by factors of
1.6. due to the applied magnetic nozzles.
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ANALYSIS OF APPLIED-FIELD PLASMA THRUSTERS
USING THE MACH2 CODE

Pavlos (;. Mik¢llid_" and Peter 3. Turchi-

Ohio State University

Columbus. OH

Norman F. Roderick'"

University of Ntm, Mexico

Albuquerque, NM

ABSTRACT

"fhc time th.qxndent, t_o-dimensioual

axi_.'vmmetric, magnetohydrodynamics "code, MACH2 is
utilized to model applied-fidd magnetoplasmadynamic

OvlPD) tlm.t,ae_. It includes two-temperature effects, real

equations of state, real xi.-_,x_sitx',anomalous resistixity
models, and Hall current effects. Predictions of the ba_c

linear dependence of thrust and voltage on applied

magnetic field strength and discharge current have fared

well when compared to exl_rimental data. MACH2
.,,'imulatkms have sho_n that thre main contribution to the

voltage drop across the plasma is due to rotation in the

a.,dal magnetic field. The main acceleration mechani.,,a'n is

therefore conversion of energ3 del'x*sired in the thrust

chamber by means of the electromagnetic torque to

directed energ3". A linear dependence of thm,,a, and
vohage o applied-magnetic field .,;trenth is calculated

Such &T_._L_x._: txa-relates with the ob_rvation that the

rotaticmal Sl'_-x,_dachieves :t limiting value ba.'m.d on

viscous drag within the thrust ehambcq

I.INTIIODUCTION

Research over the last thins _ears has sho,,_n

that pul.._d, quasi-stead._ or stcadv-statc applied-field
magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD'I tbxusters can provide

sp,:cific impul._._ m the range desirable Ibr space

applications t "-_I to_ ever. as Is the ca.m with the self-I]eld

operatev..l thrusters, the\ exhibit cfficiencit..'s that m

general do not exceed 50 ix.'rcent._ 1"he application of an
external in-plane magnetic lield introduces a v_._

complicated .mr of ph.vsieal interactkms that has made

theoretical modeling almost |mlx_.dhlc. Most studio; 4

have been m general e_x,'ring'nml and are thtt,; limited by

the t_erating conditions, particular geometries, and

prta_ls of a limited numlx.'r ofthnt.._ters. Performance
limitatitms, aoeeleration n_.'chani.,,'ms, and ener_"

di:,'tributi_m are not completely understood.

One of the earlier theoretical approaches was

that of Krulle) who u:.a.xt a simple .mr of flow equations
with aq assumed applied-field distribution to study
acceleratkm mechanisa'ns at low cum.'nt dens'ities and

ma.,,xflow rat_. The mtxtel al..,a_a_sumed that the plasma
was fulh' itmizx,_d and that the self induced field was

negligible when compared to the applied field. He

&'lermin_ that a ctm.,;ider_ble part ,_l'the total thrust was

due to prt..'s.,a.trelbrcx.'s"balancing the radial confinement

by the j0B, I'_xt',"force. It _as al.,a, .'_m'n that .substantial
;vJmuthal Hall cxm_nt_ were prc.'sent x_ell doxvn._tm of

the lhl'uslt.q"s exit that increamd in magnitude and

c\tcnsion xxith increasing applied licld strength.

In their treatment of al_plicd-field acceleration
nlcchanisnls. Tanaka and Kimura _ u.md a two-

din_ntxkmal .,a.'t,fdectnm_ab.ax:tic equations with a quasi

onc-dimcnsitmal .mr of fhfid equations This model

examined opo'ation with Argon prolx:ilant at 0.1 g/s,

discharge currents of IO(I(I-2(KI(_ A. and applied

mabw_eticlield .,,'trengths of(} I -(}.2 T at the cathode tip. It

sl_xx t..dthat substantial Hall currents and pla:,'ma rotation
xverc l'qtgluct,'d from the interaction of the applied

magnetic field with the discharge current "[his plasma
rolatiorl was then converlcd It,axial momentum via

cxpansi.n through a magnetic n,/zlc.

An exptmmenml stud) of a I__-35 kW applied-
lield MPI) thruster using I.ithium x_as i'_'formed by

Fradkin." and producaxl simple anahlic expressions for

* Graduah: Rt._arch .\x_.'iatc. M_nher AI.\. \

lh'ol_ssor. Seuior R,.._ardt Sci,:ntisl. l "S.\I" Phillilv, I alx_rator 3
M,md'x-r .Xt.\ \
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thevoltage,thrust,and efficiency that showed reasonable

agreement with the empirical measuremenl.,_. The data
displayed mainly linear increases of voltage, thrust, and

efficiet_'3, with applied field .strength exoepl for km

currents (!<400 A) and input lbed.s (m < 30 rag/s) lbr
which the voltage increased parabolieaily with the

magnetic lield. A model was developed based on

assumed profiles of plasam rotation and denmtv. The

voltage was calculated for homopolar motor operation

and assumed that there exists a limiting rotational speed

to explain the linear dependence of voltage on applied

field stnmgth.
rhc most recent and extensive experimental

.-mad3.',,_as that of M.ve_"x"with a 100kW-levei thruster. A

wide range of geometric, for Argon and Hydrogen

propellant,; was examined l_sr applied field .strengths of
0.03-0.12T at the cathode tip. discharge currents of 75(g-

2000 A. and ma.ss flow rates of 25-14(I mg/s. It was

shown that ix_th voltage and thrust vary linearly with

applied magnetic lieid independent of goonletry and mas.,_
flow rate. A linear dependence of thrust and voltage on

the discharge cun'ent was also observed.
Previous simulations _°with the MACH2 _aa-"

code have sho_ln the linear dependence of voltage and

thrttq on applied magnetic field, the theoretical

predictions however, und_'timated the experimental
data. due to lack of prt_.'r vis_.xasitv and thermal

ce_luctivity models. This paper pr_-sents the most reet.ml

simulations of applied-field MPD thrusters using the

MACiq2 ctxte x_Jth improved transl_rt ta_effieient

models, that more accurateh' include the varying dega'ee
of ionization

II. TKE MACH2 CODE

MACH2 is a time-detxaldenl, txxo-dimensional,
axisvrmnetric, single Iluid. two-temperature, real

visc_sitx, magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) code that has
already mtxteled a variety of plasma experiments with

tneat su_,_." A broad claxs of geometric c_mfigurations
can Ix: handled xxithout any _x:le modifications in either

planar or cylindrical cotwdinates, j:

MHD EQUA'I'ION5

A .set ofa .siagle qu,asi-neuu'al fluid equations is
.,u_hed by MACH2 in a time-split manner. All three

componenL'_ of the vectors are oomputed but arc not
allowed to var'," in the azimuthal direction when in

cylindrical coordinates The are presented beloxx in
ten_w notation form:

M a.___Continuity

a.._O= -1u iVip * PViU ,.
at (1)

repn..'scnts c_'ation of mas:_ where p is the mass
densit_ and u the velocity oflh,2 Iluid.

Mtnnentum

Du I

Dt

where I)/l)t is the matta-ial derivative t_-rator. P is the

prt,.'.ssure, Q is the artificial vi.,_sity, g is the metric

ten.,a_r. B is the magnetic induction, and o is the stress
ten.,_w that is exprex"sed as folknx s

_0'..

Elastic: _ = 2Gbii - u k_kOji
tgt

( 2,)Viscous: o_=la uia-,uj, i 3 iiu_

(3)

_vhe,'c t; is the shea," modulus, tt ,s the viscosity
coefficient and 6 is the Kronecker delta. The elastic

n_lel allo_s the user to handle material strength, while

the viscott,_ im_pic fluid model translbrms the "code into

a Navier-Xtok_...s_cluatkm _dw._'. The xi_ositx coefficient
fiw a gas mixture ctmtaining s numlx:r of difli:rent hear3.

Sl_,xies of approximately equal mass m i._given by '_

_t = ½-mC_: nix , (4)
i:l

xxhere tt is a numt.q'ical factor" equal t,_ 0.998. C is the

mean thermal SlXXXt.n, is the number den.-,'ily, and 2.i is

the mean li'ee path. The latter arc obtained under the

assumption that only neutral aunns and singly ions are

pt_,a,'nt when Ihe MACI12 ctm_puu.xl degree of ionization

is le_ ttum I. ifthe degree of kmi_,atkm is greater than !
but less than 2 then only single and &ruble ions are

as.sumed to nmke up the plasma. This formulation

c.ontmu_,_.,to apply for arty higher degree of ionization.
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ElectronSpecificInternalEnerg3.
D_
Dt (s)

8iw-'n m MACI-12 units ot'.l/nl-.-ax-cV

where _ is the specific internal energ3.. Zl is the electrical

resisti,At3. J is the current density, _ is the thermal

conductivity, T is the temperature, _ rcpr_ents heat
flux rate duc to radiation, it can be modeled as radiation

cooling in optically thin limit: equilibrium radiation

diffusion m optically thick limit: or non-equilibrium
radiation diffusion, and v,_ is the thermal equilibration

collision fi-equency..
The electrical resistivity ten_r includ_ the

cilia,as of ammm]otm current "conduction which are added

to the cla_cal Spitzer-Harm': expression.

1.0328,,10_ 4 _ln.A m ] kT

T'n " J _n N "2" °'n*
rl,=

_o • . , m (6)

[ 0.4335__1 = 0.29325 1 +7

Ion .,,'lx:Cilic internal I-nerg 3

D_ z

P "_t =l- (PI + Q)g J'" ai'lViuj " (9)

_vhcrc the km thermal conduclivil._ exprt.._sion is derived
in a manner ctmsisO.,'nt with the vi.,_sitx coefficient

model and is given be'

fk
Kx= _ (I0)

(y- ])m

x_herc f is a ntmlerical factor equal I,, 25 and ¥ is the

ratio of :,'pecific heals.

Magnetic Induction

where _ is the number of frec electrons per ion (_ > l ).

lnA is the Coulomb logarithm, m, is the electron ma._,_,c

is the elementata charge, p.. is the permeability of fi'_

.,,pace. o, is att, z'a ._'f_'cified .mauering cax_,_-.metion, and
n, is the neutral number densit,,. The anomalous
resistivity mt_lel utilized liar them MPD simulation.s, is
ba.md on the [.o_ er-I tvbrid D_JI_.microinstabilitv)'"

r

__lO'7m=:A.._.(1 -e'u"mi')

_'oV%"

[ 1 + 03 Udeu,..I ...............B " +B"c¢p/A (7)

_vherc A is the atomic _elght. tt_ ix the cl¢cu'on drift
.,,lxaxt, u,, ts the ion acoustic .-,'pecd. C is a constant equal
to 6.1544x l(F. anti ( is the unconstrained number of li-ec

electrons per ion
The electron thermal conductivio. ten_r is al.,a_

ba.',_l on the cla._sical Spitz.cr-Hiirm '' model.

4.40gx 10,2( 0.687-0.3756/¢" lnA p2
_:,.- o.2,_+¢ ) ..... (8)

A _B '_/T

et

-_,,___L__:_,,§_§)
eP,oIac

(11)

is deri_ cd I'rtm_ Maxwell's and a gencrahzed Ohrn's law

_ ith ion slip and electron pressure _2radienls assumed

negligible.
The equation ._t is clo._d _, ilh the addition of

an equation of state and a caloric equation of _ate that

prc.mribc Ihc species" pr_,.'ssurc and specilic internal

_-_.n_._.m temv_ of the .','lxci_' t_-qnlxra|urt..'s and densities.

'1"1_-3can bc eid_er mml.vtical (ideal gas tm_lel) or tabular.
/he tabular model: in the code ts the SESAME

I'XlUation-ofNtate I.ibrar_ _ generated and nmintained by
the 1:4 t,.utmpof the Theoretical Division at ix_s Alamos
National I,aix_ratorx. Its data ba._ includ_ the :_andard

thcnuod_ammic quantities aiont2 _ith the li'aetional
ionization state ba.'-_ on I.oeal "[-hennodynamie

Equilibrium (I.TE). and u'an.,qx_rtcoellieieaats.

B()[ INDARY CONDI'I'iONN

Magnetic field I_mndar_ conditions include
cxprc_,_ions fi_" idealized conduettn', where the normal

comlxmenl of the magnetic field and the tangential
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_t ofthe electric field must be continuous at the
surface, and for idealized insdator, idaere the normal

component of current is zero at the surface. L"For :aeadv

state problems the poloidal magnetic field _)undarv

condition.,; have to allow e_'olution m re:_se to

azimuthal t,_rnmt.s generated and .,alslained by the plasma
in addition to any other applied fields generated by

external coils. This is accamaplished by computing the
poloidal field components at the boundaries of the

computational region xia the Biot-gavart iaw.tC'

Hydrod.vnsmic houndarv eondititms can be

either flee slip or no .'slip, while thermal botaglary

conditions can aim) be of two types: no heat flux or

conduction to a fixed .,,an'facetemperature. Modeling of

inlets requires values of the inlet temperature, densiD.
and velociD" while at an outlet the condition.s inside the
boundary determine the state outside the ix_mdarv. This

is accomplished b.v _tting the normal component ol"the
derivative equal to zero at the bonndart.

The available boundata' condition _t ix

completed b.v the reflection of the conditions ju_ inside
of the boundary tmto those outside of it at the axis of
cylindrical s_xnmetrv

NUMERICAl. SCHEME

The physical model d_..-scribed in the previous

.sections is .,_)h'ed numerically by a time-split, time-
marching algorithm L"Time-._litting consi.,as of the

application of separate portiort._ of a system of
equation.,;, rather than the simultaneous solution of the

entire _t. The thermal and resistive diffusion, and the

I,agrangian h.vdr(xl.vnamics are carrie_l out with implicit

time differencing, while txmvcctivc tran.,,Tx)rt and the l lall

effi:ct arc .,a)h'ed with explicit differencing. MACH2

conU'ots the time .,a_.T) .such that the stabilitx of the explicit
difli:rencing is maintained

"l'he finite volume approach is utilized Ibr the

spatial differencing Ibrmulas lhc advantage of this

scheme ix thai conservatiola laws involving the w.'ctor

integral theorems are well re.-,qx.'ctedby the difl_rt.mcing
since that di.flh'encing ix derived from those theorenas

MACtt2 is capable of simulating a large 1"angc

of get)metric configurations since the computatkmal

region ix divided into appropriate block-like regions that

are in turn transformed into logical rectangular blocks
where the otrmputations take place. Communication

between these blocks and application of the boundarx

conditions is achieved via the ghost cell technique. E.aeh
side of a block's boundan- is extended bx one more row

ol'oells, the _ cells. Then the full difth-ence equations

may be applied to points on the region boundau- jtmt a._

to the interior points, since the region containing data is

larger than the physical region The principal advantage

or this Icchnique ix that the botmdar_ condition

L.xpr_-xx-ioltsneed not be ._ial diflL'rence equations, and
thtLs arc simpha" to derive and c(Mc

IlL MPD SIMULATIONS

fhc NASA I.eRC 4" dlalneter thruster* was

._locted Ibr the MACH2 simulations due to the large
amount of available eXl_.rim_mtal data. The particular

go_'l"netr3 chopin which is sho_n in Figure 1, was

operated with Argon at a illflS_. Ih)xx rate of O. 1 g/s
injected thamgh holes hv,:ated near tl_."midradius of the

anode and cathode and thr_mgh an anndtt,_ at the cathode

ba._. The discharge current xtas varied between 1000

and 15_X) A and the applied magnetic field strength

betwom 0.034 and O.12T as mca.,atr,.M at the cathode tip
belbre propellant injection. "rhc extemal magnet coil

ctmsi.,,led of 28 turns of 19 cm diamder tubing. The
calibrated values yielded a slope of 8.48x10": as a

I'uncli_m of the magnet currem.

!

q,-

I

i

I

I

i

i

I

-Ib-
IO.15

r'_ 1.27
Magnet Coil

........ <_:.:::_ :i::':..'-:::._J?:.:'..::,:::_

5.1

e..=-

• ::::::::::::

_._. ._.-".i:!:

_.:iil v
_:i!t x_.,".:_:_1

Figure I The geometL'3 of the NA._A I.eRC 4"
diameter c) lindrical thntstcr I)imcnsions arc in cm.

15.3

The MAC112 sinlulati,,n,, assumed a uniform

nlaxs m_'ctits_ over the backplatc at _)nic speed, Ibr three

diff_ent applied magnetic lield StlCUgths of 0.034, 0.052

and O.1(12 "1"as initially ctmaputed at the cathode tip. The
fluid ti_ulation xx'a._txxo-temlx.ratttrc, vi.,w.ous, with real

equation of .state. llydrodynamic Ix)undarv conditions

assumed no slip at the walls while thermal bonndm 3,
ctmditions agsumed a fixed wall t,,.'ml)erature ofO.2 eV

and it. I eV at the cathode and antv,.ic I',..._/)ectively. The
computational &)main _as extended to 30 can

downst1"ean_ of the backplate Ibr the 0.034 . 0.102 T
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casesandto21}cmIbrthe0.052Tca._."l'hru._txxas
calculatedat the en&s of the computational region via

R h,
's

T = I (r, " pu.')aA -. I puu,_
0 z A

(12)

whey R =6.7 em is the dist_lce l?om the centerline to the

end of the computational regitm, z r is the distance fionl

the anode lix>eto the end of the computational region, and
z, is the anode length. Pia,,a-na voltage _as al._, calculated

at the insulating back-plate by

R A

N

V=; E-dr
Re

(13)

_taere Rc is the cathode raditt,_ and R,_ is the antgle raditL_.

Stead 3 state _a:_ achieved at approximately O.5 m.cec of
computational time and _as c,unlirmed by ehang_ in the
terminal variables as well as internal flowfield variables

of le:_s than 0.5% x_ith ;'e:_r,_t to time.

Thrust predictions b.v MACH2 arc prew.,'nted in
Figure 2 and compared to the experimental data _" as n

lhnction of applied magnetic field strength at the eathtxte

tip lbr a discharge current of I0{1(1A.

Thrust Vs AI_IiQd Magneto Field

Afllon. O,lgJl. 1000 A

Z2_

2 •

• ¢,_.m,.,.
0.15 _ _Mma

o --

0,03 0.04 0C_ 0¢_ 0.1Fir 41AI4 e.O¢l (1_ lit1 0.12 0.13

au_m¢ F_ 03

Figure 2 Thrust Vs Applied Magnetic Field strength al
the cath{x.te tip lbr the NASA 1,eRC MPD thruster

Thrust is .'_ox_n to vaz'x almos! linearly with magnetic

field strength in accordance with the eXl_'rimenl The
k_ver limit predictions are calculated at the doxn'_arcam

boundaries of the tx_mputational region and

tmdert,_timat,., the experimental value_ This

underestimatitm is duc to practical limits of the
computational region Total ta_nversion of azimuthal

/
/

//....

Figure 4 Azimuthal .,'ptxxl di.<ribution lbr the O. I02T
ca._" A=1.8. B=3.7. C=5.7. I3=7.6.1!=9.5. +=11

(krn/s/

kinetic _.x_rg). and .static cnlhalpy into directed energy, has
nol xct {_:cured hx the time the Ilox_ exit.,; the

computational N_und,arics Figures ?1 and 4 show

F

/.

/

Ig j ..- .....

,, "-. if

',. ]
.k. .... "_2_

Figure 3 t}re.-_sure distribution Ibr the O. 102T case.
A=_I..'_4. B=I.4. (.'=5.7. D=23.1.1=95. +=390 (Pa).
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significantvalu_of rotational ._T_ed. _,an average o1"4

kin/s), and pm_,xtre at the boundari_ of the

computational region. An extrapolation of the thnt_
calculation to zero rotational ..,geed and pressure was

performed to produce the upper line thrust variation hi

Figure2.This_x'sscarried<rotbasedon cot_scrvationof
total ¢nthalp.v as_xtming that all remaimng rotational

emn'gy and sensible enthalpy will be convened to kinetic

enerff,"ofa.,dal motion. (Thtt,_, profile effects and internal

energy oom_rsion .ere not included.) This extrapolation
correlates wall with the experimental data, but should .still
underestimate thrust valu_._." since additional pox_er

deposited in the plasma from electrode fall regions is not

included. At the present. MACH2 does m_t model

electrode pr_
The possibility of convcrting rotatkmal evergy

ans sensible enthalpy to kinetic tmergy of axial versus

tadiai modon depends on the detaols of the pine and
magnetic dield distributions in the exhau:;t plume. In

Figure 5, lbr example, pressure gradient forces point

inward lbr the entire portion of the computational
downstream of the B contour. It is likely therefore, that

mucg of the rotational and prt...ssure-based energy of this

portion of the flowcan be ctmverted to axially directed
kinetic energy. Tho_" portions o,. the flow that exit

upstream ofthe13contour may al.,_ contribure rotational

and presslkure-ba:,_x:i ener_" to the directed exhaust: but

further ctnnputation is required to acgiebe accurate
a.s,'se:¢mcnLs.

From an ,mginomng lx_int of viex_. Iv,_v,'exer.it

c_naainly appears rea._mablc to extend the applied-rids
coil structure downstream of Ihe anode face ._ thai

expansion of the exhaust l]<n_ can t_:cur with a gentler

eflL'ctivc divergence angle. _ The trade -off ho-em apart

fi'om po._sible coil xxcight lx.,nalties, os not due to _lid-

nozle viscous drag. hut the drag on the plasma due to

resistive diffimion and coupling to additional magnetic
Ilux

in the NANA I.eRC experiments _the ch._tl't_e

heat transfer was obtaimxt hx monitoring the c(a)ling

_ater temperature change (_.5 C) and flo_ rate (+2%).
"Fluswas interpreted as the ixv,vcr delx_sitexl to the an<xlc

which in turn resulted in an experimtmtal value for the

amxte fall voltage (cathode tall voltage was a_stcrncd

negligible _) by

P^ -P 5kT
v,, .- 4) (14)

I 2e

141

r'*
|
>:14

Ptuata Voltage V$ ApUied Field

Argon. 0.1g_. 1000 A

• emma'

_ ll_ II_16 _ _ ILg41 @_I@ Q.I LI! 41.12 ILlS

Figure 5 l'ia._'ma Vohagc Vs Applied Maga'tetic Field

strength at the cath<v,.le tip Ibr the NASA I.eRC MPD
thrustc+.

tenlperatur¢ Wa._a.._tlrned al 2 cV. and _ _as the copper

work function (4.6 V). "11_canode Ihll voltage values

x__n'e them subtracted from the total measured discharge

voltage to provide the voltage drop acn_sstheplasma.
The._ valu_..'s are companxt to MACH2 predictions in

Figure 5 as a function of the applied magnetic field

strength.

lhetwetical prt.xlictitms agree well with

CXl_ritrlenl and show the line'w dclx.'n&mcc of voltage
with applied matmetic I]eld strength "l'his linear increase

is c<mtrat'_ to intuitb;e pro:lietions suggesting that the

vtdtagc it_,a'ea._.'sparalxdicali._ x_ith nmgnetic field if the
main cona-ibutkms arc rotation of the plasma in the axial

matmctic lid& m_l d_e ttall electric lield. Insight into the

hchavior of the plasma voltage is ,_llL,r_.xiby examimng

the relative mabmitudc.-s of the conll_oncnts that make up

the total radial electric lield An integration of the

gencraliz_ Ohm's lax_

V= (rlj -%B_-joB/en )dr (15)

givt..-sthe various contribmions to Ihc total voltage. If the

rotational velocity is directly prolxnlional to j,B, and ff

joB, balancu.'s the centrifugal Ibrcc duc to [he ion rotation

then it is clear that the voltage drop acrt_ss the pl_qrm
should Ix: proportional to B'-.'l'he.,_"contributions are
.'shmu_ in ]'able I lbr t_so diflL'rent axial kx:ations at the

midradius of the dimhargc chamber

where P..xwas ilk: an<xlcpoxxor, Prxxas all a._,;umed value

for the plasma and cath<xtc radiation poxver, electron
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z(cm) 11j, jeB/en< -uoB,

3.165 -84 -89 -1382

6.33 -75 -147 -I181

Table !. Electric field components (V/m) at the

midraditt._ of the dimharge chamber filr the O. 102T cam+

It is apparent that the main ctmtribution to the total radial
electric field in the middle of the chamber is a res'ult of

plasma rotation regardless of axial pt_tiou. This in turn

that the voltage drop acrt_x the pla.-ana is mo.,ak

due to the back electromotive throe. Figure 6 sho_vs the

variafima of the maximum rotational speed as a fimction

of applied field strength as predicted by MACH2

Io

.e

!
i'
i
,7,

Max Az_us_d Speed Vs _ FiMa

Amos.0.1_. IO00A

!

!

/
I

/
#

I

/
I

I

o.I11 lll_ el$ l.i,l 11.415 Ii_ II+I11 Ii,oi o,ol o+ 11_ elt o115

Figure 6 Maximum azimuthal Speed V._ Applied

Magnetic Field strength at the cathode tip lbr the
NASA I,eRC MPD Thruster

It ts clearlx slloxxn that lbr this rcgmlc of uperation the
maximum rotational .,,'lx._al&ramnot linearh incrca.m x_ith

magnetic field, as would bc exlxcled from the incrcamd

electromagnetic Iorquc on the plasma mass floxx, but

rather asymptote.-+ to :1 constant value l-his behavior

txould explain the linear dependence of voltage on

magnetic field buaexamination of the Iloxvficld reside the

discharge chaml_ct shoxx., that this limitation on

_vJmuthal .,,lx._d is due It+vi.,aam._efl_.x:ts As the matmctic

lield increases, ccnwifugal Ibrccs on the plasma incrca.m
the mass density neat" the outc. wall of the di_hargc

chamber, thereby increasing the imlx_rtancc of viscous
elIects. That is. more of the mass Ilo_ is tkn'ced into

regions of higher azimuthal-velocity .'_ear. l:urthennorc

depleti<.m of den._ty Ix_x een the electrodes al._+increa.ms
the impcn'tancc of viscous diffusion The azimuthal Slx'ed

profile nanains about the ._me. with increasing magnetic

field, but the maximum speed is limited

IV. CONCLUSIONS

._veral simutatkms of the NASA I+eRC 4"

diameter _.+vlindrieal .-aeadx .,aatc applied-field MPD
thntst_.n"have been ix-rfimned using the time dependent,

2-dimensional aximrnmetric MHD ctmmputer code,

MACH2 Compari.,,xms with experimental data of thrust
and r_lasma voltage .,_nw.xl I;airlv gt_l agreement.

Confersion of azimuthal kinetic energy and .%-msible

cnthalp.x to directed cnerg) lake.- place itt the plume

region and cm) contribute signilicantly t 20%) to the total
final thrtml value. The efficiency of this +.,xmver,sion
dimini.'_'-+ 0+,+xx_2 move radiallx outward due to

it_uflicienl electromagnetic ctmfinint: lincc magnitude.

This ,,'ugge:,ls that ._c improvement of l'l,t."l'ft"Mrrrianee

can be achieved bv c.'.xiensk,m of ih¢ applied-field coil
stricture dtmaL_'tream of the anode Iho:

It is shown that the main ctmwibution to the

voltage drop across the pla.,a-na is due to the back emf.

The linear d_" of plamm voltage tin applied

magnetic field s_rength, shown by ix)th the exlmrirnent

and the thetxetical predictions, is explained by a limiting

maximum azimuthal speed duc to inerea.'_M viscous

efl_cts as the plasma is centrifiagally-lbrced against the
outer electrode of the ttu'ust chamlx:r.

Future goals include further analysis of the
internal I|owfield and more detaih.'d invt..'stigation of the

al_.lmxmtitm_x:!findings Such anak sis itlav lead to simple
;malylical exprt.."_mtms Ibr thrtmt and voltage. In addition

simulations will be perlbrmt.xJ to examine the effects of

varying dimharge current, and propellant tyr, c
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Abstract

Numerical modeling of the NASA LeRC 100 kW, steady-state, applied-field MPD
thruster is performed using the magnetohydrodynamics code, MACH2, for a range of

applied magnetic field strengths and discharge currents. Overall performance trends,
obtained experimentally, are captured by the simulations. Magnitudes of plasma voltage
versus applied field strength also agree well. Interrogation of the calculated flowfield offers
a new visualization of applied-field MPD thruster operation, comprising the following

elements: a) the back electromotive force is the dominant contributor to the plasma voltage
for the geometry examined, b) viscous forces oppose applied azimuthal electromagnetic
forces and limit the maximum rotational speed to a constant independent of applied field

or current value, c) viscous heating and conversion of thermal energy to axial directed
kinetic energy is the main acceleration mechanism, d) the low density, low conductivity

plasma for the regime examined does not interact with the applied field in the manner of

a magnetic nozzle.

Nomenclature

p mass density, kg/m 3 t
u flow velocity, m/s P
Q numerical viscosity term, Jim 3 0

IJo permeability of free space, Him B
g metric tensor G
6 Kronecker delta IJ

e specific internal energy, J/kg rl
K thermal conductivity, J/m-s-eV T.._

e elementary charge, C n

time, sec
pressure, Jim 3
stress tensor, Jim 3

magnetic induction, T
shear modulus, kg/m-s 3

viscosity coefficient, kg/m-s
electrical resistivity/IJo, m21s

electron, ion temperature, eV
number density, / m3
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2professor, Senior Research Scientist, USAF Phillips Laboratory, Senior
Member AIAA
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I current, A j

V plasma voltage, V
w azimuthal speed, m/s A
Subscripts
e, I, o electron, ion, neutral
r, e, z physical dimensions; radial, azimuthal, axial

current density, Nm 2
number of free electrons/ion

atomic weight, amu

Introduction

Applied-field magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters offer specific impulse values

that are unattainable by conventional chemical or nuclear propulsion. The simple design
and robustness of MPD thrusters are attractive features compared to other electric
propulsion devices. The lower current requirement and generally higher exhibited
efficiency of applied-field devices also provide an advantage over self-field thrusters for

lower power missions. To date however, applied-field MPD thrusters have not consistently
demonstrated adequate efficiencies (>40 %). This may be due to insufficient
comprehension of acceleration and power loss mechanisms, the latter shown to be
dominated by anode power deposition. 1 Research over the last thirty years has mainly
been empirical and thus is only able to address the geometries and operating conditions
of a limited number of thrusters. Theoretical attempts have not produced models that

capture the trends and magnitudes of the experimental data, without resort to arbitrary
assumptions about velocity limits or conversion of rotational energy.

The concept of the applied-field MPD acceleration is based on conversion of
rotational energy via expansion in a magnetic nozzle. This rotational energy is provided
by the electromagnetic force due to the interaction of the applied in-plane magnetic field

and the discharge current as shown in Figure 1. Induced azimuthal Hall currents interact
with the applied magnetic field to produce a radially confining electromagnetic force, jeB=.
This confinement in the exhaust region presents the opportunity of azimuthal kinetic
energy conversion into axially directed thrust energy. All previous efforts have
concentrated in either modeling such a process or providing scaling laws based on the
assumption that this type of conversion is the main thrust contributor.

One of the earlier theoretical approaches was that of Krulle 2 who used a simple set

of flow equations with and assumed applied-field distribution to study acceleration
mechanisms at low current densities and mass flow rates. The model assumed that the

plasma is fully ionized and the self induced fields were negligible when compared to the
applied field. He determined that a considerable part of the total thrust was due to

pressure forces balancing the radial confinement by the jeBz body force. Substantial
azimuthal Hall currents were also calculated well downstream of the thruster's exit. The

magnitude of these currents and their persistence downstream of the exhaust plane
increased with increasing applied field strength.

In their treatment of applied-field acceleration mechanisms, Tanaka and Kimura 3

used a two-dimensional set of electromagnetic equations with a quasi one-dimensional set
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of fluid equations. This model examined operation with argon propellant at 0.1 g/s,
discharge currents of 1000-2000 A, and applied field strengths of 0.1-0.2 T at the cathode

tip. It showed that substantial Hall currents and plasma rotation were produced from the
interaction of the applied field with the discharge current. This plasma rotation was the
converted to axial momentum via expansion through a magnetic nozzle.

In an experimental study with a 10-35 kW steady state applied-field MPD thruster
using lithium, Fradkin 4 found a linear variation of thrust with the product of discharge

current and applied magnetic field strength, lB. He also observed two operating modes for
the arc voltage; a "high voltage mode," (1<400 A, rh<30 mg/s), during which the voltage
varied parabolically with applied field strength, and a "low voltage mode," in which the
same relation was linear. These were explained via a rotating plasma model that assumed

the plasma rotates as a homopolar motor. The rotational energy was assumed to be
converted completely to axial kinetic energy. This produced simple analytic expressions
that scaled thrust as IB and voltage as IB 2 and B for the "high" and "low" voltage modes

respectively. The latter linear behavior with B was based on the assumption of limiting the
rotational speed to Alfven critical velocity.

The most recent and extensive experimental study of applied-field MPD thrusters

was that of Myers swith a 100 kW-level steady state thruster. A wide range of geometries,
for argon and hydrogen propellants was examined for applied field strengths of 0.03-0.2
T at the cathode tip, discharge currents of 750-2000 A, and mass flow rates of 25-140

mg/s. It was observed that both thrust and voltage seemed to increase linearly with
increasing applied magnetic field strength and discharge current. This was independent
of geometry, mass flow rate, and propellant type. Thrust and discharge voltage increased
parabolically with increasing anode radius, but decreased with increasing cathode radius.
Thrust magnitudes improved with increasing electrode length. The voltage was

independent of cathode length, but increased with decreasing anode length. A significant
portion of the power was deposited in the anode, for all operating conditions. Thrust
efficiencies did not exceed 30%.

Sasoh and Arakawa 6 developed a thrust equation for an applied-field MPD thruster

based on energy conservation considerations. They assumed that the work done by the
electromagnetic forces is all converted into axial directed kinetic energy. The acceleration
mechanisms considered were Hall, rotational, and self-magnetic accelerations. This

formula showed that for moderate applied magnetic field strengths (0.07-O.19 T) the Hall
and swirl accelerations are the main thrust contributors for the low discharge currents

(1<400 A) and mass flow rates (rn < 30 mgls). Comparisons with experiments were limited
and constrained by gross assumptions to be considered reliable. For higher discharge
currents and mass flow rates the thrust formula underestimates the experimental thrust,

suggesting an increasingly important electrothermal component.
The highly interactive physical processes present in the applied-field MPD thruster

require a complete theory rather than examination of isolated phenomena or gross
assumptions. Solution of the set of equations that include all the possible relevant physics
is necessary. This is one of the objectives of the present paper in which numerical
techniques are employed to simulate thruster behavior. Once accomplished, interrogation
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of the simulated flowfield can define the dominant acceleration process and provide

additional insights. A companion paper utilizes these insights to derive simple analytic
expressions for the thrust and voltage that capture trends and magnitudes exhibited in the
experiments.

The MACH2 Code

MACH2 is a time dependent, two-dimensional axisymmetric, single fluid, multi-
temperature, non-ideal radiation, magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) code that has been used
to model a variety of laboratory plasma experiments. 7 In all cases, the use of the code has
allowed better understanding of the physical phenomena involved, and had great success

in developing ways to improve experimental performance.
Axisymmetry implies that the code includes spatial variation in two dimensions. All

three components of velocity and magnetic field, are computed however, as functions of
the two spatial coordinates. The code provides computation in either planar of cylindrical
geometry and can manage almost any geometric configuration without any code
modification. This broad geometric class of domains is handled by division of the physical

domain into appropriate block-like regions which in turn are transformed into logical
rectangular blocks that make up the computational domain, e Initial conditions require the
input of mass density, temperature(s), and applied magnetic field for each physical block.
A variety of distributions is available for each of the variables without code modification.

MHD Equations
The single fluid MHD equations used in MACH2 include the continuity equation, the

momentum equation in three vector form, a set of energy equations, and the magnetic field
transport equation. (Summation is indicated by repeated indices.)

Continuity:

ap = _ U _iP + PVlu i
at [ ] (1)

Momentum:

P--m- 2 (2)

where the stress tensor can have the following two representations, depending on the
problem at hand:
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Stress Tensor:

Elastic:

Viscous:

aoi i
- 2G_ij - u kVkOji

at

o,: u,.,_ (3)

The elastic model allows the user to handle material strength, while the viscous isotropic
fluid model transforms the code into a Navier-Stokes equation solver.

Electron Specific Internal Energy:

P Dee = -Peg JkTiuJ* qijJ Zg ij. V(K_VjT e)- qr',d - pv,,(e e-C,)
Dt

(4)

where ve_is the thermal equilibration frequency. The radiation models available include
radiation cooling in optically thin limit, and equilibrium radiation diffusion along with a non-

equilibrium radiation diffusion theory.
Ion Specific Internal Energy:

Del r (ee_cl)
P-_- = [-(PI * Q)g ji. oJilviUj. Vi{K_jTI). PVel

(s)

Magnetic Induction:

at
1 (_x_x_) (6)

ePone

The set of equations is closed with the addition of an equation of state and a caloric
equation of state that prescribe the species' pressure and specific internal energy in terms
of the species' number densities and temperatures. They can be either analytical or
tabular, the analytical equations include the ideal gas model and a model appropriate for
solids. The tabular modeP in the code is the SESAME Equation-of-State Library 1°

generated and maintained by the T-4 group of the Theoretical Division at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Its data base includes the standard thermodynamic quantities, along
with the fractional ionization state based on thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and

transport coefficients. The tabular look-up aspect of the code is easily adapted to input

tabular equation of state models supplied by the user.

Transport Coefficients
The viscosity coefficient model is appropriate for a two-temperature, partially

ionized gas that contains s number of different heavy species of approximately equal
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mass, m, it is given by 11

It

p =½=mC_ n_i (7)
I=I

where _ is the mean thermal speed, ni is the number density, h_is the mean free path, and

a is a numerical factor equal to 0.998. The model assumes that for a degree of ionization
between zero and one only atoms and single ions constitute the gas, for a degree of

ionization between one and two only single and double ions exist in the plasma, and so
on, up to an unlimited degree of ionization. 12The ion thermal conductivity model is derived
in consistency with the aforementioned model, under the assumption of a constant Prandtl
number of 2/3:

fk
K, - p (8)

(¥-1)m

where f is a factor equal to 2.5 (it never exceeds 2.511 for atoms repelling each other with
a force that varies inversely with some power of the distance, and it never exceeds 2.522
for rigid elastic spheres"), k is the Boltzmann constant, and y is the ratio of specific heats.
The classical Spitzer-H_rm model _3is implemented for the electron thermal conductivity

3.103x10'/4.1- 15"_5 / T,t24._ (9)
K= = (JIm-sec-eV))

_21nA

where A is the atomic weight, InA is the Coulomb logarithm, and _ is the number of free
electrons per ion (_,> 1 when used in these models).

The electrical resistivity models simulate both classical particle-particle interactions

and anomalous particle-turbulent fields interactions. The classical component is based on
the Spitzer-H_rm _3model for fully ionized gas but include contributions from electron-atom
collisions:

r

1.0328x10 -4 _ln^ me / kTe
q. = + _Oen o

T_ e-_ne me
(10)

where nois the neutral number density, and oe is a user-specified scattering cross section.
The first term on the right hand side represents electron-ion collision while the second
represents the electron-atom collision contributions. The anomalous resistivity model 14'1s

utilized for the present calculations is based on the assumption that the Lower-Hybrid Drift
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microinstability is the dominant contributor to any particle-wave interactions and adds to
the above classical value,

q'-_o "-_0"7m'I A (1-e-U_'/u_') ul,_ B 2 +C_plA
(11)

where u_, is the electron drift speed, u,, is the ion acoustic speed, and C=6.1544 x 107 m 3-
m2"

Boundary Conditions
Application of the boundary conditions n MACH2 is carried out if unique fashion.

The premise is that the conditions at a physical boundary are the limit of those in the fluid,
thus they are related by, at most, simple instantaneous geometric expression. This is
accomplished by the ghost-cell technique, discussed in more detailed later, which
eliminates the need for special boundary differencing expressions.

Magnetic field boundary conditions include appropriate expressions for idealized
conductor and insulator surfaces, and the axis of cylindrical symmetry. For steady state
problems the poloidal magnetic field boundary conditions have to allow evolution in

response to azimuthal currents generated and sustained by the plasma in addition to any
other applied fields generated by external coils. This is accomplished via the Biot-Savart

law under the assumption that individual cells generated by the computational grid act as
circular, current-c, arrying filaments that contribute to the total poloidal field at the
boundaries. 12Any external field coil windings add their contributions in the same manner.

Hydrodynamic boundary conditions can be either free slip or no slip while thermal
conduction boundary conditions can also be of two types; no heat flux (adiabatic) or
conduction to a fixed wall temperature. Modeling of inlets requires input of the inlet

temperature(s), density, and velocity, while at an outlet the conditions inside the boundary
determine the state outside by not allowing any gradients perpendicular to the boundary.

The axis of cylindrical symmetry reflects that the conditions just outside the problem
boundary are the mirror image of those just inside of it.

Numerical Scheme

The physical described if the previous sections is solved numerically by a time-split,
time-marching algorithm. Time splitting consists of the sequential application of separate

portions of a system of equations, rather than the simultaneous application of the entire
set. The thermal and equilibrium radiation diffusion, resistive diffusion, and the Lagrangian

hydrodynamics are done with implicit time differencing while radiation cooling, coordinate
system motion, convective transport, and the Hall effect are carried out with explicit
differencing. MACH2 controls the time step such that the stability of the explicit
differencing is maintained.

The finite volume approach is utilized for the spatial differencing formulas. The
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advantage of this scheme is that conservation laws involving the vector integral theorems
are well respected by the differencing since that differencing is derived from those
theorems. The adaptive ideal coordinate system is generated by solving a variational
problem of the block complex using a weight function selected from a standard family of

user specified parameters. Its mesh smoothness, desired concentration, and orthogonality
can be easily manipulated via input parameters, thus allowing the user to dictate the mode
of calculation for a given problem. The grid's subsequent motion utilizes an Arbitrary-

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach. This allows it to move in either Lagrangian, Eulerian,
or arbitrary fashion with respect to the fluid. This method provides a means of avoiding
negative aspects that can arise from purely Lagrangian (coordinate distortion) or purely
Euledan (numerical diffusion) calculations, while providing higher resolution in regions of

physical interest and solution confirmation.
Application of the boundary conditions, and communication between neighboring

blocks that make up the computational domain are carded out by the ghost-cell technique.
Each side of a block's boundary is extended by one more row of cells, the ghost cells.

Then the full difference equations may be applied to points on the region boundary just as
to the interior points, since the region containing data is larger than the physical region.

Theoretical Calculations

MACH2 was used to simulate a steady-state, applied-field MPD thruster at the
NASA Lewis Research Center because of the wide range of experimental data s'18

available. The configuration, shown in Figure 2, consists of a 1.27 cm radius cathode and
a 5.1 cm radius anode both of which are 7.6 cm long. The magnet coil that provides the

applied field is 15.3 cm long with a 10.15 cm radius and is placed with one end flush with
the exit plane. The experimental operating conditions simulated were argon propellant at

0.1 g/s under the assumption of uniform mass injection at the backplate. The applied
magnetic field strength was varied from 0.034 to 0.102 T, as measured at the cathode tip,
and the discharge current from 750 to 1250 A. The fluid formulation was two-temperature,
viscous, with real equations of state. No slip was assumed at the walls, and the cathode

and anode were fixed at temperatures of 0.2 and 0.1 eV respectively. The partially ionized
gas viscosity and thermal conductivity models along with the anomalous electrical
resistivity model previously outlined, were incorporated. The computational grid was
Eulerian and extended 30 cm downstream of the backplate, in order to capture any plume

processes.

Overall Modeling
The five steady-state cases computed provide thrust and plasma voltage variations

with respect to applied magnetic field strength and discharge current. Steady-state was
numerically confirmed when three criteda were satisfied: terminal variables such as thrust
and voltage display variations with time of less than 1%, specific variables such as
temperature, density and velocity at different axial and radial locations vary with time by
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less than 3%, and overlay of two-dimensional distributions of the latter do not show any
variations with time. The very low density environment typical of these thrusters resulted
in quite a computationally adverse series of simulations. Numerical time steps were limited

to the order of a few nanoseconds, but steady-state typically was not attained until half a
millisecond of operation. This in turn implies that numerical energy losses and round off
errors may be increased, as compared to unsteady problems, due to the increased number
of cycling through the full set of equations.

Thrust is computed at the outlet boundaries of the computational region, the results

of which are compared with experiment in Figures 3 and 4. The seemingly linear increase
of thrust with applied field and discharge current is apparently captured by the theory,
suggesting that the main acceleration mechanisms that provide such behavior are included
in MACH2. The aforementioned numerical considerations may be used to explain the

underestimated magnitudes. This is supported by the underestimated slopes, since for the
higher magnetic field and discharge current cases computations advanced at lower
timesteps and thus required a larger number of iterations to reach steady state.

Plasma voltage predictions are compared with experimental data in Figures 5 and

6. The linear voltage dependence on the applied field strength is accurately predicted,
establishing that the manner by which energy is deposited in the plasma is contained in
the MACH2 physics. The behavior of voltage with increasing discharge current, although
linear in accordance with experiment, is somewhat overestimated for the 1250 A case.
Eventhough the discrepancy at this current setting is only 9%, it implies a finite positive
slope that is not suggested by the experiment. It is thus recognized that an additional
simulation run for the higher current setting of 1750 A may have been appropriate to

confirm that discrepancies remain within experimental error.

Detailed Modeling
With a considerable amount of confidence in the predictive capabilities of the

theory, we now proceed to interrogate the basic flowfield properties with the following
objectives; identify the main plasma energy deposition source(s), explain the dependence
of voltage on controlled external parameters, and identify the main acceleration
mechanism(s). These will be accomplished by examining the distributions of the principal
variables in both the discharge chamber and plume for the 0.102 T, 1000 A simulated
case.

Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 depict the two-dimensional distributions of the enclosed
current contours, magnetic flux, azimuthal speed, and in-plane velocity vectors. We note
a small distension of current downstream of the exit plane, allowing an accurate calculation

of the total applied azimuthal electromagnetic force by integration of the body force over
the chamber's volume. This results in a total force of 3.486 N, which shows the

insignificance of current distribution when compared to a simple calculation of IB(r,-rc) of
3.91 N. The rotational force implies expected azimuthal speeds (at 0.1 g/s) in the excess
of 30 km/s. This expected magnitudes however, are contradicted by the calculated ones
(figure 9) which never exceed 11 km/s. This implies the existence of an opposing force
which the azimuthal momentum equation suggests can only be viscous drag. In addition
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other acceleration mechanisms (besides conversion of azimuthal kinetic energy to axial

energy) are needed to account for the generally higher axial speeds depicted in the vector
display (figure 10). Self-field acceleration is excluded as an explanation for this additional
acceleration since its value is only 0.08 N. The aforementioned statement is supported by
the electron and ion temperature distributions, Figures 11 and 12 respectively, which show
that the plasma consists of a hot ion gas and a moderate temperature electron gas. The
elevated ion temperatures suggest a direct mechanism for heating the ions (as opposed
to Joule heating and subsequent thermal equilibration with the electrons) namely viscous

heating. The magnitudes of the ion temperatures further imply that these viscous effects
are quite significant. The importance of viscous effects in limiting the attainable rotational

speeds and providing the heavy particle heating, can be easily seen by a simple
calculation of the Reynolds and Hartmann numbers. The former is of the order of 10,
suggesting that viscous forces are quite significant when compared to inertial forces, and
the latter is also of the order of 10, exhibiting the importance of viscous forces when

compared to electromagnetic forces.
We note from Figure 13 that the back emf contribution is the dominant one despite

the speed limitation. This was consistent for all the cases simulated. The Hall effect and
resistive drop account for 14 V of the total voltage, as opposed to 40 V due to a spinning
plasma. A further insight in the behavior of the rotational speed as a function of the applied
electromagnetic force is drawn by inspection of Figure 14. We note, that as the azimuthal
force is increased, the maximum speed reaches a limiting value rather than increase
linearly with the force for constant mass flow rate. This not only shows the dramatic effects
of viscosity, but also explains the linear increase of voltage with applied field and
constancy with discharge current when combined with the fact that the back emf
dominates.

Unlimited rotation:w ~ IB --, V~ wBf(r) ~ IB2f(r)

Limited rotation: w~ c - V~ wBf(r)~ cBf(r)
(12)

where f(r) is some function accounting for the profile effects, and c is a constant.
This limitation should have profound effects on propellant acceleration as well,

especially if conversion of azimuthal kinetic energy to thrust energy is substantial. This

conversion can only be accomplished if plasma expansion from the chamber occurs in a
manner of a properly designed nozzle. An insight to the degree of such confinement by the

electromagnetic force, jeBz, is given by calculation of the electron Hall parameter, E_,and
the actual electrical resistivity of the plasma. Distributions of the Hall parameter and the
ratio of anomalous to classical resistivity as calculated by MACH2 are depicted in Figures

15 and 16 respectively. They show the dramatic effects of the latter on the former as the
Hall parameter for the main plasma expanding core is only 2. The consequences can be
readily seen when one compares this value to the magnitudes of 16 < £_ < 100 that can be
obtained by excluding anomalous resistivity effects. Although the latter may imply the

capability of inducing strong azimuthal currents that will create the magnetic nozzle, the
former show that this capability is quite diminished, especially when combined with the fact
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that current distension downstream of the exit is insignificant (figure 7). In addition, the
magnetic Reynolds number (including anomalous effects) never exceeds the moderate

value of 0.3, which implies inadequate magnitudes of azimuthal current densities for radial
confinement of the plasma. The lack of this confinement is confirmed by a detailed
accounting of the azimuthal and radial kinetic energy in the plume region. This is carried
out in Figure 17 and shows that the sum of azimuthal and radial kinetic energies is
constant as a function of axial distance downstream of the thruster's exit. Thus, the
azimuthal kinetic energy is mainly converted to radial kinetic energy consistent with an
unconfined expansion. Based on the same energy accounting, in conjunction with the ion

temperature distribution in the plume region (figure 10) the main acceleration mechanism
is the conversion of thermal energy, provided by viscous heating, to axially directed kinetic

energy.
The significance of viscous effects in these low density thrusters warrants further

investigation. Variation of the mass flow averaged viscosity coefficient at the exit of the
thruster as the applied azimuthal electromagnetic is increased is depicted in Figure 18,

and provides a non-intuitive, yet extremely important result. The ratio of IB/p is constant,
and defines the limiting characteristic rotational speed, subject only to profile effects. The
value of this ratio is 1.667 x 10s m/s for this particular geometry and operating conditions.
This can be explained by the following argument: As IB increases the heavy particles are
heated directly by viscous forces. Electron temperatures, however, remain moderately
constant implying an approximately constant degree of ionization. Under such conditions
the viscosity coefficient is an increasing function of ion temperature. It is calculated by the

MACH2 model that this function is the same as the one by which ion temperature
increases as IB is elevated. It is readily apparent that such an insight would never have
been captured if the viscosity coefficient model developed for these simulations did not

include two-temperature effects.

Conclusions

Simulations of a steady-state, applied-field MPD thruster s at NASA Lewis Research
Center using the time dependent, two-dimensional, axisymmetric, magnetohydrodynamics

code, MACH2, provided thrust and plasma voltage values that were compared with the
experimental ones. Predicted thrust for a range of applied magnetic field strengths and
discharge currents underestimated the experimental data, but captured the ostensible

linear increase of thrust with both applied field and current. Plasma voltage predictions
captured both the magnitude and linear increase with increasing magnetic field strength
but overestimated the dependence on current.

For the operating geometry and conditions examined, calculations indicate that the
radially confining electromagnetic forces are inadequate for magnetic nozzle behavior. The
low density, moderate Hall parameter, (C2~ 2), plasma was highly resistive, (rlJrlct ~ 10),
especially in the exhausting plume region, and thus did not sufficiently interact, (Rmm_ -
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0.3) with the in-plane magnetic field. The electromagnetic azimuthal force applied to the
plasma is opposed by viscous forces that limit the maximum attainable rotational speed
to magnitudes much smaller than values expected only from inertia. The main acceleration
mechanism was found to be conversion of thermal energy, developed largely by viscous

heating, as the plasma exhausted from the discharge chamber. The limitation of the
maximum rotational speed in conjunction with the dominance of the back electromotive
force of the plasma voltage explains the linear dependence of the latter of applied

magnetic field strength and the constancy of plasma voltage under varying discharge
current. These new insights can be utilized to develop simple analytic expressions that
predict thrust and voltage.
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Figure 1. Applied-field MPD thruster schematic with applied and

induced fields and currents and dominating electromagnetic forces
shown.
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Figure 2. The geometry of the particular NASA LeRC 4" diameter

applied-field MPD thruster used for the theoretical computations. All

dimensions are in centimeters. The upright configuration is for

consistency with MACH2 displays.
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Abstract

New physical aspects have been introduced in previous hollow cathode mod-

eling. In contrast to the assumption of thermal equilibrium between the cathode

wall and the heavy particles in the internal plasma column, the gas tempera-

ture is determined by a balance of electron heating (of plasma ions) and heavy

particle heat conduction. This results in significantly higher heaw, particle

temperature near the center line compared to the cathode wall. Theoretical

predictions of hollow cathode discharge are compared to recent experimental

data. In addition, some analyses are presented to explain the consistency of the

measured plasma conditions.
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Nomenclature

a

A

Aa

e

E

f

h

I

J

k

L_

m

.M

n

P

P

Q

q,.

T

speed of sound, rn./s

are&_ IT/2

Ridchardson's constant, 1.2 x 10_.4/m2.°K2

electron charge, 1.602 x 10 -19 Co',al

electric field, Vim

view factor

Planck's constant, 6.626 x lO-aa.]/°K

current, A

current density, A/m 2

Boltzman's constant, 1.381 x IO-_J/°K

emission surface length, rn

particle mass, Kg

Atomic mass, a.u.

mass flow rate, Kg/s

particle number density, m -3

internal cathode pressure, N/m 2

pressure, N]m 2

cross section, rn 2

radiative heat flux, W

radial coordinate
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R

t

T

U

V

Z

Eo

£

11o

K

A

_D

InA

Vi

p_

a

0

radius, m

characteristic time, s

temperature temperature. °K

flow velocity, m/s

potential, V

axial coordinate

partion function or number of charges

degree of ionization

permittivity of free space

normalized electric field

plasma resistivity, Ohm - m

normalized fall voltage

normalized ion energy at the sheath edge

work function, eV _

thermal conductivity, W/K - m

mean free path, m

Debye length, m

Coulomb logarithm

ion to electron number density ratio at the sheath edge

charge density, caul/m 3

electric conductivity, (fl - m) -1

electron to heavy particle temperature ratio
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Subscripts

a

b

C

D

e

F

h

i

eq

OT"

S

th

neutrals

normalized

cathode

discharge

electrons

fall

heavy particles

ions

effective

time for energy equipartition

orifice

surface or sheath edge

thermionic emission

I. Introduction

The integration of hollow cathode technology in plasma thrusters has intensi-

fied the need for adequate design of this device in high current regimes. Because
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of the difficult, sometimesunfeasible,experimental._Sagnosticsat thesehigh cur-

rent levels,it is crucial to acquiretheoretical und_.e:'_standing of hollow cathode

operation. The latter is implementedto establis- engineeringguidelinesthat

allow analysisof hollow cathodedischarge,in ord_-e:,to define the optimal con-

ditions and determinepossiblelimitations underd__-iredoperation. Theoretical

solutionsarealsopreferredbecausethey cansavecost in, otherwise,expensive

experimentalstudies.

The hollowcathodehasbeenthe focusof numeroustheoretical effortsaimed

at the understandingof the physicalprocessesdes.:_'-ribingboth internal plasma

column and the overall cathodeoperationI-4. Ege-c_-.auseof the challengingna-

ture of the problem,only somephysicalaspectswe_-edealt with. A more general

model was developed s in an attempt to establish a theoretical tool that could

be applied to study and design hollow cathodes uz.der various operating condi-

tions. The particular intent has been to cast the r-- odel in terms of controllable

parameters such as, current, mass flow rate, prop,e_-_lant and geometry, without

reliance on experimental data or formulas. In light -:,f recent experimental work 6.

this theoretical model has been subject to validatic.n and further improvements.

This paper presents the new analyses introduced and demonstrates the capa-

bility of the theoretical model.

II. Basic Model

The cathode geometry considered for the stu_,£-v, of hollow cathode arc dis-
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chargeis a cylindrical cavity with a a relatively small orifices. In such config-

uration, the energy lossesas_ciated with radiation, positive ions and excited

atoms aresubstantially reduced. Therefore, the cathodefall is expectedto be

reducedwhile large currents can still be carried by the discharge. This ge-

ometry also allows for reasonable boundary conditions vital to the solution of

this problem. The theoretical approach includes two-dimensional variation in

plasma potential with uniform particle temperatures and densities. The gas

temperature (i.e., heavy particle temperature) is assumed to be equal to the

wall temperature, t,4 One particular aspect of this formulation is the specifica-

tion of an adiabatic wall. This condition reflects a special interest in high power

density operation in which the principal cooling mechanism of the surface is

thermionic electron emission and radiation. The basic model takes into account

the Ohmic heating due to a resistive plasma. To a first approximation the con-

ductivity of the plasma is considered to be that of a fully ionized gas. This

assumption is reasonably justified due to the fact that hollow cathode can sus-

tain highly ionized discharges, z's Finally, in line with the nearly closed geometry

of the problem, plasma composition is determined by a two-temperature Saha

equation. 9'_° The set of algebraic equations governing power balance within the

hollow cathode and the double sheath at the emitting surface are solved to ob-

tain the dependence of various characteristics on terminal parameters such as,

discharge current, mass flow rate, gas properties, material work function and

geometry.
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Thermionic emission current density

The thermionic current density is given by Richardson-Schottky equation:

/
Jta = AaT_e:rp |_o,/,

where the effective work function given by:

(1)

= ,F (2)
V 4;%

for field-enhanced emission (Schottky effect) in terms of the electric field E¢ at

the cathode surface. The electric field at the cathode can be estimated from the

double sheath analysis governed by Poisson's equation:

pc

v2V= --- (3)

A solution of this equation was presented by Prewett and Allen '1 where the

electric field was given by:

-_- {4uir]o[(1 + r/c/r/o) '/_- 1]- 2Jb(2qc) 2

+ 2ezp(--O¢) - 2} 1/2

where the nondimensional parameters are defined as follows:

(4)

EceAD

¢_- kT, (5)
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"_ = k"-_-,/ (6)

et._-
,7_= _-_--:_ (7)

J_

Jth

!

\me/

(8)

v_-= 1 + 2r/jb (9)

Ion current density

1 + 2rlcJb

r/o = 2(1 - Jb) (10)

The ion flux density to the cathode surface is assumed to be the random

thermal flux:

kTi _ 1/2
J, = en, \_] (I1)

Plasma electron current density

Plasma electrons are assumed to have a Maxwellian distribution, and only

electrons with energies higher than the fall voltage are able to reach the cathode

surface. Therefore, the plasma electron flux to the cathode can be expressed

by:
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The fall voltage VF is considered across a non-neutral, collisionless region be-

tween the cathode surface and the plasma.

Discharge current

Based on the contribution of all particle fluxes at the cathode surface, the

discharge current can be expressed by:

ID = Ith + Ii - I_ (13)

For orificed hollow cathodes, as a boundary condition, the discharge current is

also given by:

( kT¢ _ 1/2
ID =en. \2r-_m_] .4o,-aI.q (14)

where the equivalent flow rate is defined by:

Zero
I., - (15)

Tni

for a degree of ionization:

ni
a -- (16)

nl "k na
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Cathode internal pressure

Assuming that all particles behave like a per-;ect, dilute gas, the plasma

pressure in the hollow cathode can be evaluated from the equation of state:

p = nekT_ + nikTi + n.,kT,, (17)

Assuming that the heavy particles have the same temperature and combining

equations (16) and (17) we may write:

Mass flow rate

p = (., + .o)kT, i + (18)

Under the consideration of a small orifice area compared to the cross sec-

tion area of the hollow cathode, a simple force be.lance at the orifice could be

expressed as:

pA,Ij = po,-A, tl + rat,:., (19)

The effective orifice area in equation (19) reflects the assumption of a parabolic

velocity profile due to viscous effects. In this case the effective area is equal to

one half the cross section area. Furthermore, cot_-fdering isothermal sonic con-

ditions at the orifice and defining a hybrid speed of sound for the electron and

heavy particles as:
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equation (19) reducesto:

0÷o£)

rh= P

4/_(1V,_,

Two-temperature Saha equation

+ T,/

.4_-- (21)

For the evaluation of the neutral number denmty, a two-temperature Saha

equation has been derived based on chemical equiLibriumga°:

n e --

× _=P -k-_, (22)

T_
o = -- (23)

I.,.

This modified form of the Saha equation was used successfully by Kannapan

and Bose 12, but is the subject of continued studv.

Power balance

The cathode surface receives energy from ions accelerated through the fall.

plasma electrons having energies exceeding the fall barrier and all other pro-
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cesses taking energy out of the plasma (e.g. excited atom flux and photons).

In the limit of high power density, the cathode cools itself primarily by electron

emission, so the power balance at the cathode surface is written as:

5kT_f Jth Ce,f/ + -'_-e ) dA: =

f Ji (ei + t_ - ¢_11)d._+

i J° (¢oss 5kmo+

where the view factor f is expressed as:

-r fqr (24)

Ae

f = _ (25)

Here integrals over the surface are needed to allow variation of current density

along the surface. Electron emission provides ener_v to the plasma in the form

of electrons accelerated by the cathode fall. This energy is utilized to ionize

and excite the gas, and heat the plasma electrons. Energy is also added to the

plasma by ohmic heating with plasma electrical resistivity q. Energy is lost by

particles flowing out of the hollow cathode in the form of enthalpy. This power

balance is given by:

5kTc_ f qj2d Vf J, h (V_ + .--_e ] dA_ + =

5kTi_ :5kT,_dA, +
f Ji (ei + -':-_-e] dA. + f J_ \ ._"'_-e:
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\ _-_-/ + I_q\ __ /--+ q, (26)

where the ionization/excitation energy per ion is lost to both the cathode sur-

face and the orifice exit area so the ion flux Ji is ir_=e_ated over the total surface

area As.

Plasma conductivity

In this analysis the plasma conductivity is a_,proximated to that of a fully

ionized gas since hollow cathodes are expected xo have reasonable degree of

ionization (a greater than 10-3). Hence 13.

where:

1.53 x 10 -2
,,-- T_.-_ (27)

log A

A= 1.24 x 10 -v/T3[" ,,!_/2
\n_ :"

Plasma potential distribution

(28)

In this study an axisymmetric two-dimensio=.al system is considered. The

plasma potential distribution in the hollow cathode is solved from Laplace equa-

tion governing a neutral plasma:

v_v=o (29)
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with the following boundary conditions specified at the sheath edge (r = R).

cathode inlet (x = 0) and orifice (x = L_):

OV

Or - rIJ" at r = R:

OV _ rlJo, at0<r<Ro, andx=L,

= ], 0 at Ro, <_ r <_ R¢ and z = L_
(3o)

OV
--=0 at O<r<_R¢ and x=O
Ox

where:

f J_dA, = ID (:31)

f Jo_dAo_ = ID (32)

Laplace equation is solved numerically using finite difference technique. This

solution is part of the overall solution which is obtained through an iterative

process.

III. Radial variation of the gas _emperature

Recent experimental measurements 6 of the gas temperature along the cath-

ode center line indicate that the heavy particle temperature is higher than that
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of the wall. Considerationof the thermal conductivity for the conditions indi-

catedby the basicmodel suggeststhat the electron temperature is rather uni-

form in the main body of the cathodeplasma(i.e.. awayfrom the high density

at the orifice). The heavyparticle thermal conductivity, however,is dominated

by atom-atomcollisionsand allowsa significant temperaturegradient between

the cathodewall and center line. The heavy particle temperaturedistribution

canbeestimatedby balancingelectron collisional heating13of ions with heavy

particle heat conductionin the radial direction: It is assumedherethat the ions

immediatelycometo a thermal equilibrium with the neutral atoms. Hence,

1 d (rtcdTh_ _ T,- Ta (33)
dr \ dr } --n_--r teq

where teq, the time for energy equipartition, is given by:

;_.Jg[i ( T, 7", _3/2 (34)
tCq = 5.87 × 106n_Z_Z21n A _ + Mi/

An approximate formula for the thermal conductivity x of the heavy particles,

for partially ionized gas, could be derived based on the mean-free-path concept

asl4.

\ rrah /
(35)

where _h represents the heavy particles mean free path defined by:
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1
Ah- v/_nhQhh (36)

Here. Qhh iSthe average heavy particlecrosssection including neutral-neutral,

neutral-ionsand ions-ionscollisions.Itisimportar.1 to point out that for weakly

ionized gas, conduction isdominated by neutral-neutralcollisions.

The heavy particle temperature is determined by solving equation

merically in conjunction with the following boundary conditions:

33 nu-

Th=T_ at r = R (37)

dTh
-0 at r = 0 (38)

dr

The electron and ion particle densities are determined from the total particle

density with the condition of uniform (total) pressure and the assumption of

uniform degree of ionization based on the electron temperature. In view of the

simplicity of the formulation, no attempt has been made to iterate this first

order correction for the heavy particle temperature and density with the zero

order model for the basic plasma conditions.

IV. Results

In order to determine the validity of the theoretical model, it is necessary

to make a comparison between the theoretical predictions and the experimental

measurements of the plasma conditions and wall temperature under identical
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operating conditions¢. Therefore,the plasma pr,:,pertiesand cathode surface

temperature were plotted againstthe operating conditions (dischargecurrent,

massflow rate, propellant and cathodegeometry_.

Cathode temperature

The external surface temperature is compared to the calculated insert tem-

perature. Since the insert work function has been reported by Forman Is to vary

in the range 1.8 - 2.0 eV, these two limits were used to predict the wall tem-

perature. In figures 1 and 2, in addition to the measured tip temperature, the

calculated temperature is plotted against the discharge current for two different

values of the material work function. These figures indicate that the present

model prediction of the cathode temperature coincides with the cathode tip

temperature (maximum temperature). The agreement obtained in all cases,

supports the assumption that thermionic (vs pho_o-) emission is the most im-

portant surface electron emission mechanism.

Cathode internal pressure

The cathode internal pressure is one of the important parameters that de-

scribes the contributions of the operating conditions in establishing the final

state of the internal plasma column. Figures 3 and 4 show that for a given flow

rate, propellant and cathode geometry the internal pressure increases with the
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discharge current. This behas_ior could be explained by the increase in the heavy

particle temperature with discharge current, which then requires higher pres-

sure for mass flow through a choked orifice. The agreement obtained between

the computed and measured pressure provides, confidence in the theoretical pre-

diction of the gas temperature (figure 5).

Plasma conditions

In the experimental investigation the plasma potential was estimated based

on the measured floating potential and electron temperature _s. The results are

compared to the calculated plasma potent ial for similar operating conditions in

figures 6 and 7. Agreement is obtained for discharge currents higher that 3 A. It

is important to point out that low currents as well as low mass flow rates tend

to induce an instable discharge that manifests itself in higher discharge voltages.

The internal plasma column was observed in the experiment to extend over

two-insert diameters. Within this length the plasma density varied from 10 _ to

10 _s cm -3. Agreements of the theoretical predic:ions are realized in the upper

limit (figures 8). This is related to the fact that the theory does not allow for

density variation within the internal plasma column. On the other hand, the

prediction of the maximum plasma density inside the hollow cathode is impor-

tant to define the state of the plasma before leasing the cathode.
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The calculated electron temperature is compared to the one experimentally

predicted using electrostatic probe and spectroscopic diagnostics (figures 9).

Satisfactory agreements are realized with the spectroscopic measurements. On

the other hand. the substantial variation of the electron temperature (0.6-2.0

eV for argon and 0.6-1.6 eV for xenon), determined from the electrostatic probe

measurements along the cathode center line, prevents a direct comparison. Mea-

surements based on line ratios can be subject to misinterpretation of electron

vs "configuration" temperatures, lr It has been s:_,ggested that there is insuffi-

cient residence time of atoms in the cathode to allow even restricted LTE to

be established) s This will result in higher electron temperature values than the

present model predictions, which will bring the theory to a closer agreement

with the experiment.

VI. Conclusions

The main objective of the basic theory 5 has been achieved through the gener-

ally good agreements obtained with experiment. The theoretical model includes

enough physics, founded on first-principles, to enable adequate prediction of the

cathode discharge under desired operation. Optimization of hollow cathode de-

sign, particularly as a subsystem of an overall ;hruster or plasma contactor,

could be achieved by using the model to seek the best combination of operat-

ing conditions. Among the many results obtained, both theory and experiment

show that the discharge current, for a given cathode configuration, is the key

operator that controls the cathode operation and wall temperature. On the
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other hand the mass flow rate has a rather minor role. Furthermore, the wall

cooling mechanism is realized bv thermionic em-__sion. Since the model indi-

cates that the length of the emission region is __:aled by the insert diameter.

it is necessary to increase the diameter of the ca.:bode with the square root of

the discharge current in order to achieve sufficien_ emission for a given material

work function. As usual the material work function is a critical parameter that

dictates the cathode temperature and consequent'.:y its lifetime.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A

HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGE"
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Abstract

An experimental investigation of an orificed, hollow cathode was undertaken

to obtain more detailed information than that previously available, in order to

compare with recent theoretical modeling. Three diagnostic techniques were

applied: single Langmuir probes, spectroscopy and pyrometry. The measure-

ments were aimed primarily at the determination of plasma properties, such as

electron temperature, electron number density and plasma potential within the

hollow cathode. In this experimental study, both argon and xenon were used in

an attempt to establish the effect of propellant on the hollow cathode character-

istics. Furthermore, orifice diameters of 0.76 mm, 1.21 mm, and 1.27 mm were
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used to determine the effect of geometry on cathode discharge. Langmuir probe

diagnosis was performed along the cathode center line. These measurements

allowed determination of the axial distributions of plasma conditions. In addi-

tion to plasma properties, it was essential to meas-are the cathode external and

internal surface temperatures to identib' the differ_t emission mechanisms and

emission current density profile. It was found that the hollow cathode discharge

was governed primarily by the discharge current. Both the surface electron

emission region and the length of the internal plasma column scaled with the

cathode inner diameter. Furthermore, the gas temperature was deduced to be

higher than the wall temperature.

Nomenclature

e electron charge, 1.602 x 10 -1° Coul

k Boltzman's constant, 1.381 x 10 -23 J/K

m, electron mass, 9.1 x 10 -31 kg

rrti ion mass, kg

T, electron temperature, K

VS floating potential, V

V_ plasma potential, V
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I Introduction

The combination of low temperature and adequate lifetime exhibited bv

low work function hollow cathodes has led to their use in numerous plasma

applications. The hollow cathode has been widely used in ion thruster technol-

ogy since 19621 . After the development and use of the hollow cathode in the

SERT II as a neutralizer by Rawlin and Pawlik: and as the main cathode of

the SERT II thruster by Kerslake et al. 3. all ion thrusters have adopted hol-

low cathodes. In addition to ion engines, hollow cathode technology has been

applied successfully to a steady-state 100 KW class MPD thruster 4. Moreover,

these devices were used as high current density ion sources to heat plasmas in

controlled thermonuclear reaction experiments S. In this case, hollow cathodes

offered, through adequate selection of the operating conditions, independent

optimization and control of the discharge parameters. Hollow cathodes were

also utilized as a spectroscopic source to study gas spectra and to determine

transition probabilities. 6'z Recently, the hollow cathode has found other appli-

cations such as plasma contactors s where this de_-_ce provides a spacecraft with

the ability to emit or collect charged particles from a surrounding plasma envi-

ronment.

Because of their wide range of application, it becomes essential to under-

stand fully the physical processes governing hollow cathode discharges. This

knowledge would allow the successful design of the hollow cathode and opti-

mization of its operation. In spite of numerous ex-perimental investigations 9-13
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and theoretical work14-1°conductedin this area. _he hollow cathode still im-

posesseveralchallenges(e.g., the proper selection of the operating conditions

to meet missionrequirements). It is the intent of this paper to addressthese

questionsthrough the identification of the primar3.-mechanismsof hollow cath-

ode arc discharges.

II Experimental Apparatus

An experimental program was carried out at the NASA-Lewis Research Cen-

ter's Electric Propulsion Laboratory (EPL). All tests were run in Bell Jar 6

(B J6), a 0.53 m diameter, 0.36 m long stainless s_eel vacuum chamber (figure

1). B J6 was evacuated using a turbomolecular pump, in conjunction with a

roughing pump, which was capable of pumping 260 liters/see of air at a range

of 1 to 10 -6 Pa (7.5x10 -z to 7.5x10 -° Torr). The gas feed system consisted of

two independent gas injection ports, one feeding gas into the hollow cathode

with the other feeding gas into B J6. In this fashion the pressure in the chamber

could be varied independently of the cathode flow rate. The gas system con-

sisted of a number of precision leak _-alves that allowed fluctuations in flow rate

to be eliminated. A Hastings linear mass flowmeter was used to establish the

desired flow rates. The gas feed system was also equipped with a capacitance

manometer, rated for 100 Torr maximum pressure, that allowed measurement

of the pressure upstream of the hollow cathode. Ultra high purity grade (99.999

%) gases such as argon, xenon were used as propellant in this facility. They
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weredeliveredfrom high pressure(250 psig) bottles_-.

A powersupply capable of delivering 600 volts was used with a current reg-

ulator. This setup allowed operation at currents ranging from 1 to 30 A and

voltages between 10 and 60 V depending on the _._node size, flow rate and dis-

tance between the electrodes. The facility was al._:, equipped with 1 kV ignitor

required for arc ignition.

The hollow cathode assembly (figure 2) consisted of an insert, cathode body.

an orifice plate, a heater and a radiator shield. The insert was 3.81 mm inner

diameter, 5.33 mm outer diameter and 25.4 mm long tube. It was made of low

work function material (1.8-2.0 eV): tungsten impregnated with barium com-

pounds (4BaO-CaO-A12Os). The low work function allowed the operation of the

cathode at low temperatures (1000 C). The insert was housed in a molybdenum-

rhenium cathode body: 5.59 mm inner diameter. 6.35 mm outer diameter and

63.5 mm long tube. A 2% thoriated tungsten of_rice plate was electron-beam

welded at one end of the cathode body. It had 5.$4 mm outer diameter, 1.24

mm thickness and came in different orifice sizes. The orifice sizes used in this

research were 0.76, 1.21 and 1.27 mm diameters. The orifice outlet was designed

with a 4&degree chamfer. An 8-turn coiled heater, is used to heat the cathode

during activation and ignition procedures. The heater consisted of a coaxial

tantalum wire and tube insulated by magnesium oxide tubing. The heater was

shielded by a 0.013 mm thick, 30.5 mm wide and 4.57 mm long tantalum foil
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wrappedaround it. To completethe electric circuit a 152x 102mm tantalum

plate wasusedas anode.

Two different plasma diagnostic techniques were used in the experimental

investigation of the hollow cathode discharge: single Langmuir probes and vis-

ible light emission spectroscopy. The probes used were single Langmuir probes

in which a thin tungsten wire 0.127-0.254 mm in diameter and 1-2 mm long was

supported by a 99.8% alumina tube (maximum operating temperature 1950 C).

The probe current-voltage characteristics were displayed and recorded on a dig-

ital oscilloscope (Nicolet 310).

The experimental spectroscopic setup consisted of a 500M Czerny-Turner

and an optical spectrometric multichannel analyzer (OSMA) used for fast spec-

tral data acquisition. The OSMA, a computer - controlled multichannel image

detector, had the capability of detecting, measuring and manipulating spectra

at high acquisition rates. The OSMA consisted of a computer console, a detec-

tor controller (ST-120) and an IRY detector head. The detector head consisted

of an optoelectronic image device with the necessary electronics for its opti-

mized manipulation. It was a self-scanning photodiode arrays with 1024 pixels

arranged linearly on a 25.4 mm long single line. The detector was characterized

by its wide spectral range, high dynamic range, geometric accuracy, thermal and

temporal stability and the lack of readout lag problems. The detector received

power, thermostated and timed signals from an ST-120 detector controller. The
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ST-120coordinated datacollectionwith the experiment,digitized and averaged

data, set exposuretime. storedand transmitted data to the computerand pro-

videda real-time displayof the freerunning detector readout. The spectrometer

receivedlight through a singlemodeoptical fiber. This fiber had a corediam-

eter of 200/_m, a claddingdiameterof 2.50 l_m. a jacket diameter of 1000/_m,

a numerical aperture of 0.2 and an aperture half angle of 11.5 degrees. To im-

prove fiber to spectrometer coupling an achromatic lens was positioned between

the fiber and the entrance slit. In this fashion, the fiber beam was adjusted to

the focal ratio of the spectrometer. The alignment of the optical fiber with the

spectrometer entrance slit was achieved b v a 0.5 mW compact He-Ne laser.

The internal surface temperature of the hollow cathode was determined using

pyrometry by coupling a quartz rod to a two-color photodiode. The two-color

photodiode is a silicon/germanium "sandwich" detector. The high performance

silicon detector mounted over the germanium detector responds to radiation

from 400 nm to 1000 nm while the germanium r_ponds to longer wave length

1000 nm to 1800 nm that pass through the silicon photodiode. This kind of de-

tector is suitable for two-color temperature measurements from 500 C to 2000

C. A clear fused quartz rod was used to transmit radiation from cathode surface

to the detector. The quartz rod was designed to withstand maximum working

temperature of 950 C and 1200 C in a continuous and short-term operations

respectively. It had a constant index of refraction for a wide wavelength band

and exhibited a fairly constant transmission efficiency more than 90% in the
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range of wavelengths between 200 nm and 2000 nm. The 1 mm diameter quartz

rod used, was supported by a 99.8% alumina tube. To reduce the sight of light

of the plasma radiation, the quartz rod was clea',ed at 45 degrees, coated by

a tantalum film few microns thick and covered b'.- a layer of ceramic adhesive.

A small window was left uncoated so that the incoming radiation through the

window could be reflected by the 45-degree surface and transmitted through

the fiber to the detector. The pyrometric probe had to be manually moved

rapidly in order to minimize the exposure time so that the optical properties of

the material would not degrade. In this case. the high sampling rate required

was achieved by automating the reading of both probe position and radiation

intensity signals. This task was accomplished bv t he use of a multiple-channel

A/D card. The use of a computer allowed fast data reading, processing and

storing.

The cathode external surface temperature w_ measured using type R ther-

mocouples (maximum working temperature 1600 C }. In an attempt to determine

the axial temperature distribution on the cathode surface five thermocouples

were embedded between the heater turns through small holes (1 mm in diam-

eter) in the radiation shield. Ceramic ( 99.8e_ alumina) tubes were used as

insulation for its high working temperature. The presence of the heater coil and

the radiation shield surrounding the cathode tube minimizes the thermal losses

from the cathode surface. Thus, the uncertainty in temperature measurements

due to thermocouple-surface contact, was reduced considerably.
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III Discussion of the results

Plasma properties

In the case of the single Langrnuir probe, a _¢.awtooth voltage pulse at fre-

quencies of 1,000 to 10,000 Hz was applied to the probe which allowed the entire

probe characteristic to be obtained in tenths of a millisecond. In all measure-

ments more than five probe traces were recorded, analyzed and averaged. Due

to the high probability of contamination, special care was taken in cleaning the

probe before each measurement by drawing saturation current to heat the probe

tip until probe emission is observed. In addition, the probe was kept under a

negative bias (-50 V) for one tO five minutes between pulses.

Electron temperature

Electron temperature was measured using both diagnostic techniques for

both argon and xenon. Under operating discharge currents ranging from 1 to

20 A, electron temperatures from 0.6 to 2.2 eV for argon and 0.6 to 1.4 eV

for xenon were measured along the cathode center line using single Langmuir

probes. In all measurements, the probe traces exhibited behavior consistent

with Maxwellian distributions of the plasma electron speeds. Figure 3 indi-

cates that the electron temperature slightly decreases linearly as the discharge
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current is increased. This behavior is found at all distances from the cathode

orifice. On the other hand, the gas flow rate has very little effect on the elec-

tron temperature (figure 4). Figure 5 shows a sub_antial variation in electron

temperature along the cathode center line. Figure 6 illustrates the increase of

electron temperature with the orifice diameter. The effect of propellant is illus-

trated in figure 7. The lower electron temperature obtained in the case of xenon

is consistent with the lower ionization potential of xenon compared to argon.

In attempt to shed some light on the state of the plasma within the hollow

cathode, spectroscopy was employed under a _fide range of operating conditions.

The particular question was whether or not the plasma was in local thermody-

namic equilibrium (LTE) and the consequent physical sense of the temperature

determined using relative intensity measurements. Using argon II spectral lines

in the range 400-500 mn with excitation energies from 19 to 23 eV, and xenon

II in the spectral range 400-700 nm with excitation energies from 14 to 18.5 eV,

Boltzmann plots were constructed (figure 8 and 9 _. In most cases, deviations

from a straight line were less than 15%. Using relative-intensity measurements,

temperatures from 0.91 to 1.3 eV for argon and 0.98 to 1.09 eV for xenon were

calculated for discharge currents varying from 1 to 20 A. The results obtained

showed a weak dependenceof the "electron temperature" on the operating con-

ditions, and agreement with the average electron temperature obtained using

Langmuir probe.
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Electron number density

The electron number density was determined using cylindrical Langmuir

probes. Due to the small size of the cathode insert, a few millimeters in diam-

eter, all measurements were performed along the cathode center line, with the

probe inserted from the back of the cathode. The probe diagnosis was conducted

using argon and xenon under a wide range of discharge currents, mass flow rates

and orifice sizes. In the regions where the plasma density reached 1014 cm -3

or higher, it became difficult to obtain the electron saturation current without

severely perturbing the discharge. These perturbations were usually reflected

in a rapid increase of the cathode surface temperature and fluctuations in dis-

charge current and voltage. In this case, the probe bias was offset to avoid

reaching the electron saturation current and consequently, the calculation of

the plasma density was performed using the ion sa_ uration current by applying

Lafromboise's theoretical results 2°. It is important to point out that the differ-

ence between electron number densities obtained based on Lafromboise's results

and the thermal electron saturation current (for densities less than 1014 cm -3)

varied from 1% to a maximum value of 20%.

In general, plasma densities of 10 xl - 1015 cm -3 were calculated under the

range of operating conditions applied in these experiments. The electron num-

ber density reached a maximum value in the vicinity of the orifice and decreased

as we moved away from the orifice to values of the order of 1012 cm -3 at ap-
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proximately two insert diameters. Farther away. the plasmadensity dropped

drastically to valuesdifficult to measureby the probe setup. The data (figure

10) indicated the existenceof three different zoneswithin the cathode. It is

believedthat the active zonewherethe ionization takesplacestarted at about

one insert diameter from the orifice, the secondzone, a diffusion sheath n, ex-

tended also to about one insert diameter and the last zone described the neutral

gas. The xenon plasma region within the cathode was larger than that of ar-

gon (figure 11). This difference is consistent with the fact that xenon has a

lower ionization potential than argon. It was found that larger orifice diameter

induced higher electron density (figure 12). This effect appears to be related

to the higher electron temperature measured in the case of the larger orifice

size. On the other hand, this difference may be very small in reality due to

the errors associated with measurements mad probe theory. While the electron

density was strongly dependent on the discharge current (figure 13), it appeared

weakly affected by the flow rate (figure 14). It is important to point out that

the maximum values of the electron densities measured are similar to the one

calculated using the law of mass action for typical operating parameters of the

cathode.

Plasma potential

Under the conditions presented here, the hollow cathode operated at total

discharge voltages from 10 V to 40 V. The maximum plasma potentials mea-
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suredwithin thehollowcathodedid not exceed3.5V. In general,lowerdischarge

voltageswereobtainedwith tile cathodeoperatingwith xenon. Also,an increase

of orifice sizecausedlowerdischargevoltages.

In the vicinity of theorifice wherea full probetrace wasnot obtainedfor the

reasonmentionedin the previoussection, the plasma potential wasestimated

from the followingequation_l:

k T_ in ( "; rn _ "_
V,, = 'v) - _ _,_-_, / (1)

In all cases, the plasma potential for both argon and xenon decreased with the

discharge current (figures 15 and 16). This behavior was related in part to to the

increase in the electron number density and the decrease in the internal plasma

column length. The plasma potential decreased rapidly as we moved away from

the cathode orifice (figure 17). The plasma potential for argon was higher, in

most case, than that of xenon but the difference in voltage decreased with the

increase in discharge current (figure 18). In addition, this comparison showed

clearly that the length of xenon internal plasma column was much longer than

that of argon. Even though the cathode with 1.21 mm orifice diameter operated

at lower discharge voltages, the estimated plasma potential was higher than that

of the cathode with 0.76 mm orifice size (figure 19). This high potential was

attributed mainly to the length of the conduction path of the internal plasma

column.
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Cathode internal pressure

The cathode internal pressure was measured Ul>S-'tream of the cathode using

a highly accurate (0.1% accuracy) capacitance manometer rated for 100 Torr.

Cathode internal pressures from 5 to 30 Torr were measured depending on flow

rate, discharge current and orifice size. In an attempt to determine the depen-

dence of the cathode internal pressure on the operating conditions, the pressure

was plotted against the discharge current and fiow rate in figures 20 and 21,

respectively. The results showed that the pressure increased linearly with the

discharge current for a fixed gas flow rate. Furthermore, it was interesting to

notice that the ratio of the slopes of those straigh; lines was equal to the ratio

of the gas flow rates. That is. the pressure is proportional to the mass flow

rate which is consistent with the theoretical formulation of the mass flow rate

of a choked flow. The effect of the propellant on lhe pressure is illustrated in

figure 22. By comparing xenon and argon, the pressure ratio was found to be

equal to the square root of the ratio of the atomic weights, which is also an

indication of the validity of choked flow at the orifice. Finally, to establish the

effect of the orifice size. the pressure was plotted against the discharge current

for two different orifice sizes (figure 23). It was found that the pressure variation

with discharge current was substantially magnified as the orifice diameter was

decreased.
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Wall temperature

In an attempt to understand fully the hollow cathode operation, it is im-

portant to investigate the cathode wall temperature and its dependence on the

operating conditions. Also. the knowledge of the surface temperature is vital

to identify the important mechanisms of electron emission from the cathode

surface. These different aspects of the cathode surface emission are related to

the lifetime of the cathode which represent a central question for the suitability

of hollow cathodes for space applications.

In this study, there has been a special interest in determining the temperature

of both external and internal surfaces of the hollow cathode. In order to obtain

the temperature profile on the external surface of the cathode, type R thermo-

couples were attached to the surface at several positions through the radiator

shield and the heater of the hollow cathode. This setup allowed construction of

figure 24 which describes the temperature distribution under various operating

conditions. It was evident that the wall temperature reached a maximum in

the vicinity of the orifice plate and then decreased rapidly as we moved further

upstream. In general, there was a difference of 300 to 400 C in temperature

along the cathode surface. The cathode temperature depended strongly on the

discharge current (figure 25) while it appeared insensitive to the gas flow rate

(figure 26). However, at very low mass flow rate, the cathode temperature

increased substantially. This effect is related directly to the increase of the dis-

charge voltage and subsequently the occurrence of fluctuation patterns of the
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dischargeluminosity and voltage. The effectsof propellant and orifice size on

the cathode temperature were apparently not si_.*x_ei.cant (figures 27 and 28).

The insert temperature was determined using ",he pyrometry technique de-

scribed in Section II. The knowledge of the inert temperature is extremely

important in establishing the surface plasma-wall, interaction, surface cooling

capability by electron emission, surface work function and the upstream limit

of the active zone. The insert temperature profile was compared to the external

surface temperature (figure 29). It was found that both profiles were similar

and the temperature difference was small (less than 5%) . This observation is

consistent with the fact that the cathode wall was very thin and that the cath-

ode was shielded on the outside. In this fashion, the radial heat loss through

the wall was extremely low. Therefore, the outer temperature, which was easy

to measure, could be used to predict the insert temperature and its axial dis-

tribution.

The analysis of the thermionic current density allowed identification of the

part of the surface that contributed mostly in the emission and comparison with

previous predictions of scale size of the internal plasma column. It was found

that the current density fell drastically beyond one insert diameter from the

orifice. The scale size of the emission surface was comparable to the scale size

of the plasma internal column described earlier. Furthermore, the work function

of the impregnated tungsten insert is known to be in the range of 1.8-2.0 eVZL
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Tile deducedeffectivework function basedon thermionic emission(Richardson

equation) and the measuredcathodewall tempera:ure fell in this range.

D,r Conclusions

The experimental work conducted on orificed, hollow cathode arc discharges

has shown that the cathode operation, for a given geometry, is defined primarily

by the discharge current. Beyond some minimum values, the mass flow rate has

little effect on the cathode operation. On the o:her hand the propellant has

direct impact on the discharge and ignition voltages. For cylindrical cathodes.

the inner diameter is an important parameter tha'_ represents the scaling length

for the surface emission and the internal plasma column. Because, the hollow

cathode operates under thermionic emission, larger diameters would allow lower

emission current densities and therefore, lower wall temperatures. The latter

would substantially increase the cathode lifetime.
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Abstract I. Introduction

An analysisof hollow cathode scalingiscon-

ducted by applying a theoreticalmodel based on

first-principles.It isfound that self-consistent,

steady-statesolutionof the governingequations

for energy and particlefluxes is not possible

above a criticalcurrent/diameter,dependent on

the orifice-to-inser_diameter ratio.This result

isconsistentwith empiricalevidence forexperi-

mental hollow cathode operation. Other results

of the model indicatethe physicalbasisforhol-

low cathode design.

Noroe_tclatur¢

A a.rea, _2

A_ orifice-to-iaser_ cro_ section ratio

D cathode inner diameter, m

e electron charge, 1.602 x lO-lgCaul

I current, A

k Boltzmann's constant,

1.381 x IO-=J/K

T, electron temperature, K

I/ volmne, m 3

r/ plasma resistivity,fl - m

" ResearchEngineer, Ae.,xmp_e Technology Divi-
sion, Member A/AA.

tprofessor, Department of Aeronautical _: Astro-

nautical Engineering, Semor Kese_rch Scientizt,USAF

Phillips Laboratory, Member AJA_.

Copyrigh_ (_)1994 by Abdelhakim $alhi. Published by

the Amer/can Institut, e of Aerona.uti_ and Aszronautics,

Inc. with permi_ion.

Despitethe extensiveresearchconducted on

hollow cathode arc discharges,many aspects of

thisdevice have remained unsolved. Some of

these aspectsare: the stateof the plasma in-

sidethe cathode,the surfaceemission area, the

interactionbetween plasma and solidboundary,

the effect of cathode configuration, the effect of

the propellant,the erosionrate,and the opti-

mum operating conditions. Answers to these

questionsand betterunderstanding ofthe phys-

icalprocessesgoverninghollow cathode arc dis-

charges would allowthe designof reliable,long

lastingand efficientdevices suitablefor space

applications.

A theoretical model I has been developed to

conduct designanalysesand predictproper ter-

minal conditionsfor orificed,hollow cathodes.

The cathode geometry considered for study of

a hollow cathode arc discharge is a cylindrical

cavitywith a relativelysmall orifice(figure 1).

In such a confignration,the energy lossesas-

sociated with radiation,positiveions and ex-

cited _toms are substantiallyreduced. There-

fore,the cathode f_l isexpected to be reduced

while large currents can still be carried by the

discharge. This geometry also allows for reason-

able boundary conditions vital to the solution

of this problem. The theoretical approach in-

cludes two-dimensionalvariationin plasma po-

tential with uniform electrontemperature. The

heavy particletemperature distributionisesti-

mated by balancingeleczroncollisionalheating_
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of ions with heavy particle heat conduction in

the radial direction. One particular aspect of

this formulation is the specification of an adia-

batic wall. This condition reflects a special in-

terest in high power density operation in which

the principal cooling mechanism of the surface
is thermionic electron emission and radiation.

The model takes into account the Ohmic heat-

ing due to a resistive plasma. To a first approx-

imation the conductivity of the plasma is con-

sidered to be that of a fully ionized gas. This as-

sumption is reasonably justified due to the fact

that hollow cathode can sustain highly ionized

discharges, a'4 Finally, in line with the nearly

closed geometry of the problem, plasma compo-

sition is determined by a two-temperature Saha

equation, s'6 The set of algebraic equations gov-

erning power balance within the hollow cathode

and the double sheath at the emitting surface

are solved to obtain the dependence of various

characteristics on terminal parameters such as,

discharge current, mass flow rate, gas proper-

ties, material work function and geometry.

II. Hollow Cathode Scaling

The cathode lifetime depends strongly on

the wall temperature. For impregnated porous

tungsten inserts, a maximum lifetime of 100,000

hours was estimated at a temperature of 1000°C

while, at a temperature of 1100')C, only 30,000

hours were expected rJ. Existing hollow cath-

odes (for ion engines) operate at maximum wall

temperatures less than 1200°C for discharge cur-

rents ranging from 1 to 20 Ampere. Thus, there

is a need to establish hollow cathode scaling

that will permit higher current operation at tem-

perature below this design limit. The present
theoretical model I can be used to determine the

best cathode configuration that meets mission

requirements (power level and lifetime). Some

theoretical results depicting the limiting discharge

current for typical operating conditions are sum-

marized in figures 2 through 7. In these cal-

culations, the current is limited either by the

computed cathode temperature or the inability

to achieve a steady-state, self-consistent solu-

tion to the governing equations of the model.

For example, in figure 6, it is seen that the

cathode temperature would exceed the specified

maximum value for an insert diameter of 4 mm

and current in excess of 40 A. Larger cathodes.

however, are limited in current by lack of self-

consistent operating parameters.

It is important to note that the maximum

discharge current is proportional to the cathode

diameter rather than the expected dependence

on the square of the diameter (figure 2). This

trend is consistent with the empirical results of

Kaufman 9. Physically, this behavior can be ex-

plained by analyzing the balance between the

energy loss through the cathode orifice and the

energy production in the internal plasma col-

umn. The energy loss is primarily proportional

to the discharge current I while the energy pro-

duction within the hollow cathode is attributed

in part to the energy of the emitted electrons

accelerated through the fall and to the resistive

heating (which is proportional to P). The en-

ergy balance determines the magnitude of the

fall voltage. As the current increases, the fall

voltage needed for the energetic operation of the

plasma can decrease to relatively low values at-

lowing for the following approximation:

v I\ (1)
where ,4 and V are the insert cross section and

volume of the internal plasma column respec-

tively. As a consequence of the Laplace equa-

tion forthe resistivevoltagein the plasma, the

lengthofthe plasma column scalesto one-insert

diameterI°,equation I may thus be written as:

I 5_kT_
(2)

D - 8e_)

Because the electrontemperature isa slow-varying

functionof the currentI°,the limitingdischarge

current isproportionalto the diameter:
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l ,_D (3)

In figure 5, the fimiting current is associ-

ated with reduction of the cathode fall to a few

eV. Another interesting behavior of the theoret-

ical solution regarding the relationship between

the maximum discharge current and the pro-

pellant flow rate is described in figure 6. In this

case, the current varies linearly with the flow

rate up to a maximum value and then levels

off. The previous analysis of the effects of the

geometrical parameters on the maximum dis-

charge current was conducted for a relatively

high flow rate (1 A equivalent). This situation

corresponds to the horizontal part of the curve

in figure 7. Calculations for other equivalent

current values along this part of the curve dif-

fer negligibly from the results presented. In the

linear region (low flow rate), the degree of ion-

ization is unity. As long as the mass flow rate is

higher than the minimum value associated with

the condition of a fully ionized gas, the orifice

size is the sole parameter that limits the dis-

charge current. (Attempts were made to include

the second degree of ionization, but, no solution

was obtained for currents higher than the lim-

iting values corresponding to a singly ionized

gas.)

III. Conclusions

The results obtained show that one of the

primary operating parameters that govern hol-

low cathode discharges is the geometry, in par-

ticular, the insert and orifice diameters. Smaller

orifice size induce lower limiting discharge cur-

rents. This behavior results from the tendency

of the cathode to operate too efficiently (very

low fall voltage). In this case, the fall voltage

reaches a minimum at which the back-streaming

of plasma electrons to the cathode surface is rel-

atively high. The lowering of the fall voltage is

a manifestation of the increase in energy pro-

duction in plasma column by resistive heating.

Under the assumption that thermionic emission

is the primary emission mechanism, the analysis

indicates that there exists a maximum dischar__e
v

current beyond which a given hollow cathode

configuration cannot operate properly. High cur-

rent levels should be possible by increasing the
size of the cathode in accord with a current-to-

insert diameter ratio of 12 A/ram (for AR =

0.20). Relations between current level, cathode

size and other design parameters can be estab-

lished theoretically for a variety of desired op-

erating conditions.
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ABSTRACT

Recent success with a first-principles
model for orificed-hollow cathode operation
provides some insight into the possibilty of
creating diffuse discharges with application to
low-power plasma thruster designs. Predictions
of the model include the cathode operating
voltage, limiting current-to-diameter ratios,
electron, heavy particle and cathode surface
temperatures, and the relationships of these
quantities to the geometry of the cathode, and
to the terminal parameters of total current and
mass flow rate. At high currents and mass flow
rates, resistive heating within the hollow
cathode plasma provides sufficient power to
allow cathode fall voltages of only a few volts,
with little dependence on the mass flow
(equivalent current flow) rates. Peak heavy
particle temperatures also increase to values
substantially above the cathode material
temperature, (4000 vs 1200 C). Such
temperatures may permit exhaust speeds of
interest for low-power plasma thruster applied
in station-keeping missions.

INTRODUCTION

Hollow cathodes have received

considerable study as useful sources for
charged-particles and radiation. Applications
have been found within electron bombardment

ion sources for ion engines, and in plasma
contactors to control spacecraft charging.
Recently [1], a first-principles model has been
formulated and solved that provides a method
for predicting the behavior of orificed hollow
cathodes based on the cathode size,
proportions (orifice-to-insert diameter ratio),

Copyright 1994 by P.J. Turchi. Published by

AIAA, Inc. with permission.

gas specie and cathode material properties,
(ionization potential and work function,
respectively), and the terminal parameters of
total current and mass flow rate. (No adjustable
or empiricalfactorsare involved).A resultof

this model is the associated ability to predict a
diffuse plasma discharge that might have
useful applications for space propulsion,
especially in the low power, lower specific
impulse regimes appropriate for station-
keeping. The present paper provides some
initial exploration of the possible design of a
plasma thruster based on hollow cathode
operation.

BACKGROUND

The basic approach followed for the
development of a first-principles model of a
hollow-cathode involved simple power balance
equations for steady-state operation at the
cathode surface and within the overall volume.
These relations are depicted schematically in
Figure 1. Various equations were introduced to
connect the separate physical parameters
required by these overall balances, but
dependence on empirical information, beyond
design-specified quantities, (e.g., total current,
known work function, insert diam), was
avoided.

The initial model provided quite
reasonable agreement with experimental data,
even though no provision was included for
variation of plasma properties within the
cathode volume. Experiments [2], performed at
the NASA Lewis Research Center, confirmed
the basic predictions of the model, but also
ind'cated some features that might be
addressed with a slight extension of the
formulation, in particular, the basic model
predicted that the operating pressure would be
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Figure 1:

independent of discharge current (at fixed
mass flow rate), while the experiment indicated
that the pressure actually increased slightly
with higher currents, (F_ure 2). The model was
altered to allow for an increase of heavy
particle temperature from values near the wall,
(i.e., cathode surface temperature) to higher
values, near the exit orifice, (which would
require higher operating pressures in order to
pass the specified mass flow rate). A radial
distribution of heavy particle temperature was
derived from a balance of.volumetric heating of
the ions by elastic collisions with plasma
electrons, immediate sharing of energy
between ions and neutral atoms, and heavy-
particle heat conduction to the colder (cathode)
boundary.

The electrons are heated (and cooled)
by a variety of processes, including resistive
dissipation in the plasma volume and eleclmn
fluxes through the cathode fall. The eleclmn
temperature, which determines the heat
transfer to the ions, is determined by the
overall power balances of the model. No direct
connection is specified between the current
flow and the heating of the ions. The improved
model, nevertheless, correctly predicts the
slight, linear increase of operating pressure
with discharge current.

Hollow Cathode Model

PROPELLANT HEATING

A consequence of the improved model
is that the heavy particle temperature can be
substantially higher than the cathode surface
temperature. Profiles of heavy particle
temperature variation with radius are shown in
Figure 3 for several values of discharge
current, and a single mass flow rate. These
particular plots are for argon at an equivalent
current of 0.5 A, orifice and insert diameters of
0.76 mm and 1.9 ram, respectively, and work
functions of 2 eV (solid lines) and 4.5 eV
(dashed lines). The variations of cathode
surface temperature and peak (centarline) gas
temperature vs discharge current are displayed
for hydrogen propellant and two values of
cathode work function, 2 eV (Figure 4) and 4.5
eV (Figure 5). In bothcases, the mass flow rate
is equivalent to a current of 1 A.

Higher gas temperatures are obtained
with higher currents, but the cathode surface
temperatures are also higher. Furthermore,
there are limits to the operating current level
that depend on the work function. These
current limits [3], which correlate well with
empirically-determined rules [4] for proper
operation of orificed hollow cathodes, are
associated with reductionsin the cathode fall
voltage, as indicated in F¢jure 6; (the solid
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lines and dashed lines provide cathode fall and
total voltages for work functions of 4.5 eV and
2 eV, respectively.) Such reductions appear to
occur because there is sufficient resistive

heating in the volume at higher currents to
balance the energy flux from the hollow
cathode without requiring large fall voltages. As
the fall voltages decrease, however, (and the
plasma density near the cathode surface
increases with the operating pressure), the flux
of electrons to the cathode from the plasma
increases. This would require greater
thermionic electron emission to account for the
net current, but the fall voltage would then have
to be still lower to avoid additional heating of
the plasma by this increased electron flux _orn
the cathode. The net result is that are limiting
values of current-to-diameter ratio above which

steady-state solution of the model cannot be
achieved. Figures 7 and 8 display examples of
the dependence of limiting current on cathode
insert diameter, (shown as the limiting values
of cathode fall), and on the mass flow rate,
expressed as equivalent-current.
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From such calculations, with equivalent Figure 3:Profiles of argon temperature for
currents out to 50 A, it appears that, after a different current levels and work functions.
linear rise at low mass flow rates, the limiting _oo : , : , , ..... ,
current does not depend on the equivalent _ !. :
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current: the electron temperature also is _ _"_-_:i i _ i
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Furthermore, the cathode fall values reach the =-.
same minimum values independent of the Jactual value of limiting current. These minimum
values appear to be a factor of a few higher
than the electron temperature, but this factor _ _ i i ,,,, i

depends on the cathode work function.

Basic scaling, obtained by non-
dimensional[zing the equation of heavy particle
heat conduction balancing ion heating by
electrons, indicates that the peak heavy
particle temperature should increase with the
square-root of equivalent-current. (Higher peak
gas temperature requires increased operating
pressure, so particle densities for collisional
heating are higher in most of the cathode
volume.) As the heavy particle temperature
increases toward the electron temperature,
however, collisional heat transfer diminishes. It
appears from the model that gas temperatures
do not exceed about a third to a haft of the

electron temperature, even at high equivalent-
currents. It should be reasonable, therefore, to

attain gas temperatures in excess of 3000 K
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Figure 4: Temperatures vs current for
hydrogen, with cathode work function of 2 eV.
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condition of maximum current-to-diameter ratio.
These characteristics include the reduction of

the cathode fall voltage to a minimum value
that is independent of the actual current, as
long as the orifice diameter is adjusted to the
value for maximum current-to-diameter ratio,

(see Figure 7). Under this condition, resistive
heating in the plasma volume balances the
energy flux out the orifice, (which is mainly the
flow of electron enthalpy, since the degree of
ionization is typically less than a few per cent).
The limiting current may thus be written
approximately in terms of simpler algebra than
the full nonlinear system of equations actually
solved in the model:

j2 R = J (5/2) kTe/e (1)

where J is the discharge current, which
is nearly equal to the electron flux from the
orifice, and kTele is the electron temperature in
volts; the resistance, R, may be related to the

electrical resistivity, q, in terms the effective

path length, L, and cross-sectional area, A, for
the current flow:

R=qL I A (2)

The actual two-dimensional, current distribution
is determined in the model by solving Poisson's
equation. For given proportions (e.g., orifice-
to-insert diameter ratio), the length-to-area
quotient may be written as a constant of
proportionality K divided by the orifice
diameter, d. Thus, a simple formula for current-
to-diameter ratio may be obtained:

J I d = (5 / 2K) kTe I eq (3)

A consequence, of this relationship,
which describes the condition of the limiting
current for a given diameter, is that the
resistive voltage drop across the plasma is
constant:

without requiring cathode surface temperatures
above 1500 K.

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

From the many separate results of the
hollow cathode model, several operating

characteristics may be summarized near the

JR = (5 / 2) kTe / • (4)

(This behavior is evident again to reasonable
approximation in the results at limiting-current
values in Figure 6, for which the work function
of the cathode is changed at fixed diameter).
Since the cathode fall also has a nearly
constant value at the different values of
limiting-current, the total voltage across the
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cathode can decrease to the same value
independent of the current (and therefore total
power level) as long as the diameter is scaled
appropriately.

For conditions calculated by the present

model, the heavy particle flux leaving the
cathode is not highly ionized, and, therefore,
does not represent a strong factor relative to
the power balance in Equation (1). For
molecular gases, such as hydrogen or
nitrogen, the model must still be extended to
include the effects of energy loss due to
significant levels of dissociation. It is expected
that the same basic behavior will be observed

in regard to attainment of limiting current
values when resistive heating is able by itself to
balance power loss through the orifice: the
cathode fall will again decrease to a minimum
value below which there is insufficient reflection

of the plasma electron flux toward the cathode
surface to permit solution of the model. It is
anticipated that, while the cathode fall voltage
will be similar to previous limiting values, the
resistive voltage across the plasma will
increase. This should be expected because
higher limiting-currents will be necessary to
balance the increased power loss due to efflux
of dissociated gas.

In the same spirit as the previous power
balance at the limiting-current, the resistive
heating now must account for the additional
flux of energy due to the mass flow of (partially)
dissociated gas. In terms of the equivalent-
current (of atoms), Jeq, the power loss due to
the heavy particle efflux is:

Ph = Jeq ( odEd + (512) kTh (1 + ¢Zd)/2) / •

(5)

where ad is the degree of dissociation at

the orifice, Ed is the dissociation energy (per
atom), and Th is the heavy particle temperature
at the orifice. Note that, for this reduced version
of the full hollow cathode model, it is still
assumed that the heavy particle flux ;s not
substantially ionized. The discharge current
and current due to electron efflux are thus still

approximately equal, so the limiting-current is
increased over its previous value by a factor
that involves Ph, (and the solution of a
quadratic equation):

J/Jo -- {1 + [ 1 + 4Ph I(Jo (5 kTe/2 e))] 1/2}/2

(6)

where Jo is the limiting-current (for a
given orifice diameter) based only on the
electron enthalpy flux. Since the model has
previously indicated reasonable insensitivity of
the electron temperature to equivalent-current
level, the resistance of the cathode discharge
should remain approximately constant, and the
resistive voltage drop will scale with the
increased value of the limiting-current due to
dissociated mass flow. In this way, the power
cost of dissociation is included in the overall

operation of the cathode.

The efficiency of converting electrical
power to the enthalpy of the propellant flow can
then be written in terms of the ratio of

equivalent-current to limiting-current (without
dissociation) and various ratios of particle
energies:

Eh = Ph ! VJ (7)

with V = (Vo- Vf) J I Jo + Vf,

where Vo is the total voltage without
dissociation, and Vf is the cathode fall. This

efficiency may then expressed as:

.(Jeq IJo) (o.dEd+(5/2) kTh (1 * a.d)/2)/eVf

eh-
{(Vo/V f - 1)(J i Jo) + 1 } (J I Jo)

(8)

where J / Jo is given by Equation (6) in

terms of Jeq I Jo, and Ed and Th vs Te. It is
evident that there is an optimum value of Jeq !
Jo in order to maximize the efficiency of

converting electrical energy into gas energy.
The efficiency also is highest with the lowest
value of cathode fall voltage, which
corresponds to operation at the limiting-current
for any choice of parameters. Since VoNf at
the limiting-current tends to be a constant, as
does the ratio of Th to Te, and Vf to Te, the
efficiency can always be optimized to about the
same value, independent of the actual current
and power level.
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Furthermore, since the currer;t scales as
the diameter, and the electron and heavy
particle temperatures will be approximately
constant (for operation always at the limiting-
current), the particle densities will scale
inversely with the linear size of the device. This
implies that the Knudsen number of the flow is
the same for all sizes. The Mach numbers are

also constant, so the viscous Reynolds number
will be maintained, even in reducing the size
and power of the discharge. (This scaling
presumably continues until other physical
phenomena introduce additional characteristic
dimensions, such as optical mean free paths.)

SAMPLE THRUSTER DESIGN

History indicates that electric propulsion
finds employment on spacecraft to the extent
that available electric power sources are
utilized. Kilowatt-level, steady-state arcjets are
already operating on commercial satellites, and
pulsed plasma thrusters have been working
successfully in space for decades. Steady-
state operation of plasma thrusters at sub-
kilowatt levels, to service small satellites will
require reduced costs for electrode falls and
propellant ionization. The particular potential
attraction of a hollow cathode plasma
discharge for space thruster applications is the
possibility that relative low power systems
could be developed with adequate efficiency
and specific impulse.

A first attempt at a thruster design
based on a hollow cathode plasma can employ
the conditions indicated by the previous
modeling. Suppose an electron temperature of
about 1 eV, so the heavy particle temperature
may be estimated as 2500 K, with a cathode
surface temperature in the range of 1200 C. If
the propellant is hydrogen, then the following
values may be inserted into Equations (6) and
(8): Ed = 2.24 eV (per atom), Vf = 4.2 V, and
Vo = 7 V. Suppose, for example, the current

Jo = 15 A, and let the equivalent-current also

equal 15 A (atom flow). For a fully dissociated
flow, the limiting-current is increased by J I Jo =
1.67. The total voltage is then 8.9 V, and the
input power is 222 W.

For the same assumptions, the
efficiency (Equation (8)) is 18.7 %. The extent

to which the gas energy can be converted into
useful directed kinetic energy is a subject for
more extensive calculation. The limiting values
of specific impulse can range from the extreme

optimism of full conversion ( Isp = 2300 s) to
the more modest value derived from merely
converting the sensible enthalpy to directed

energy (Isp = 1017 s); for the latter value, the
thrust efficiency is less than four per cent. This
result is consistent with crude extrapolation
from higher pressure (1 - 100 arm) calculations
[5] for hydrogen arcjets in the same
temperature regime that suggest thrust
efficiencies of less than twenty per cent would
be encountered at the relatively low pressures
(0.01 to 0.1 arm) in the hollow cathode.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The primary limitation on efficiency
appears to results from the separate scalings
of heavy particle temperature and cathode fall
voltage with electron temperature. The cathode
fall needs to be a multiple of the electron

temperature, while heavy particle heating by
collisions with electrons limits the heavy
particle temperature to a fraction of the electron

temperature. Improvements in thrust efficiency
may be possible with low mass, monatomic
propellants. Dissociation increases the limiting-
current, which improves the conversion of
electrical energy to gas energy. This
improvement merely increases the total power
level without benefit to thruster performance, if
the dissociation energy cannot be re-claimed in
the exhaust. Improvements in thrust efficiency
must be explored in the context of system
integration, based on the availability and
reliability of the propellant system, and the
impact of lower efficiency vs higher specific
impulse at low total power levels.

Finally, it should be noted that the

hollow cathode discussed here must be part of
a full discharge circuit. Such a circuit would
have features typical of arcjet thrusters (e.g.,
arc column connecting to anode, with
surrounding flow to protect walls). Thus, it is
not unreasonable to expect that the present
modeling can be employed to design hollow
cathode operation for use in low power arcjet
systems.
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PULSED PLASMA THRUSTERS

P.J. Turchi and P.G. Mikellides
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ABSTRACT

Design of the proper power
system for an improved ablation-fed
pulsed plasma microthruster (PPT)

requires the ability to specify amplitudes,
risetimes, waveforms and pulsetimes in

relation to propellant properties and
thrust chamber dimensions. Numerical

modeling techniques, such as the
MACH2 code, along with analytical
modeling, are needed to provide
guidance. Stationary operation in the
limit of high magnetic Reynolds number

may be characterized by a discharge
thickness adjacent to the surface that
scales inversely with the exhaust speed,

resulting in a resistance that is
approximately constant for fixed surface
proportions and material. Heat transfer
to the surface occurs in a thinner layer

within this discharge, and provides a
mass flow rate proportional to the
electrical power. The mass ablated per
shot then scales as the stored electrical

energy, in agreement with experiments
over a wide range of operations. Start-
up and shut-down transients, (e.g., flux
v._ssthermal skin-depths), can significantly
alter this simple behavior. A new
ablation-physics routine has been added
to the MACH2 code to examine the

time-dependent operation of the PPT
discharge. Comparisons of numerical
results with data from the LES 6 PPT

are encouraging, even with present,
idealized models for Teflon plasma

properties.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, interest has returned to

performing space missions in the near
earth environment with systems that are

capable of more efficient operation at
lower overall cost. This interest is driven

largely by reduced budgets in the post-
Cold War era, but is also informed by

experiences and policy"changes over
the last decade in regard to launch
vehicle costs. In particular, it has been

recognized that substantial savings can
be achieved by using advanced sensors
and electronics to reduce the mass of

satellites, thereby allowing launch of

satellite systems with less expensive
boosters. Previously, in the heyday of

Space Shuttle enthusiasm, launch costs
were fixed by the decision to use the
Shuttle for all transportation to orbit.
There was little incentive to press for

reductions in the spacecraft payload
mass or the mass needed for on-board

propulsion during the life of the mission.

With a return to expendable
boosters for many unmanned space
missions, and the success of systems

such as Pegasus in launching small
satellites, there is interest in spacecraft

packages with total masses of less than
a hundred kilograms, including payload,
on-board thrusters and propellant. The

challenge of reducing the payload mass
is being met quite successfully, and may
devolve to questions of the optimum
number of elements in constellations of
individual satellites. Flying such

constellations, particularly in the near
earth environment, requires
consideration of on-board propulsion

techniques. Special interest continues to
be properly invested in the possibility of
achieving high values of specific impulse
in order to reduce the relative mass

required for propellant. Over the years,
this has been a principal factor for
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pursuing electric propulsion. The new
element at this time is the development
of such propulsion technology within the
constraints of small satellite design.
Deficiencies of understanding, however,
prevent ready scaling to small-satellite
use of proven propulsion techniques,
such as the pulsed plasma microthruster
(PPT) 1 . In particular, improved modeling
of the composition and transport
properties of two-temperature, molecular
plasmas is needed in order to predict
ablated-mass, specific impulse and
efficiency for the next generation of
plasma thrusters.

In 1982, as part of a study for

AFOSR, a strategy 2 was presented for
the development of electric propulsion
techniques based on the successful,
operational use of the pulsed plasma
microthruster (PPT). The essential
recognition of this strategy was that
acceptance of electric propulsion
depended on successful flight-use, but
such use was not possible without
previous acceptance of electric
propulsion technology. To break out of
this futile cycle, it was suggested that
thrusters could be developed in which
the PPT would provide the complex,
high-risk portion of the system, while
performance enhancement would be
accomplished by basically passive
elements. In this way, the improved
thruster might more readily achieve
acceptance by claiming flight experience
for complicated parts, such as the
ignition system. An important feature of
the overall strategy was the ability to
adapt the specific thruster design to
available mission opportunities by
varying the pulse repetition rate and the
energy of the passive portion of the
thruster system, while sharing flight
experience over the entire family of
thrusters.

In the context of small-satellite
projects, the focus of development will
be on smaller and lower-power electric
propulsion systems. There are two parts
to such development. Existing thrusters
can be scaled down, while attempting to
preserve or improve intrinsic
performance values, such as efficiency
and specific impulse. The associated
power circuitry must also be improved in
order to match the thrL_ster needs to

power levels and masses available in
small satellite systems. This latter area
encounters limitations on the minimum

masses of components that have
adequate energy- or power-per-unit-
mass values for the currents and
lifetimes required by the propulsion
system design. These limitations force
changes in the power delivery to the
thruster, (e.g., different current
waveforms). The process of scaling
down operation of thrusters to small-
satellite levels thus involves an interplay
of the physical regime of thruster
operation with the input power
characteristics.

BASIC MODELING

Details of transport within the
discharge channel can dramatically
affect the mode of operation of the
thruster and the relationship of the
discharge dynamics to the electrical
circuitry. This relationship determines
the ultimate efficiency and available
specific impulse levels of the PPT.
Figure 1 depicts two basic modes of
operation of an ablation-fed, plasma
thruster. In the so-called "plasma-_lug"
mode, a discrete mass of plasma is
accelerated by the magnetic-pressure
difference across an electrical discharge
that travels downstream with the

plasma. Plasma ablated from the solid,
propellant surface is also accelerated by
the magnetic-pressure difference across
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the discharge in the euasi-steady mode,
but the discharge remains adjacent to
the surface, rather than propagating
downstream. A third kind of operation is
also depicted in Figure 1, and results
from a transition between the plasma-
slug mode and the quasi-steady mode.
This occurs when the voltage across the
moving plasma-slug and the continued
evolution of conducting material from the
propellant become sufficient to drive
current near the surface. (The new
conducting material acts as short across
the linear electric-motor represented by
the magnetically driven plasma-slug. In
plasma accelerators, this situation is
often referred to as a 'restrike' at the
insulator surface.) The single pairs of
electrodes shown in the sketches in Fig.
1 could be combined (in either mode) to

create two-stage plasma accelerators 2
in order to achieve improved
performance.

For the quasi-steady mode, it is
possible to estimate the impedance of
the ablation-fed discharge in the limit of
high magnetic Reynolds number, Rm =

a_uL >> 1. This corresponds to a
streamwise-extent of the thruster

electrodes much greater than the

characteristic streamwise-thickness, &

of the discharge for which Rm = 1. Thus,

A= 1 I apUl (1)

where a is the electrical

conductivity, p is the permeability of
freespace, and Ul is the characteristic

speed of the plasma flow. The
resistance of the plasma discharge
adjacent to the ablating surface is then
(see Appendix I):

R= Eh/J1

= pUl h/w (2)

where h is the length of the
discharge (along the current path) and w
is the width of the discharge. The total
current in the layer is J1, and the electric
field across the flow is E = ulB1, where

Bl=_Jl/w. (Equation (2) results from
Faraday's law for a steady-state, plasma
accelerator flow.)

It may be shown 3 for steady-

state, self-field, plasma accelerators that
the characteristic speed is proportional
to the square of the discharge current
divided by a mass-flow rate that can
include ablated material in addition to

the propellant supplied to the thrust
chamber. In the limit of an ablation-fed
thruster, such as the PPT in quasi-
steady mode, the mass-flow rate is
proportional to the square of the
discharge current, so the plasma speed
becomes a constant that depends on
the propellant material. This speed is
proportional to Alfven critical speed,
based on the total energy, Qa required
to ablate, dissociate and ionize a
propellant molecule (see Appendix I):

u I - ( 2 Qa / m )1/2 (3)

where m is the mass of the

propellant molecule (accelerated to
speed Ul).

There are two important system
implications from Eqns. (2) and (3).
First, the specific impulse of PPTs
operating in the ablation-fed, quasi-
steady mode should be approximately
constant, with a value that depends on
the details of the propellant material and
its chemistry within the plasma
discharge, (e.g., values of Qa and m).
The second implication follows from the
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constant value of Ul, namely, the
impedance of the ablation-fed, plasma
discharge should be approximately
constant in the quasi-steady mode.

Constant electrical impedance
means that perfect coupling to the
driving circuit can be readily achieved.
For example, a uniformly-distributed,
LC-ladder, pulseforming network (PFN),
has a line impedance

Z = (L / C ) 1/2 (4)

where L and C are the inductance
and capacitance per section of the
transmission line. If this impedance is
much greater than other circuit
resistances and the PFN and plasma
discharge are designed for Z = R,
complete transfer to the plasma
discharge of energy stored initially in the
PFN can be expected. Driving the
discharge with a simple inductive store
would also completely transfer stored
electromagnetic energy, (as long as
circuit resistances are negligible vs R).

The energy delivered to the
discharge will be divided between the
cost of creating the plasma and the
kinetic energy of the exhaust. With an
exhaust speed based on Alfven critical
speed, frozen-flow loss (if complete)
would limit the thrust efficiency to about
50%. Proper matching of the ablation-
fed discharge to the electrical circuit
could thus improve the performance of
PPTs by factors of 5 -10 over present
thrust efficiencies (that are only several
per cent), provided that the discharge
operates in the quasi-steady mode.

In the plasma-slug mode, the
changing impedance of the dynamic
discharge prevents perfect matching to
simple circuitry. Experience with various
changing-inductance loads, however,
indicates that conversion of stored

electromagnetic energy into kinetic
energy can be accomplished with
efficiencies in excess of 25%. Optimum
performance is achieved by matching
the acceleration times of the plasma-
slug to the current rise-time (in

capacitively-driven circuits 4) or by
insuring that the inductance change due
to discharge motion is comparable to the
value of the storage inductor (in circuits
using magnetic energy storage).

The principal technical deficiency
in attempting to develop the PPT for
small-satellite applications is the long-
standing inability to predict the mass of
plasma accelerated as a function of
circuit values and arrangement,
propellant type, and thrust channel
dimensions. This inability includes
prediction of the operating mode (quasi-
steady vs plasma-slug) and the effects
of current amplitude and rise-time on
subsequent performance. The
interaction of the plasma discharge with
the solid surface certainly depends on
the properties of the propellant material,
but cannot be predicted until detailed
specification of the complex, partially-
ionized, molecular plasma is available.
The behavior of such a plasma must
then be combined with the basic
electromagnetic and gas dynamic
relationships of the discharge flow-field
in order to comprehend and control PPT
operation.

MACH2 MODELING OF THE PPT

With the MACH2 code, in its form
at The Ohio State University, it is now
possible to address a broad range of
plasma thrusters, including self-field and
applied-field devices, both steady-state
and pulsed. In a recently completed,
extensive effort on applied-field MPD

thrusters 6, MACH2 results guided
analytical modeling, which has provided
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scaling relationships for thruster
behavior as a function of input current,
applied field, propellant type and
thruster geometry. These relationships
successfully match a broad range of
existing experimental data and indicate
that possible, optimum performance
values were missed by empirical
studies. It should now be reasonable to
apply MACH2 to model PPT behavior in
detail, provided that sufficient research
attention is given to fundamental
processes of mass, momentum, energy
and magnetic-flux transport in the
complex, molecular plasmas formed
from practical propellant materials. In
particular, as a minimum for accurate
calculations, transport coefficients are
needed for heat conduction, viscosity,
radiation and magnetic-diffusion for
partially-ionized, partially-dissociated
mixtures of atoms and molecules of
different species, with separate electron
and heavy-particle temperatures.

MACH2 incorporates essentially
all the relevant physics available in the
context of local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE) and continuum flow.
For examp!e, the effects of plasma
microinstabilities on transport are
accessible through phenomenological
models based on kinetic calculations.
The effects of separate heavy-particle
and electron temperatures on transport
in a partially-ionized gas are also
included. Indeed, experience in
modeling the applied-field MPD
thruster6 demonstrated that both these

non-standard elements of physics were
critical for successful simulation. The

anomalous resistivity limited the electron
Hall parameter to modest values, and
the two-temperature plasma formulation
allowed the viscosity of the partially-
ionized flow to increase, rather than
decrease, with flow temperature.

Recently, a new surface ablation
model has been added to MACH2 at

Ohio State. It accounts for the energy
deposition in the solid propellant due to
heat conduction, radiation and
convection from the plasma. The
deposited energy is stored near the
exposed surface in a volume whose
depth increases as the square root of
elapsed-time, in accord with the
diffusive, thermal skin-depth in the solid.
The temperature of the heated skin-
depth defines the surface temperature
from which the pressure and density of
the equilibrium vapor 7 are computed.
These values are used to provide
hydrodynamic boundary conditions for
the differential equations of MACH2 in
order to compute the mass ablated from
the surface (or condensing on the
surface from the plasma).

Calculations have been

performed for PPTs using the presently
available equation-of-state for Teflon in
the SESAME tables. This equation-of-
state, however, is for a single-
temperature plasma, and the associated
opacity values are also based on equal
heavy-particle and electron
temperatures. Furthermore, the thermal
conductivity of the plasma only utilizes
electron transport, (albeit with cross-field
and anomalous effects included). In the
immediate vicinity of the surface,
however, energy transport by
chemically-active, heavy-particles
should be important. These initial
calculations nevertheless provide results
that correlate with experimental data,
and thereby encourage further effort.

Calculations were set up (see
Fig. 2) to resemble the LES 6 PPT 1 ,
with electrode separation h = 3 cm,
electrode width w = 1 cm, and electrode

length in the streamwise direction Az =
0.6 cm. This last dimension forces at
least portions of the discharge to remain
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near the propellant surface, which
enhances the opportunity for ablation.
(Otherwise, there is the strong tendency
for the discharge, through the initial
mass from the sparkplug, to accelerate
downstream before significant ablation
occurs. This was observed
experimentally with two-stage PPTs until
the electrode length was reduced to
within about 1 cm from the propellant
surface.) In the four sets of figures
depicting the behavior of the discharge
flow, a non-conducting, rectangular
channel continues (at constant h and w)
upward for 6 cm from the propellant
surface (bottom of each figure). The top
boundary of the flow is open, with the
so-called 'continutive' condition of
MACH2 for which all spatial variations
normal to the boundary are set to zero.

An LRC-circuit, using values for
LES 6, drives the discharge with a
sinusoidal current waveform that peaks

in 0.4 psec. In figures 3 - 18, contours of
constant density, temperature and
downstream current are shown, along
with velocity vectors, for 0.2, 0.4, 0.6

and 1.0 psec. To simulate the plasma
from the sparkplug, an initial plasma
distribution was assumed with T = 1 eV
and a mass density distribution (uniform
for the first 0.6 cm, then decreasing
linearly by 60%) that corresponded to a

total initial mass of 0.1 lag, (about 2% of
total mass ablated experimentally).
Figure 19 displays the current and
voltage vs time. Although the peak
current, voltage and times all agree
rather well with experimental results,
there are many parameter variations still
to be explored to explain variances,
such as the double-peaked behavior of
the experimental current waveform (Fig.
20).

The expelled mass and impulse,
determined at the open end of the

calculational region, are shown in
Fig.21. Note that the expelled mass
increases faster than the impulse at later
times, suggesting the decrease in PPT
performance due to late-time mass
evolution from the heated propellant
surface. Figure 22 indicates the variation
of ablated mass (computed at the

propellant surface at 2.8 psec) with
initial energy stored inthe capacitor (at
different initial voltages). It should be
noted that, in these calculations, energy
transport from the initial plasma can
cause surface ablation, even when the

circuit energy (CVo212) is zero. The
linear increase of ablated mass with
energy is heartening in relation to similar
trends obtained experimentally, but
more work is needed.

Such work should include more
accurate representations of energy
transport in two-temperature plasmas
(which is expected relieve the locally
high values of temperature in the
present calculations). In addition, the
diffusive skin-depth representation used
in computing the surface temperature
needs to be improved. Furthermore, the
inclusion of viscous effects in the flow
channel should help define the allowable
inductance change for the energy input
in the plasma-slug mode. Although the
MACH2 version at Ohio State operates
as a full Navier-Stokes solver, no model
of viscosity for Teflon is available for the
present calculations, so the viscous-
effects option was turned off. This model
will need to be two-temperature to
capture the effects of high temperature
heavy-particles in a low electron-
temperature plasma. Radiative transfer
of energy to the propellant surface must
also be explored more fully to assess
the possible need for improving the
opacity data presently available from the
single-temperature SESAME tables.
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FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

There are still technical
deficiencies in MACH2 that could be
important in modeling some plasma
thruster regimes. In particular, non-
continuum processes are not explicitly
accessible with a hydrodynamics code,
non-LTE effects beyond separate
electron and heavy-particle
temperatures (e.g., non-local chemistry)
are not treated, and non-neutral regions,
such as electrode falls, are not
considered. The principal area that
requires immediate attention, however,
is the development of data and data
manipulation techniques to extend the
equations-of-state and transport
properties needed by MACH2 to the
molecular gases typically used for space
propulsion. MACH2 presently accesses
the SESAME tables, developed at Los
Alamos National Laboratory, which
includes many useful data, but some
properties or materials critical for electric
thrusters are simply not available.

The structure of MACH2 permits
improvement in some of the areas of
concern. For example, it is possible to
manipulate the velocity and temperature
boundary conditions to allow for non-
continuum effects in the form of velocity
slip and temperature jumps. The
boundaries can also be modified to
allow for energy interchange associated
with particle-kinetics and electrode falls.
Recent modifications of MACH2 allow
for motions of multiple materials (e.g.,
metal from conductors v___ssplasma) and
ablation of solid surfaces as a result of
heat transfer from the plasma (e.g.,
ablation-fed plasma thrusters). Also very
recently, a five-component equation-of-
state model for partially-ionized,
molecular nitrogen has been introduced,
along with self-consistent viscosity and
thermal conductivity coefficients.

Calculations of the PPT with
MACH2 are restricted to two-

dimensions. To date, these have only
been employed in the plane containing
the current and electromagnetic force
vectors. It will be useful to perform
calculations also in the plane orthogonal
to the current vector in order to examine
the effects of nonuniform distribution of

current-density along the width of the
propellant surface. At some point in the
future, the experience and insights
gained with these simulations can be
used to guide calculations with MACH3,
a three-dimensional MHD code 8

recently initiated at USAF Phillips
Laboratory (PL/WSP), Kirtland AFB,
NM. This new capability is still under
development, but already includes many
features needed for relatively low-
density, electric thruster plasmas, such
as anomalous resistivity and Hall effect.
It is expected that the ablation modeling
and the results of research on transport
in molecular plasmas will eventually be
used in MACH3.
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APPENDIX I

Derivation of Exhaust Speed for
Ablation-fed, Quasi-steady, PPT

In the limit of steady operation at
high magnetic Reynolds number, it is
reasonable to divide the discharge flow-
field in the PPT into three regions:
1) a layer of high current density
adjacent to the ablating propellant-
surface; 2) a one-dimensional channel in
which the flow is sonic and conducts
little, if any, current; and 3) a two- or
three-dimensional expansion of highly
magnetized plasma to the field-free
vacuum. The multi-dimensional
expansion of last region avoids the
artificial heating (and choking) of the
flow that results from demanding the
magnetic field decrease to zero at the
end of the one-dimensional channel.

The thickness of the first region is
scaled by the distance for which the
competing processes of convection and
diffusion of magnetic flux are both
important:

= 1 / GpUl (A.1)

where o is the electrical

conductivity, lu is the permeability of
freespace, and Ul is properly the speed
of the plasma after it passes through this
region. The thickness of the region
characterizes the current density in
terms of the magnetic field difference:

j = (Bo- B1)/_ (A.2)

where 13o and B1 are the
magnetic field values at the entrance
and exit of the first region.

In steady-state, the resistive
electric field at the entrance equals the
back-electromotive field in the current-
free channel that starts at the exit of the
region:

E=Eo =El (A.3)

qj = Ul B1 (A.4)

so, (Bo - B1) = B1
The total current
then

, and B1 = Bo/2

in the first region is

J1 = Bow / 2p (A.5)

where w is the width of the

discharge (perpendicular to both the
current and flow directions).

The power deposited in the first
region is needed to create the plasma
conditions and velocity in the second
region:
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EhJ1 = Ul Bo2wh / 4iu

= plulwh { u12/2+ Qa/m

+ y RT1 / (Y-1) } (A.6)

where Pl and T1 are the mass
density and temperature, respectively, in
the one-dimensional channel flow, Qa is

the energy needed to evaporate,
dissociate, and ionize the propellant

atom or molecule of mass m, and y is
the effective specific heat ratio for the
flow. The gas constant, R, includes the
electrons; for full, single-ionization, (and
equal ion and electron temperatures),
R = 2k/m.

The second flow region has
constant cross-sectional area and
exhausts to supersonic expansion in the
third region. It is appropriate therefore to
apply a sonic condition to the one-
dimensional channel flow:

u12=B12/plp + yRT1 (A.7)

=Bo 2/4plp + yRT1

In combination with Eqn. A.6, the flow
speed in the channel is found:

Ul = (2 Qa / m)1/2 {1+ _-0 / (y-l)} 1/2

(A.8)

where 0 = RTI/(Qa/m) is typically
much less than unity.

For supersonic expansion in the
limit of high magnetic Reynolds number,
the frozen-flux approximation implies
that the magnetic field can be decreased
to zero without resistive heating. The
complete and total enthalpy of the flow
(including the contributions of magnetic
energy and chemical energy) is

therefore conserved during the
expansion. It is reasonable, however, to
consider the flow at the low densities of
the PPT to be chemically-frozen, so the
kinetic energy per unit mass of the final
exhaust is:

uf2/2 = u12/2 + B12/p11u +5RT1 /2

(A.9)

With substitutions and rearrangement,
the exhaust speed is then:

uf = (2 Qa / m) 1/2 {3 + 0 [(4y2 + 5y

+ 1)/2(?-1)]}1/2

(A.10)

For Teflon, the propellant plasma
is a rather complicated mixture, so the
exact value of the quantity in braces
may vary with operating conditions. As a
numerical example, suppose Qa = 61.5

eV, m = 50 AMU, T1 = 2 eV and y = 1.4,
then AIfven critical speed is:

VA = (2 Qa / m) 1/2

= 15.4 km/sec (A. 11)

and the exhaust speed is higher by a
factor of about two, (depending on the
coupling of ions and electrons in the
expanding flow). If the flow is properly
expanded, the specific-impulse value
would be over 3000 sec. This value is
higher than typically obtained with
ablation-fed thrusters, which may reflect
differences in operating mode, (i.e., not
quasi-steady and high magnetic
Reynolds number). Also, substantial
profile-loss may occur in present
devices, which would reduce the
directed exhaust velocity to values that
are less than the ideal (albeit,
chemically-frozen) result computed
here.
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PPT CAN HAVE TWO LIMITING MODES OF
OPERATION AND MAY CHANGE MODES DURING THE

CURRENT PULSE

Plasma Slug Quasi-steady Ablation Arc

Efficiency and specific impulse will depend on
operating mode and circuit interaction

Figure 1. Basic modes of operation of an ablation-fed plasma thruster.
o

MACH2 TEFLON PULSED PLASMA THRUSTER SIMULATION

PHYSICS

SINGLE TEMPERATURE
REAL EQUATIONS OF STATE

INITIAL CONDITIONS

TEMPERATURE, 1eV 5.4

DENSITY: (INITIAL MASS :0.1 pg) /
p = CONSTANT; 0 _ y _<0.6
p = UNEARLY DECREASING; 0.6 _<y

CIRCUIT

Y

CAPACITANCE = 2 pF 0
INDUCTANCE = 34 nH _f
RESISTANCE = 30 m_Q x ---

Plasma Flow

Constant Temperature
No Slip

Electrical Insulator

WIDTH = 1

Constant Temperature
No Slip

Electrical Conductor

DIMENSIONS IN cm

Ablating Boundary
No Velocity Constraint

Electrical Insulator

Figure 2. MACH2 parameters and geometry for the PPT simulation.
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Figure 3. Mass Density distribution at 0.2

psec. Max(+)=2.4, F=1.1, E=0.39,

D=0.14, C=0.05, B=0.018, A=0.0065,

Min(-) = 0.0023 (g/m3).

Figure 4. In-plane velocity vector
distribution at 0.2 psec. Maximum

magnitude = 64.09 km/s.
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Figure 5. Temperature distribution at 0.2

psec. Max(+)=14, F=9.2, E=6.0, D=3.9,

C=2.6, B=1.7, A=1.1, Min(-)=0.73 (eV).
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Figure 6. Current distribution at 0.2 psec.

Max(+)=4.3, F=3.3, E=2.6, D=2.0, C=1.5,
B=1.2, A=0.93, Min(-)=0.72 (kA).
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Figure 7. Mass Density distribution at 0.4

psec. Max(+)=7.8, F=2.4, E=0.76,
D=0.24, C=0.074, B=0.023, A=0.0072,

Min(-) = 0.0022 (g/m3).
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Figure 8. In-plane velocity vector

distribution at 0.4 psec. Maximum
magnitude = 71.22 kmls.

Figure g. Temperature distribution at 0.4

psec. Max(+)=14, F=9.2, E=6.0, D=3.9,
C=2.6, B=1.7, A=1.1, Min(-)=0.73 (eV).
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Figure 10. Current distribution at 0.4
psec. Max(+)=4.9, F=3.8, E=3.0, D=2.3,
C=1.8, B=1.4, A=1.1, Min(-)=0.85 (kA).
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Figure 11. Mass Density distribution at
0.6 psec. Max(+)=11, F=3.8, E=1.3,
D=0.45, C=0.15, B=0.053, A=0.02, Min(-)
= 0.0063 (g/m3).

Figure 13. Temperature distribution at
0.6 psec. Max(+)=12, F=8, E=5.3, D=3.6,
C=2.4, B=1.6, A=1.1, Min(-)=0.71 (eV).
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Figure 12. In-plane velocity vector
distribution at 0.6 tJsec. Maximum

magnitude = 59.96 km/s.
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Figure 14. Current distribution at 0.6
psec. Max(+)=3.6, F=2.8, E=2.2, D=1.7,
C=1.3, B=I, A=0.77, Min(-)=0.6 (kA).
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Figure 15. Mass Density distribution at 1

IJsec. Max(+)=10, F=3.5, E=1.3, D=0.43,
C=0.15, B=0.052, A=0.18, Min(-) =

0.0064 (g/m3).
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Figure 17. Temperature distribution at 1
psec. Max(+)=9.1, F=5.8, E=3.8, D=2.4,
C=1.5, B=I, A=0.64, Min(-)=0.41 (eV).
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Figure 16. In-plane velocity vector
distribution at 1 psec. Maximum

magnitude = 46.36 km/s.
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Figure 18. Current distribution at 1 psec.
Max(+)=1.1, F=0.85, E=0.66, D=0.51,
C=0.4, B=0.31, A=0.24, Min(-)=0.19 (kA).
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Figure 19. MACH2 calculated current, I(t), and capacitor voltage, V(t), waveforms.
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Figure 21. MACH2 calculated impulse and exhausted mass at the chamber's exit.
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Figure 22. MACH2 calculated ablated mass (at the backplate and at 2.8 psec) Vs
capacitor energy. Closed points correspond to the actual simulation values.
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MODELING OF LATE-TIME ABLATION IN TEFLON PULSED PLASMA THRUSTERS

P.G. Mikellides and P.J. Turchi

The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH

ABSTRACT

The MACH2 code has been
modified to include non-monotonic heat

flux to ablating surfaces in order to study
late-time mass evolution in the pulsed
plasma microthruster (PPT). Comparisons
of predicted mass ablated and impulse bit
with experimental data offer several
insights into the operation of the PPT.
Only a small fraction of the total ablated
mass is produced during the current pulse
and has the opportunity to be ionized and
magnetically accelerated to high exhaust
speeds. The rest gradually evaporates
during much later times as a neutral gas
that expands at relatively low speeds.
Reduction of this low speed mass
evolution would significantly improve the
specific impulse and efficiency of the
thruster.

INTRODUCTION

The ablation-fed pulsed plasma
microthruster (PPT) has been studied
empirically for over thirty years. These
efforts, in conjunction with attention to
engineering development, have led to
successful application of PPTs on satellite
station-keeping missions. Renewed
interest for small satellite needs has

prompted further investigation of PPT
behavior in t)rder to achieve improved

performance and better insight for scaling
operation to lower powers and higher
exhaust speeds.

Copyright © 1997 AIAA - Reprinted with permission.
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The conventional pulsed plasma
thruster utilizes an arc discharge across a
Teflon surface within a generally simple
geometdc configuration. Its system
simplicity, robustness, and ability to
provide small impulse bits and high
specific impulse make it an attractive
device for the aforementioned missions.

During an intense period of experimental
investigation and development in the
1960's and 70's however, the PPT had

failed to operate consistently at adequate
efficiencies. Although some isolated
laboratory devices have displayed
efficiencies of up to 50% l"z, the PPT
generally operates in the range of 2% to
12%.

One of the primary reasons for the
failure to improve efficiency is the lack of

complete understanding of the PPT
behavior. The lack of appropriate
theoretical tools has limited studies to

purely empirical insights that are in turn
limited by the specific geometries and
operating conditions. The luxury of
detailed interrogation of pertinent
parameters has not here to fore been
available.

This paper presents the most
recent results of modeling the PPT using
full numerical simulations. An appropriate
Teflon ablation model has been

developed and incorporated into the 2-
dimensional, time-dependent MHD code,
MACH2. 3 This model now includes non-

monotonic (time-varying) heat flux to the
solid surface. The simulations presented
are compared with experimental data and



offer a source of additional insights that
have not been available from the previous
empirical studies.

THEORETICAL MODELING

The MACH2 code, developed by
the Mission Research Corporation, along
with a new solid ablation model,

developed at The Ohio State University, is
utilized to model the physical processes
within ablation-fed Teflon pulsed plasma
thruster (PPT).

MACH2 solves the time-dependent
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations
in two dimensions. It is a single fluid,
multi-temperature, time-split model that
includes several radiation models, real

equations of state, (SESAME tables
developed and supported by the T-1
Division at Los Alamos National

Laboratory), Hall effect, real viscosity
effects, several models for anomalous

transport, and a multi-ported circuit solver.
It provides the capability of plane parallel
or cylindrically symmetric simulations

within complex geometries, along with an
Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian adaptive
mesh. The numerical methods utilized by
MACH2 are also state of the art, with a

combination of implicit and explicit
differencing, and multigrid diffusion
schemes for optimization of computational
times. It has been applied to a diverse
range of plasma problems with great
success.

The fundamental notion utilized for

the development of the ablation model is
that vapor is created at the equilibrium
vapor pressure based on the temperature
of the solid surface. This temperature is
calculated by accounting for the net heat
flux to the surface due to energy transfer
from the local plasma (conduction,
condensation) versus evaporation of the

surface. The net heat flux serves as a
boundary condition for a 2-dimensional
diffusion equation within a semi-infinite
solid. This diffusion solver utilizes a
second-order accurate numerical scheme

in both space and time with the option of
an adaptive grid for better gradient
resolution at the ablating surface. The
solid surface temperature and thus the
vapor temperature, is used to calculate
the vapor pressure based on an
appropriate Teflon vapor pressure curve. 4

This in turn implies a vapor density under
the ideal gas assumption. The vapor
temperature and density are sufficient
boundary conditions for the 2-dimensional
evolution of the plasma calculated by
MACH2.

MACH2 computes the velocity at
the ablating boundary, as a consequence
of the pressure gradient, which in turn
defines a mass flow rate that can be

integrated over time to provide a value of
the ablated mass. Integration of the total
pressure at the downstream exhausting
boundary provides thrust values which
are also time-integrated to yield the
impulse bit.

LES-6 SIMULATIONS

During the late 1960's, a research
program was initiated at the Lincoln
Laboratory for the further development of
thrusters for the LES sedes of satellites.
The effort consisted of a number of

experiments that provided a substantial
amount of empirical data. One particular
configuration, the LES-6 s thruster is
chosen for these simulations.

The rectangular, parallel rail
geometry of the LES-6 thruster consisted

of two 6 mm long, 1 cm wide electrodes,
that are 3 cm apart. The MACH2
modeling included these electrodes and
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the extended 5.4 cm long insulating
section, as shown in Figure 1. The LRC
circuit used a 2 pF capacitor, with the
initial voltage varying from 1100 to 2000
V. The external resistance (including that
of the capacitor) and inductance were 30
mQ and 34 nil, respectively.

The plasma was modeled as a
single temperature inviscid fluid with real
equations of state for Teflon and classical
(Spitzer-H_lrm) transport coefficients. The
electrodes and the extended electrical
insulator surfaces were modeled as

adiabatic walls with a freeslip
hydrodynamic boundary condition. The
downstream boundary employs a
boundary condition that forces the
gradients of the main variables to zero
and thus allowing the flow to exhaust in a
non-reflective manner. Plasma initial
conditions assume the existence of a

small fraction of mass produced during
the ignition of the spark plug. The Teflon
solid has an initial temperature profile that
assumes some thermal penetration due to
the initial spark discharge. The
temperature of this thin thermal layer was
in accordance with pressure equilibrium
between the plasma and the surface
vapor. The rest of the solid had a uniform
initial profile at room temperature (300K).
The side boundaries utilized adiabatic
conditions while the back end was held at

room temperature.
The characteristic diffusion length,

d = (at) lr2, where a is the thermal
diffusivity of the solid and t is the time, for
times on the order of msec is

approximately 0.025 mm. Thus, to assure
proper capture of the temperature profile
the depth of the solid was defined at three
times the diffusion length.

Three different cases were

modeled representing three different initial
capacitor energy values, 1.21J (1100V),

1.85J (1360V), and 4J (2000V).
Experimental current and voltage
waveforms were available for the 1360V

case, so comparisons are made with the
theoretical waveforms in Figures 2 and 3.

They show that theory does reasonably
well in capturing the expedmentaUy-
deduced waveforms. The following sedes
of figures, 4-15, depict the evolution of the
main variables in a two-dimensional

format at different times during the current
pulse. They illustrate the introduction of
mass from the ablating surface. This
mass is then accelerated downstream via

electromagnetic forces. They also
illustrate the MACH2 capability to
interrogate the history and profiles of
variables such as current and mass

densities, and temperature, with relative
ease, something that is quite difficult and
limited via experimental procedures.

Figures 16 and 17 depict, for the
1360 V case, the evolution of the ablated
mass, calculated at the ablating

boundary, and the impulse bit, calculated
at the downstream boundary. Although
these simulations were carried out well

beyond the end of the current pulse (1-2
msec), only relatively early periods are
depicted in this figures to favor illustration
of certain features. The ablated mass

history reveals that most of the mass is
ablated during the first current rise (<0.4
psec) with much less contributions from
the subsequent peaks. It also illustrates a
period of condensation that takes place
after the end of the current pulse (-3
psec) quickly asymptoting to a value of
about 1 pg. A simple monotonic increase
describes the history of the impulse bit
which reaches a value of about 30 pN-
sec.

The most profound insight
however, is apparent in the following two
graphs (Figures 18 and 19) where the
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theoretical calculations of ablated mass

and impulse bit are compared with
experiment as a function of total initial
capacitor energy. Although the impulse bit
results are in excellent agreement with
experiment, capturing the apparent linear
increase of impulse bit with energy, the
predicted ablated mass during the current
pulse grossly underestimates the total
ablated mass. This implies that the

majority of the ablated mass occurs
during the time between thruster firings
which is typically 112 sec. Such late-time
mass does not have the opportunity to be
electromagnetically accelerated
downstream and thus does not

substantially contribute to the impulse bit.
Obviously, the above conclusion has
substantial implications as far as the
performance of the thruster is concerned
and thus requires confirmation. A further
investigation of the late behavior of the
thruster is warranted.

Initially, the simulation for the 1360
V case was continued well beyond 1
msec. The Teflon solid returns to its base

temperature (for the particular case 300K)
implying that the total heat remaining in
the solid is conducted away to the colder
end on times that are short compared to
pulse interval times (1/2 sec). The
ablating surface reaches a steady state at
a very low, but constant mass flow rate.
These observations raise further inquiry
into the effects of the temperature to
which the solid Teflon slab subsides and

the consequent constant ablation rate.
Additional simulations were performed
varying the initial, base temperature of the
Teflon. In all three cases, the solid
returned to this base temperature and
reached a steady-state ablation rate.
They are presented in Table I (for the
1360 V case) :

Table I

Base Teflon Temperature Mass flow rate
(K) (pg/s)

500 0.546
520 19.13
662 1.66xl 05

It is apparent that for a half-second pulse
interval, a base temperature of 520 K
results in approximately 9.5 pg of
additional ablated mass which would

account for the remaining mass that was
experimentally measured.

Specific impulse could substantially
improve if this late ablation which does
not contribute effectively to the total
impulse bit can be diminished or totally
prevented. The efficiency will also
dramatically improve. These effects can
be more clearly seen if we express the
above quantities by distinguishing
between pulsed and late time ablated
mass contributions.

I,.=l/m,=g=[l/mg]x[l/(l+M)] (1)

q = 12/ 2mt=E = [ 12/2mE ] x [ 1/(1+M) ](2)

where M is the ratio of ablated mass

during between shots to that ablated
dudng the discharge pulse. For the
particular case of 1360 V (E = 1.85J) this
ratio is 9 which implies an order of
magnitude improvement in both average
specific impulse and efficiency (from 3%
to 30%).

The MACH2 simulations have

shown that the heat deposited during the
current pulse is not substantial. For the
particular case of 1360 V, this value was
approximately 0.02J. The average heating
from the plasma does not contribute at a
rate that determines the elevated Teflon

base temperature to explain late ablation.
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It may thus be deduced that surrounding
sources of heating, such as warm
electrodes, are the cause of this higher
temperature. This indeed is very plausible
because elevated electrode temperatures,
which increased with time, have been

experimentally observed. 6 Relatively
simple avenues for diminishing late
ablation, such as minimizing heat transfer
from surrounding sources, may thus be
available.

surrounding heating sources, such as

warm electrodes, could be causing the
Teflon to operate at elevated (albeit
moderate) temperatures. Designs that
reduce heat transfer from the
surroundings to the Teflon (while still
allowing propellant-slab advancement into
the thrust chamber) could expect
substantially improved performance.
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waveforms for the 1360V case.

Figure 5, Mass Density distribution at 0.2 gsec.
B=2.4e-5, E=4.4e-5, Max(+)=3.1e-3 kglm _.
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Figure 6. Tern )erature distribution at 0.2 IJSeC.
B=1.5+ E=3.9, Max(+)=7.5 eV.

Figure 7. Enclosed Current contour distribution for
0.2 psec. B=1.2, E=3, Max(+)=4.2 kA.
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Figure 14. Tern )erature distribution at 1 psec.
B=1.5, E=3.9, Max(+)=7.5 eV.

Figure 11. Enclosed Current contour distribution at
0.6 psec. B=1.2, E=2.9, Max(+)=4 kA.

Figure 15. Enclosed Current contour distnbution at
1 IJSeC.B=0.31, E=0.75, Max(+)=1 kA.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH MULTI-MATERIAL PROPELLANTS IN ABLATION-FED
PULSED PLASMA THRUSTERS

R.J. Leiweke, P.J. Turchi, H. Kamhawi, The Ohio State University, Columbus OH,
and R.M. Myers, NASA Lewis Research CenterlNYMA, Cleveland, OH

ABSTRACT

The pulsed plasma microthruster

(PPT), which has been successfully
employed for spacecraft control for over

two decades, has traditionally used
ablation of a solid, oblong block of Teflon
as its propellant source. Recent interest

in achieving higher performance from
such thrusters has led to re-examination

of options for propellant materials,
arrangements and operating conditions.
In particular, the relatively high atomic

mass of fluorine in the Teflon propellant
has directed attention to other plastics
that would have lower effective molecular

weights, due to higher hydrogen and
lower fluorine , oxygen, and nitrogen

content. To explore the potential benefits
of hydrogenic plastics, without incurring
the loss of voltage hold-off strength on
the exposed surface due to carbon build-

up, a new arrangement is employed in
which alternating layers of the candidate
plastic and Teflon are substituted for the

uniform Teflon propellant block. For
simplicity of initial testing, a portion of the

Teflon propellant block from the LES8/9
version PPT was modified to carry the
multi-material, laminated propellant block.

Tests involving tens of thousands of
discharges were made with polyethylene
and Teflon layers, sixteenth- and eighth-
inch thick, in various combinations,

typically comprising seven layers between
the sides of the Teflon supporting block.

While the exposed polyethylene surfaces

blackened, partially melted and became
conducting, voltage hold-off was
maintained. Thrust measurements

indicate comparable specific impulse, but

lower thrust efficiency for polyethylene-
Teflon propellant compared to pure
Teflon.

INTRODUCTION

Thrust efficiencies of most pulsed
plasma microthrusters (PPT) have been
low, ranging from 1.5% to 12%, although

a few laboratory devices have shown
values up to 52%. 1,2'3,4 PPT's have

gained interest for satellite station
keeping and drag makeup because of
their inherent simplicity. One way that the
efficiency might be improved is through

the use of altemative propellants. Almost
all PPT's to date have used solid Teflon

(polytetrafluoroethylene, or PTFE) as the

propellant because it does not exhibit
carbon buildup on itself or the
surrounding structure, s Such carbon

buildup can result in electrical short-
circuits, preventing proper operation.

To increase specific impulse,
Teflon is not the ideal polymer because

of its high molecular weight. By exploring
various mixtures, one may take
advantage of the improved specific-
impulse properties of an alternative
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polymer while still retaining the voltage
hold-off of Teflon in repetitive operation.

High density polyethylene (HDPE) is one
possible polymer to be used in
conjunction with Teflon because of its

high atomic fraction of hydrogen. HDPE
used on a PPT can double the specific
impulse 6, but exhibits carbonization of the
fuel, electrodes, and exhaust channel.

The present report describes
preliminary results from experiments in

which alternating layers of Teflon and
high density polyethylene (HDPE) were

used to provide a lower average-
molecular weight propellant in an existing
PPT. The layers are arranged parallel to

the equipotential surfaces, so the voltage
holdoff of the assembly may be adequate
even with some carbonization of the

polyethylene surfaces.

LES 819 has a single 17 pF oil-filled
capacitor that is charged to 1,538 Volts,

corresponding to a discharge of about
20J/shot. 4 The particular unit used in this
study was LES 819 PPT#4. The LES 8/9

PPT requires a nominal 28 VDC input:
Previous experiments to determine the

operational status have shown a

requirement of a 10OW power supply,
since the current drawn was estimated to

be about 3 A. A Sorensen power supply,
model SRL 40-6, was used for all

experiments. The PPT was mounted

and placed in the bell-jar such that the
exhaust channel was oriented upwards.
Also, the PPT was positioned such that

the face of the multi-material propellant
was observable through the bell-jar quartz
window. Bell-jar pressure was measured
with an ion gauge.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

Multi-material experiments were
performed at the NASA Lewis Research

Center Electric Propulsion Laboratory,

Cleveland, Ohio. The vacuum facility
consists of a stainless steel bell-jar (Bell
Jar #4) with an inside diameter of 51 cm
and height of about 71 cm. An instrument

rack containing the power supply and
vacuum controls was located about 1.8 m

from the bell-jar.

The flight-certified LES 819 PPT,

constructed in the early 1970's at M.I.T.
Lincoln Laboratories, was used as a

testbed for new propellant arrangements.
This PPT has a thrust efficiency of about
9%, a specific impulse of 1000s, and

impulse bit of 300 pN-s (67 plb-s). 4 The

MULTI-MATERIAL FUEL

The LES 8/94 fuel feed

configuration consists of two 2.7 cm x 2.2

cm x 68.0 cm long bars of Teflon pushed

toward the retaining shoulder by a
negator spdng, as sketched in Figure 1.
For the purpose of attitude control, its two
exhaust channels are inclined 30 ° to

either side of the thruster axis, again
shown in Figure 1. The fuel bars slide
parallel to the axis, but the faces are cut

at a 600 angle. The exposed length of

surface parallel to the current path is
therefore 2.56 cm (2.22 cm .-"cos30°).

In order to test combinations of

polymers with Teflon, a four inch length of
the original Teflon fuel bar was cut off and
made into a fuel "fork", as shown in

Figure 2. The fuel fork holds alternating
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layers of HDPE and Teflon sheets, cut to
fit within the gap so that the "laminate"

edges and the fork ends become the fuel
face. Figure 3 gives an example of the
laminates before testing. The laminates

were arranged such that no two pieces of
like material were touching. This requires
an odd number of sheets. The fork itself

provides final layers of Teflon in order to

maintain the vacuum-plastic-metal, triple-
point condition at the thruster electrodes.
The combined slant distance of the two

fork ends is 1.47 cm (2 x 0.635 cm +
cos30°). The polyethylene used in all

experiments is Resinol Type F (HDPE)
purchased from Allied Resinous Products.

Two multi-material propellant

configurations involving Teflon and high
density polyethylene (HDPE) were
prepared for testing: Case 1 and Case 2.
For both cases, two test runs were

performed. Case l a and lb used three
1/8" thick laminates (one Teflon, two

HDPE) and Case 2a and 2b used seven
1116" thick laminates (three Teflon, four

HDPE). Three 1/8" and seven 1/16"
laminates require that the fuel fork have
an opening of 3/8" (9.525 mm) and 7/16"

(11.112 mm), respectively. Thus, for the
Case 2 laminates, 1/32" (0.79 mm) was
filed off the inside of each fuel fork arm to

provide proper clearance. However,
Case lb was performed after the Case 2
tests, thus requiring the use of a 1/16"

Teflon laminate to fill the gap in the
modified fuel fork. This laminate was

positioned between one Teflon fuel fork
arm and the laminate nearest the anode.
The total areas of Teflon and HDPE for

both cases 2a and 2b are equal.

During fuel preparation the lengths

were cut so that the laminate edges
protruded about 2 mm out from the fuel
fork face. A coarse-grit belt sander was
then used to make the fuel face flush at a

60 ° angle (see Figure 3). The laminates
were then hand sanded with 180 grit

sandpaper. After sanding, all of the
laminates and the fuel fork were washed

with a non-abrasive hand-soap and water,
towel dried, and allowed to air dry for
about 30 minutes. After this, the pieces
were reassembled back into the fuel fork.

The fuel fork was then loaded back into
the LES 819 feed mechanism.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

Case la: N=3, (19,267) shots

After about 1,488 shots, both of
the HDPE laminate fuel faces had

become slightly discolored, indicating that
some charring was beginning to occur.
The middle Teflon laminate was free of
discoloration. When the multi-material

fuel had experienced 4,013 discharges,
there was increased carbon coverage on
the HDPE laminate faces, but almost
none on the middle Teflon laminate.

Some charring was also occurring on the
comers of the Teflon fuel fork. When

intermittency problems began to occur,
the PPT was fired continuously at a 1 Hz

repetition rate for 8,040 pulses on the
multi-material fuel and 6,360 pulses on

the pure Teflon fuel. Experiments were
then conducted in 2 Hz auto-mode with

both fuels for 6,600 more shots. The total

number of discharges with the pure
Teflon fuel and the multi-material fuel

were 7,885 and 19,267, respectively.
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After the 19,267 discharges, the
Teflon laminate in the center was devoid

of charring (see Figure 4). Significant
amount of charring occurred on the two

polyethylene laminates surrounding the
Teflon. The top HDPE laminate, which is

nearest to the cathode containing two
spark plugs, exhibited a pair of regions
free of charring. Measurements of the

LES 8/9 geometry indicates that the spark
plug separation distance is 1.73 cm. It is
interesting to note that the centers of the

two char-free regions are separated by
this distance. The bottom HDPE laminate

has a small oval area devoid of charring.
The entire face of the fuel fork and

laminates is slightly cupped, indicating the
discharge is ablating more material near

the middle than at the outer edges. This
cupping is also observed with the pure
Teflon fuel.

Case lb: N=3, (13,288) shots

This test used three 1/8" laminates
and one 1/16" Teflon laminate to fill the

7/16" modified fuel fork gap. This case

was run in 2 Hz auto-mode for 13,288
shots (approximately 1.8 hours). Carbon-
free regions were observed near the mid-

width of both HPDE laminates (see
Figure 5). The carbon-free region on
cathode was larger than that of the
laminate near the anode. The 1/16"

Teflon spacer laminate near the anode

shows very little carbon buildup. Teflon
laminate charring is confined to the left
edge for both Case la and Case lb.

The mass loss of each laminate was

determined by weighing individual pieces.
These mass loss values are then divided

by the exposed surface area and the
number of shots to obtain the mass loss

flux [pg/shot-cmZ]. Further division by the
material density [pg/cm3], then provides
the average recession of the surface.

Using the mass loss data from

Table 1, calculations of average
recession distances (based upon the
laminate thickness) are shown in the fifth
column of Table 1. Mass loss fluxes

(based on the slant area) are shown in
the fifth column of Table 2.

Case 2a: N=7,(67,560) shots

Case 2a laminates were prepared
in the same manner as described for

Case 1. This fuel was subjected to 7,560
shots in auto-mode, allowed to cool down
to initial temperature, and then run for

16,800 more shots. The next day, an
additional 43,200 shots were fired
successively in auto-mode for a total of
67,560 shots.

Figure 6 is a photograph of the

Case 2a post-test results. The top
laminate is nearest to the cathode.

Notice the evidence of two arc channels

that appear to intersect five laminates

down from the top. The separation
distance of the two channels is about 1.6

cm. Visual inspection of the cupping of
the fuel fork suggested that this single
channel continues to the anode. The two

spark-plugs in the cathode fire in

alternation, so the damage pattern is the
result of single paths, rather than a

bifurcated discharge.
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Figure 7 shows a sketch of the

Case 2a laminates. Measurements using
a machinist's rule indicate that the Teflon

has receded about 1 mm below the

HDPE laminates. Also, the Teflon fuel

fork has a cupped shape at the lower left

edge. This edge is located at the fuel
retaining shoulder at the anode. Visual

inspection of the HDPE laminates shows
considerable deformation at the exposed
fuel face.

Case 2b: N=7, (13,221) shots

For Case 2b, a second set of

seven laminates were prepared for
measurement of mass loss and plasma

voltage drop across the electrodes.
Before testing, the mass of each laminate
was measured once individually, and then

once all together using a Mettler AE163
balance. Since the fuel fork mass was

too large for the Mettler AE163 balance,
it was measured with a Mettler B4C-1000

mechanical balance sensitive to one

milligram.

The PPT was run without

interruption at 2 Hz auto-mode for 13,221
shots. The post-test laminates were
measured individually three times using
three different balances. Two

measurements were performed on a
Mettler AE100 balance and one on a

AE163 balance. The resulting mass
measurements of the second set of

laminates (N=7) before and after 13,221
shots are listed in Table 3. The post-test,
fuel-fork mass was measured once.

Although the pre-test laminate mass was
only measured once, the very small
variance given in column three of Table 3

lends confidence in the precision of the
measurements. Column five of Table 3

gives the computed average recessions.
From the data in Table 3, the combined
Teflon laminate and HDPE laminate

losses were 103.2 mg and 30.7 mg,

respectively. The total Teflon loss
including the fuel fork was computed to

be 338 mg.

After only 13,221 shots, the

laminates were beginning to show visible
charring. Figures 8 and 9 are
photographs of the Case l b (N=3) and

Case 2b (N=7) laminates immediately
after 13,221 and 13,288 shots,

respectively. Visual inspection of the
Teflon laminates did not show recession

below the HDPE laminates as in Case 2a

after 67,560 shots. In these two figures,
it appears that the clean region of the
HDPE laminate nearest to the cathode

shows charring patterns similar to Case
l b (Figure 5). Notice that with only
13,221 shots, the Case lb fuel face char

pattern did not develop into the pair of
char-free regions of Case la. Recall that
Cases l a and l b were subjected to
19,267 shots and 13,288 shots,

respectively. Thus, if the Case lb
laminates had been subjected to further

testing, it seems reasonable to
hypothesize that the carbon charring
would have continued to cover a larger

portion of the fuel face area.

Using the mass loss data after
13,221 shots from Table 3 and the

material geometry, values for recession
rate and mass loss flux for the seven

laminates and fuel fork are computed and

displayed in Table 4.
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ANALYSIS

A comparison of material
properties in Appendix I, Table A.1 shows
some important differences between the

two polymers. For example, the heats of
fusion of both Teflon and HDPE are

nearly the same (=6 kJ/mol for Teflon and
=8 kJ/tool for HDPE), but Teflon's heat of

depolymerization (155 kJ/mol) is 1.5

times that of HDPE (106 kJ/mol).
Enthalpies for both materials were

computed from temperature-dependent
(experimental) specific heat data 8.1°.13

using a fourth-order, numerical integration
from 20 ° C to the vaporization
temperature. As shown in Table A.1, the
results for Teflon and HDPE are 50

kJ/mol and 26 kJ/mol, respectively. The

sum of the enthalpy, heat of fusion, and
heat of depolymerization yields the heat
of vaporization, which for Teflon is 211
kJ/mol and for HDPE, 140 kJ/mol.

However, because the C2F4 monomer
molecular weight is =3.5 times that of

C2H4, the heat of vaporization per unit
mass of Teflon (2,110 Jig) is half that of
HDPE (4,990 Jig). 8,11Volumetrically, the

heat of vaporization of Teflon (4,540
J/cm 3) is slightly less than that of HDPE

(4,791 J/cm3). The energies necessary to
completely dissociate C2F4 and _J-I
monomers, based upon average bond
energies, are 2,554 kJ/mol and 2,266

kJ/mol, respectively. Thus, the total
energy required to ablate and dissociate

Teflon and HDPE (beginning at 20°C) is
2,765 kJ/mol and 2,406 kJ/mol,

respectively. It is interesting to note that
these two energies differ by about 15%.

A photograph of the Case l a

laminates after 19,267 discharges is

shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4, the top
HDPE laminate is closest to the cathode
and spark plugs. An extensive amount of
charring has occurred on both HDPE
laminates, but almost none occurs on the

Teflon, except at the left edge. Case lb
laminates after 13,288 discharges are
shown in Figure 5. Because Case l b
was performed after Case 2b

experiments, the single 1/16" Teflon

laminate shown in the photograph allows
the use of three 1/8" laminates within the

7116" fuel fork gap. Notice that there is

virtually no charring of the Teflon, except
near the left edge of the middle laminate.

The current paths are symmetric about a
vertical plane bisecting the fuel fork for
both Case la and lb.

Case 2a photographs before and
after 67,560 discharges are shown in

Figures 3 and 6, respectively. In Figure
6, the top HDPE laminate is closest to the

cathode and spark plugs. Notice that the
top two HDPE laminates near the cathode

have carbon-free regions similar to Case

la. The lowest two laminates have only
one pronounced gouge off-center towards

the right edge. This suggests that
regions of high current-density exist
directly in line with the lateral position of
the spark plugs.

Figures 8 and 9 show both Case lb
and Case 2b after 13,288 and 13,221

discharges, respectively. A comparison
indicates that in both cases the

carbonization covers more surface area

near the anode (top laminate in both
figures) than near the cathode.

In Table 2, the sum of all the Case

lb Teflon mass loss rates (including fuel
fork and spacer) is 22.4 pg/shot, whereas
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the LES 819 rate for pure Teflon is 28.5

pg/shot 4, a difference of 6.1 pg/shot
(21%). From Table 4, Case 2b, the
combined mass loss rate for Teflon fork

and laminates is 25.6 pg/shot. This is 2.9
pg/shot (10%) less than the LES 819 pure
Teflon result. These results are
consistent with the fact that the multi-

matedal cases have less exposed Teflon
surface area than the pure Teflon case.

The Teflon mass loss per unit area of
exposed Teflon surface, however, is

higher than for pure Teflon. This may
result from the relatively lower absorption
of energy by the carbonized HDPE
surfaces.

Table 4 also shows that the Case

2b average mass ablation rates of the
HDPE laminates are 0.5909+0.05

pg/shot. This value is about 2.2 times

smaller (45%) than that of Case lb HDPE
result listed in Table 4 as 1.315 pg/shot.
The Case 2b average Teflon laminate
ablation rate is 2.615+0.0822 pg/shot,

which is 1.8 times smaller (54%) than that
of Case lb (4.7093 pg/shot).

Additionally, the Teflon fuel spacer used
in Case lb has an average ablation rate
of 2.39 pg/shot, which is within 9% of the

Case 2b Teflon laminate averages. Since
the Case 2 areas are known to be half

that of Case 1 (not including the fuel

spacer), this result suggests reasonably
that the ablation rates are proportional to
the exposed areas. This motivates the

use of the ablation mass flux to compare
laminates of differing sizes and materials.

Tables 2 and 4 also give mass loss
fluxes for Case l b and Case 2b,
respectively. Data from Table 2 all of the

Teflon items (fuel fork, spacer, and

laminate) have about the same average
flux loss (4.71+0.22 pg/(shot-cm2)), while
the HDPE laminate flux is 1.32pg/(shot-
cm2). Notice that the average Teflon fuel

fork flux is slightly lower than the Teflon
laminates (~ 14%). Data in Table 2 and 4
show that Case 2b Teflon and HDPE
laminate flux values have small deviations

from their own respective averages of
5.286 + 0.14 pg/(shot-cm 2) and 1.19 +
0.10 pg/(shot-cm2). These results are
also consistent with the hypothesis that

the ablation rate is proportional to the
exposed surface area.

Average values for the laminate
mass loss fluxes as a function of the

number of laminates is given in Table 5.
Note that the total areas of each material
for both Case l b and Case 2b are the

same; 4.8888 cm 2 for Teflon (including
the fuel fork and 1/16" fuel spacer) and
1.9788 cm 2 for HDPE. Observe that as

the number of laminates increases with

fixed total area, the Teflon loss flux tends
to increase but HDPE flux tends to
decrease. If HDPE does not absorb the

available energy as well as Teflon

because of insulating layers of carbonous
deposition or because of material
properties, then perhaps the Teflon
laminates have a higher mass loss flux

than the case of pure Teflon (LES 8/9)
because the HDPE laminates do not

absorb their areal share of the available

electrical energy.

First-order measurements of the

ablated areas on the HDPE for Case la,

as shown in Figure 4, lead to an
interesting result. Measurement of the
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carbon-free region on the HDPE laminate
nearest to the cathode yields an area of

39 mm 2. Displacement of a small pin was
used to estimate the depth of the eroded

area. The pin measurement for this
laminate was 0.83 mm deep, giving a
volume (assuming a constant depth over

the exposed area) of about 32 mm3.

Using the density of HDPE from Table
A.1 (9.6x104 g/rn_m), the mass
corresponding to this volume is -0.031 g.
After 19,267 discharges, the ablation rate

is -1.6 pg/shot. The mass loss flux is

-4.1 pg/(shot-cm2). Likewise, the area of
the carbon-free region nearest the anode
is about 26 mm 2. Measurement using a
machinist's rule gave a depth of about

1/32" (0.79 mm). This corresponds to a
volume of -20 mm 3. Again, using the
density of HDPE, the mass ablated after

19,267 discharges is about -0.02 g, thus
the rate is -1.0 pg/shot. These rough

ablation flux estimates are nearly equal
suggesting that most of the (Case la)
HDPE ablated mass comes from the

areas free of carbonous deposits. It may
be true that without carbonous deposits,
HDPE would absorb the available energy
at about the same rate as Teflon.

First-order area measurements of

the carbon-free regions for Case l b
HDPE laminates were measured using a
millimeter ruler. The carbon-free area of
the laminate nearest the cathode is about

56 mm 2, and the one nearest the anode is

37 mm 2. (The area ratio for Case l b
laminates turns out to be ~ 1.5, the same

value for the Case la laminates). Using
the known measured mass losses, the

flux loss was re-computed based upon
the area of the carbon-free regions,

yielding -2.3 pg/(shot-cm 2) for the

cathode HDPE laminate and -3.5

pg/(shot-cm 2) for the anode laminate.

THRUST-STAND RESULTS

Measurements were made using a
thrust stand that has recently been built

and tested for the purpose of obtaining
thrust data in the micro-newton range for
the LES 819 and advanced PPTs 18. The

new thrust stand is a torsional design, it
can be used to measure the thrust of

single pulses or the average thrust during
times of auto-mode operation. The thrust
stand was placed in the vacuum facility
Tank 8 and the LES 819 thruster was
mounted onto it.

Thrust measurements were

conducted using multi-material fuel and
pure Teflon fuel. Both individual pulse

data and average thrust data were
obtained for both fuels. For the average
thrust data, the thruster was run in the 2

Hz mode (actually 2.206 Hz) for ten
minutes, after which time the thruster was

turned off for one minute; this was done
to minimize thrust-stand drift. For the

multi-material fuel, a seven laminate fuel

set was prepared. The laminates were
weighed before testing individually and all
together;, in addition, the fuel fork was

weighed with and without the laminates.
After the completion of the test, another
set of mass measurements was

performed. Table 6 lists the resulting
mass measurements along with the mass

loss per shot.

For the multi-material fuel, ten runs of

ten minutes each were performed.
Between those runs single pulse thrust
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data were obtained (a total of 30 pulses).
For the pure Teflon fuel, two runs of ten

minutes each were performed and three
single-pulse thrust data were obtained.
For the multi-material propellant, the

average thrust for the ten runs was 462.8
pN. By using the mass loss rate of 22.5

pg/shot (see Table 6), an average
exhaust speed of 9323.6 m/s was

found corresponding to an average
specific impulse of 950.4 s. The average

thrust efficiency (mue2/CV 2) was 4.52%.
For the pure Teflon a mass loss rate of
28.5 pg/shot was used 4. The average

thrust was 584.2 pN, so the average

exhaust speed was 9292.8 m/s, and the
average efficiency was 5.69%. These
results indicate the thrust for the pure

Teflon is 26% higher than that of the
multi-material fuel. The exhaust speeds
and specific-impulse values are almost

equal.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the results of these first

experiments with laminated propellant
mixtures, several conclusions may be

drawn. After only 1,488 discharges
(12.5 minutes) carbon deposits were
visually perceptible in Case l a on the

outer edges of the HDPE surfaces. It
appears that the path of highest current
density connects a region near each

spark plug at the cathode, to a region
near the anode center. The arc has

sufficient power density to erode any
carbonous deposition in its vicinity, but
not at more distant locations, such as the

outer edges of the HDPE laminates. In
time, charring builds upon the HDPE
laminates from the outer edges to the

central regions, eventually covering the
entire width of the HPDE laminate. This

coating of carbonous material may

behave as a thermal insulator preventing
the HDPE from absorbing energy. The
uncoated HDPE area decreases with

time, and since mass ablation is believed

to be proportional to the exposed surface
area, the HDPE mass ablation rate

probably also decreases in time. The
mass loss measurements for the HPDE

laminates (and also the Teflon to a lesser
extent) are thus averaged over the time
required to develop complete coating of
the HDPE. The first-order measurements

of the exposed HDPE laminate areas
described above indicate that the mass
loss flux for the uncoated HDPE has a

value similar to the Teflon mass loss flux.

This suggests that in the absence of
charring, HDPE and Teflon may absorb
energy equally well.

The thrust-stand measurements

indicate that lower mass flow rates are
obtained with the HDPE/Teflon laminates

vs pure Teflon, at comparable speeds.
These results are probably due to the

protective layer of carbon forming on the
HDPE during the tests, which reduces
HDPE ablation. The slight increase in

ablation rate on the remaining Teflon
does not compensate for this deficit.
Future experiments must address the
variation of HDPE surface properties with

time (number of shots). Additional
candidate polymers, such as polystyrene,

(C2H_x, will also be explored. Differences
in thermal diffusivity and in the
temperature for monomer production

maybe critical factors in this exploration.
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APPENDIX I

Polymer Fuel Material Properties

Teflon consists of long

fluorocarbon chains of CF2 molecules
bonded as shown in Figure A. la. Teflon
gains the property of inertness from the
fact that fluorine atoms, once bonded to

carbon, are so unreactive that they repel
almost all other substances. 7 The

polymer chains are flexible, aligned, and
unbranched. _ Although most polymers

typically do not have a precise melting
point, at temperatures above 327'C,
experiments conducted in vacuum (10 .5

Tort) 7 show that Teflon degradation
occurs through two mechanisms. The
first and slowest mechanism is the

breaking of single C-C bonds (347
kJ/mol) at random positions along the

chains due to local thermal agitation. 8,9,1°
This process results in two smaller chains

with free radical ends, shown in Figure
A.la. The second process 9,1°,11is a

decomposition of these chain fragments
into C2F4 monomers by a reaction

beginning at the ends and working
towards the middle, as shown in

Figure A.lb. This process is called
"unzipping". Note in Figure A.lb that the
C2F4 monomer has a double carbon bond

(614 kJ/tool). 9 Of the two mechanisms,

the first is the slowest and is, therefore,
the rate-determining reaction, is

Experiments show that chain fragments
larger than the monomer have no chance
of escaping into the gaseous phase. 1°

The viscosity remains high (1012 poise) to
at least 500°C, and there is no evident

liquid phase, so Teflon tends to undergo
sublimation, s Spectral measurements of

a Teflon surface subjected to ablating

conditions in vacuum shows the surface

temperature to be about 427°C (700 K).8
Equilibrium pyrolysis experiments of

Teflon gas at 500°C show species mole-
fraction proportions of 94% C2F4, 0.86%
CF4, 2.6% (;; _, 0.73%4_F, and 0%
C2F8.8 Measured values of Teflon

equilibrium vapor pressure at 500°C and

608°C are 28 mmHg and 760 mmHg,
respectively. 8 Complete dissociation of a

C2F4 monomer requires approximately
2,554 kJ/mol, based upon average bond
energies. 9

The structure of polyethylene is

analogous to that of Teflon with hydrogen
substituted for fluorine. Polyethylene
consists of long hydrocarbon chains of
CH2 molecules as shown in Figure A.2a.
High density polyethylene (HDPE) chains

are flexible, aligned, and unbranched. 7
Experiments in vacuum show that at

330°C solid HDPE has been completely
vaporizedJ °,13

Pyrolysis data suggests that for
temperatures below 800 ° C in vacuum,
degradation of HDPE occurs in three

stages, where the final equilibrium vapor
consists of chain fragments of various
sizes, and of very few C2H4 monomers.

The first stage, called "initiation", begins
at a "melting" point temperature of about
115°C. In this process, C-C bonds are

ruptured at random points due to thermal
agitation to produce polymer chains of

free radicals. This is analogous to the
case of Teflon degradation. 1° The second

stage, as shown in Figure A.2b, consists

of a "free-radical transfer" process where
a hydrogen atom is confiscated from

another chain (intermolecular) or from its
own chain (intramolecular). This results
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in the formation of chains with one

saturated end, one unsaturated end (note

the double carbon bond), and a new free

radical. 1° The final stage, called

"termination", occurs when two free

radicals recombine into a larger chain

fragment. 1° This is the reason why few

monomers are observed at temperatures
below 800°C in vacuum. 1°

At temperatures higher than

800°C, the predominant mechanism of

degradation tends to be the "unzipping" of

the chains into mostly C2H4 monomers,

just as in the case of Teflon (see Figure

A.lb)? ° From Table A.1, note that the C-

F bonds are stronger (485 kJ/mol) than

that polyethylene C-H bonds (413

kJ/mol), so the free-radical transfer

mechanism is not likely to dominate in

Teflon degradation. 9'1°

Table A.1 lists some physical

properties of Teflon 1'7's'_'_2'_8 and

HDPE. r,_°-_7 Significant differences in
these two materials should be noted.

First, Teflon has a density over twice that

of HDPE. The molecular weight of HDPE

is rather low (28.054 g/mol) as compared

to Teflon (100.014 g/mol). Second, the

heat required to vaporize one mole of

Teflon (211 kJ/mol) is 1.5 times greater

than that of HDPE (140 kJ/mol). The

average energies to dissociate Teflon and

HDPE monomers may be computed from

the average bond strengths. 9 The result

gives 2,554 kJ/mol for Teflon and 2,266

kJ/mol for HDPE. At room temperature,

the thermal diffusivity of HDPE is twice

that of Teflon. Finally, note that the

dielectric strength of Teflon is about --20
kV/mm and that of HDPE is --40 kV/mm. _8
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Case lb

Table 1.
Fuel Mass Loss Measurements and

Average Recessions

Table 2.
Case lb Average Laminate Recession and

Flux Results

Mass M== k Computed
Item Before After Loss Average

g g mg Recession

HOPE 1 1.44815 1.43069 17.46 0.18 mm

(anodet

Teflon 1 3.05727 2.99365 63.62 0.29 men

HDPE 2 1.12"369 1.10622 17.47 0.18 mm

Teflon 1.71359 1.68187 31.72 0,29 mm
FuelFork

Spac_
(ca_ode)

Laminate sum 73427 7.2124 130.27

Fuel Fork 97.172 96.970 20_ 0.27 mm

Grand Total 104.514 t04.182 332

Table 3.
Case 2b Measured Mass Losses and

Computed Average Recession

Item Mass Mass Mass Computed

Before After Loss Average

9 mg Recession

HOPE 1 0.7294 0.7213 8.1 0.19 mm

(anode) .0.0001

Teflon 1 1,6909 1,6579 33.0 0.35 mm
_-0.0004

HDPE 2 0.7086 0.7004 8.1 0.19 mm
.0.0001

Teflon 2 1.5502 1.5151 35.1 0.37 mm
.0,0001

HOPE 3 0.6414 0,6336 7,8 0.17 mm
.0.0001

Teflon 3 1,4035 1.3684 35.1 0,37 mm
.0.0001

HOPE 4 0.5514 0.5447 6.7 0.14 mm

(cathode) .0.0001

Laminate sum 7.2754 7.1414 134
(a_e_c) .0.001

Laminate sum 7.2757 7.1414 134

(measured) *0.0005

Fuel Fork 97.805 9_7.570 235 0.32 mm

Grand Total 105,080 104.198 369 --

Item F..xpose Mass Rate Loss
d _ Loss pmm/sh i_=hot-c_n =

¢m = p_/shot o(

HOPE 1 0,9694 1.3147 13.84 1.32

(r_r =node1

Teflon I 0,9894 4.7903 22.01 4.84

HOPE 2 0.9894 1.3154 13.85 1.32

In= cae_x_)

Tldton Fuel Fork 0.4947 2.3871 21.94 4.83

spac_

Fue_ Fod_ 3.4047 15.21 20.30 4.46

HOPE
Laminates

total 1.9788 2.6301 _

avg. -- 1.3150 13.84 1.32

ITeflon l.am_ite

+ Spa¢_
tolal 1.4841 7.1774 _

av_. -- 3.5887 21.97 4.71

Teflon Fork +
Lain. + Spacer

to_al 4.8888 22.39 _ --

av_, _ 7.4624 21,42 4.71

LES 8/94 6.8677 28.50 19.28 4.15

Table 4.
Case 2b Average Laminate Recession and

Flux Results

_em Expose Mass Rale Loes "Fk="
d Area Loss iJmllt/ra'iot I-'_=h_-cm =

oll = iJ_/shot

HDPE 1 0.4947 0.6217 14.37 1"256

Teflon I 0.4947 2.5187 26.47 5.091

HOPE 2 0.4947 0.6301 t4.37 1.274

Teflon 2 0.4947 2.6662 27,99 5.389

HOPE 3 0.4947 0.5922 12.86 1.197

Teflon 3 0.4947 2.6602 27.99 5.377

HOPE 4 0.4947 0.5196 10.59 1.050

Fuel Fork 3.4047 17.774 24,2 5.220

HOPE

Laminates
total 1.9788 2.364 _

avg. _ 0.591 13.05 1.194

Teflon

Laminates
to(Ill 1.4841 7.845 --

IV 9. _ 2.615 27.48 5.286

Teflon Folt +
Laminates

lolal 4.8888 25.619 n

_cI -- 2o3ss -- 5.2e9

LES 8/94 6.8677 28.5 19.86 4.15
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Table 5.

Average Mass Flux Loss For Given Total
Number Of Laminates

(Note: N = 0 Case based upon the LES 819

PPT using pure Teflon 4)

# of lantinales,N: 0 3 7

AVg+Teflon flux, 4.15 4.84 5.27

Avg. HDPE flux, 0 1.32 1.19

Table 6.
Measured Mass Losses for Laminated

Propellant

Ilem Mass Mass .N_e¢ Mass Loss Mass Lots
Before g g mg I_/shot

FUEL FORK 95.8003 95.6210 0.1793 13.4964
W/O

LAMINATES

FUEL FORK 102.2685 101.9688 0.2997 22.5593
WI

LAMINATES

TOTAL 6.46755 6.34819 0.11936 8.98457
LAM|NTES
WEIGHT

HPDE 1 0,46107 0.45456 0.00651 0.49003

TeflonI 1.22504 1.19757 0.02747 2.06775

HPDE 2 0.56976 0.56235 0.00741 0.55777

Teflon2 1.39976 1.37037 0.02939 2.21227

HPDE 3 0.64366 0.63589 0.00777 0.58487

Teflon3 1.46999 1.43762 0.03237 2.43658

HPDE 4 0.69830 0.68964 0.00846 0.63681

Table A.1 7-13

Material Properties of Teflon and
HDPE

9Property

Mol. WL _l/mo4

Dielectric Constant at

23"C

Teflon (C2F,)I

2.152

Melt Temp., =C

Vaporization Temp., "C

Enth=wC,&T,
kJImol

HDPE (C_4),

0.960

100.014 28.054

2.10 2.26

Dielectric SVengm at 20 40
23"C, kVImm

-327 -115

Heat of Fusion, kJIrno_

Heat of

DepolymerizatJon,
kJ/mol

Heat of Vaporization,
kJ/mol
J/c_r_

Avg. Energy to
Dissociate Monomer.

kJImol

Thermal Co_luct at

2_. wl<m-_

Thermal Diffusivity at
23"C, m=ls x 10=

-487

50

155

211

4.540
2,110

2,554

0.167

7.76

-33O

Specific Heat at

23*, J/(_"C)

Specir¢HeatatMelt
Temp., J/Ig-"C)

26

106

140

4,791
4,990

2,266

0,347

15.71

1.00 2.30

1.21 8.37
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Figure 1: LES 819 Teflon fuel feed
configuration 4

Figure 3: Typical laminate fuel
configuration

CATHODE

Teflon

Polyethylene

ANODE

Teflon
Fuel Fork

_u.r

Figure 2: Teflon fuel fork geometry
Figure 4: Case la laminates after
19,267 shots
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ANODE

Teflon
Fuel Fork

_ Protrudlng char

_ l)Iscolomcl Teflon

Figure 5: Case lb laminates after
13,288 shots

Figure 7: Case 2a laminate profile
sketch

Figure 6: Case 2a laminates after
67,560 shots

Figure 8: Case lb laminates in LES
8/9 after 13,288 shots
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C--C--C--C-i

I I I I
H H H H

H H
! I

-C--C
I I

H H

Figure A.l.b: Stage I HDPE
degradation, "initiation ''1°

Figure 9:Case 2b laminates in LES
8/9 after 13,221 shots

F:F F F F F
Ill I i I I

•--C-:-C--C- -.- "--C- + C--C. etc.
:1 I I i ii:

F:F F F F F

Figure A.2a: Stage 2 Teflon

degradation, "un-zipping ''s,l°

F F FiF F F F
I I I_1 i I i

--C--C--C-_-C--C--C---C-- --
I I I_i i I i

F F F : F F F F

F F F
I I

2,-C--C---_-

I I I
F F F

R H _ H H _H_ H:H H H H H H
i I/. L _ ! l_J f I i t i

I_ i| :1 IIII
HH HHHHH HH HHHH H

Figure A.la: Stage I Teflon

degradation, "initiation ''s.l°
Figure A.2b: Stage 2 HPDE
degradation, "free-radical transfer ''_°
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DESIGN OF AN INDUCTIVELY-
DRIVEN PUI.._ED PLASMA

THRUSTER

P.J. Tumhi, R.J. Leiweke
and H. Kamhawi,

The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH

ABSTRACT

To improve the efficiency of
pulsed plasma thrusters (e.g., PPTs) at
low energy in either plasma-slug or
quasi-steady modes, a new circuit has
been devised. It consists of an initial

current path, from a single capacitive
element, through a PPT in series with an
inductor, which results in transfer of the
capacitive energy to energy stored in the
inductor. Shortly after peak current, a
second PPT, or other type of pulsed
plasma thruster, is connected in a
manner that crowbars the inductor,
providing a new current path that
circulates through the inductor and the

thrusters would be possible if the power
supply and plasma discharge
impedances could be matched. Two
major difficulties, however, prevent
simple matching. The first is intrinsic to
dynamic discharge behavior in pulsed
plasma accelerators; the second is a
practical engineering problem resulting
from the confluence of constraints on

the total system energy and mass, and
the specific energy, inductance, voltage
and lifetime of available capacitors.

Short pulse operation (-1 _ vs

-100 psec) of many pulsed plasma
thrusters, such as the pulsed-plasma-
microthruster (PPT) typically present the
power source with time-varying
impedances as the plasma discharge
initiates and then accelerates in slug-
fashion, driven by electromagnetic
forces. The rate of change of inductance
with time provides an effective
resistance that is proportional to the
speed of the plasma, and increases as

two thrusters, all in series. By this electrical energy is tranferred to plasma
approach, the capacitor can store kinetic energy. Thus, a power source
energy at relatively high voltage and at characterized by a single value of
high specific energy, but the thrusters do
not have to absorb energy at equivalent
voltage levels. The use of an inductive
store to drive the plasma discharge can
result in relatively high efficiency
because the thruster discharges are the
primary electrical loads, absorbing
energy over the effective L/R-decay time
of the inductive circuit. The present
paper discusses the new circuit and
provides results of numerical models
with PPTs indicating improvements in
both thrust efficiency and specific
impulse.

INTRODUCTION

Higher efficiencies of transfer
from electrical storage to kinetic energy
in the exhaust of pulsed plasma

Copyright © 1997 AIAA - Reprinted with permission.

impedance, such as a uniform pulseline,
cannot match perfectly to a dynamic
plasma discharge. Operation in quasi-
steady mode represents a constant
impedance situation, for which complete
matching is possible. The engineering
problem, however, remains to attain the
relatively low values of impedance (- 5 -

50 rn.Q) found in pulsed plasma
thrusters with circuits based on available

capacitors. Such circuits can certainly
achieve the necessary impedance
values, but only at values of stored
energy much higher than desired for
small-sateUite missions. Values of

charging voltage, to obtain adequate
specific energy, also tend to be much
higher (- 1 - 20 kV vs 100 - 200 V) than
needed to power the relatively modest
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discharges for near-term satellite
systems.

It is possible to store energy
magnetically by discharging a capacitor
through an inductor. The energy is then
drained from this inductive store by the
action of the load at a voltage that is
determined by the load impedance, not
the initial voltage of the capacitor. The
behavior of a new kind of inductive-

storage and switching circuit is
examined in the context of PPTs in both
plasma-slug and quasi-steady, ablation
arc modes [1].

BACKGROUND

The puised-plasma-microthruster
(PPT) has been used for satellite
station-keeping for many years [2].
Traditionally, it operates by creating an
arc discharge across the end of a Teflon
propellant bar that is advanced between
two electrodes by a negator spring. A
single capacitor establishes a high
voltage across the electrodes. This
voltage is supported by the dielectric
strength of the Teflon surface in
vacuum. A separate spark-source in one
electrode is triggered to provide ionized
material near the Teflon surface, thereby
igniting an arc over the surface. Ablation
of the Teflon then supplies material to
sustain the arc during the discharge of
the capacitor. This material serves as
the propellant reaction-mass for the
thruster.

The basic circuit operation is
similar to a standard LRC-circuit. Zero-
dimensional calculations can model

PPTs reasonably well, with single-loop
circuit equations coupled to the
dynamical equations for a magnetically-
accelerated plasma-slug of assumed
(and constant) mass. For example, the
circuit and mass (per shot) values for
the OSU/LeRC benchmark PPT [3]
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provide current and voltage waveforms
that are essentially a damped sinusoids
(Fig.l). The circuit voltage and current
oscillate because the arc discharge
impedance is less than the characteristic
impedance of the LRC-circuit:

Zarc < 0.5 (L I C)1/2 (1)

where L and C are the values,
respectively, of circuit inductance and
capacitance,. This situation also implies
that the energyof the circuit is not
delivered efficiently to the plasma.
Instead, it can be dissipated in the
resistances of the circuit, including
resistance associated with the capacitor.
The thrust efficiency of the PPT has thus
been rather modest (typically < 10%).
Furthermore, voltage reversals at the
electrodes and especially at the
capacitor result in reduced lifetime for
these components. 0Nithin this reduced
life, however, PPTs have nevertheless
accumulated tens of millions of firings in
the course of their orbital duties.)

The basic simplicity of the PPT
has allowed it to enter the inventory of
spaceflight-qualified thrusters for actual
application. It is still useful, of course, to
examine ways in which PPT
performance can be improved and
scaled to d_erent mission needs, while
retaining this simplicity. One avenue for
such improvement is by means of better
circuitry.

NEW CIRCUIT

The new circuit considered here

is shown schematically in Rg. 2. It
consists essentially of a single capacitor
to store the initial electrical energy, an
intermediate storage inductor, and two
switches indicated with their respective
resistances. The two switches are
actually PPTs, so the circuit energy is
dissipated in the PPTs to create thrust.



Figure 3 indicates the connection of the
circuit to the PPTs.

The circuit operates by the
following sequence of events. The
capacitor is charged by an appropriate
high voltage source to a value Vo for

which the specific energy of storage and
the reliability of the capacitor are
adequate for the thruster mission. The
spark source in the first PPT is fired to
initiate the PPT and allow the capacitor
to discharge into the inductor. Shortly
after peak current in the inductor, the
capacitor becomes charged in the
direction opposite to its initial charge,
but with a magnitude IV1 [ << IVol.While
not unduly burdening the reliability of the
capacitor, V1 is still sufficient to allow
breakdown across the propellant surface
in the second PPT. This breakdown is
triggered either by a spark source in the
second PPT or by the plasma from the
first PPT.

A typical set of waveforms
calculated for the new circuit are shown

in Fig. 4. To display the basic
characteristics of the behavior of this

circuit, the idealized form of Fig. 2 is
used with constant values of the
effective resistances of the PPTs; Lt =

0.01 L, and parasitic resistances and
inductances are neglected. The voltage
values are normalized to the capacitor
voltage at the time of firing the second
PPT (t=0). Current values are
normalized to the inductor current at this

time also. Elapsed time is measured in
units of UR, (where R1 = R2 = R).

These calculations begin after the first
PPT has fired and the capacitor has
transferrred its energy to the inductor.
The inductive store is then crow-barred
by the firing of the second PPT. After a
short transient, the capacitor voltage
equals that necessary to sustain the
voltage across the second PPT, and
current circulates through the inductive

store and the two PPTs in series. This
circulation decreases exponentially with
time in units of the (L / R)-time, which is
much longer than the dsetime of the
initial current pulse to the inductor. The
energy stored in the inductor is
transferred to the PPTs during this
exponential decay.

The new circuit arrangement
allows the capacitor to be selected for
high specific energy, which is associated
with voltages that are much higher than
needed by the PPT arc. High specific
energy is also associated with limited
tolerance for voltage reversal. The new
circuit, while evidencing osciUatofy and
reversed voltage on the capacitor, limits
the amplitude to small fractions of the
initial charging voltage needed for high
specific energy. Thus, the new circuit
not only offers higher efficiency of
transfer to the PPT flow, but also
enhances the overall performance and
reliability of the system.

PLASMA-SLUG CALCULATIONS

To understand the transfer from
circuit energy to the directed kinetic
energy of the thruster exhaust, zero-
dimensional calculations are performed
in which the plasma in each PPT is
treated as a slug of constant mass,
accelerated electromagnetically. The
respective accelerating forces are given
in terms of the inductance gradient, U =
dL/dz, in the exhaust direction (z) and
the square of the instantaneous current,
J, through the thruster:

F -- L'J2 12 (2)

The resistance of each plasma
discharge may be estimated from
reasonable values for the plasma
resistivity and discharge dimensions,
and comparisons with experiment:
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R = qh / w5 (3)

where q is the plasma resistivity (:. 2 x

10-4 P-m), and h, w and _) are the

length, width and (strearnwise) thickness
of the discharge, respectively. Values
from the OSU/LeRC benchmark PPT

are 32 mQ and 19.5 mQ, for capacitor

values of 10 and 30 pf, respectively [3].

These benchmark experiments also
provide values for the mass per unit of

initial energy of 1.43 pg/J and 1.28 pg/J
for the lower and higher values of
capacitance.

The principal difficulty in
attempting to use zero-dimensional
modeling (._ full numerical simulation
techniques[4]) to evaluate PPT behavior
over a range of operating parameters is
that values of plasma mass obtained
empirically do not predict the mass that
would be accelerated under circuit
conditions that are significantly different
from the available experiments. In the
initial calculations here, the mass for the
first PPT is based on the energy stored
originally in the capacitor, while the
mass for the second PPT is based on

the energy stored in the inductor just
prior to switching, in both cases using
the mass per unit energy values for the
experiments with the respective
capacitors.

An additional area of design
uncertainty is the allowable length for
acceleration of the plasma-siug. Ideal
analysis of energy transfer from
inductively-stored energy to the kinetic
energy of a moving conductor yields an
efficiency that is merely the change in
circuit inductance divided by the
instantaneous value of total circuit-
inductance. Thus, the longer the
acceleration distance for a given L', the
higher the transfer efficiency. For
plasma-slugs of finite dimensions,
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however, loss of plasma (mass,
momentum and energy) to viscous drag
and condensation on solid surfaces, and
disruption of the plasma-slug integrity by
instabilities should limit the practical
electrode length for acceleration. Table I
displays results from surveys of PPT
performance with .the inductive-drive
circuit for a selection of electrode
lengths. (The circuit has been burdened
with the series resistances for the

capacitor and plasma as discussed
above. In the first two cases, the
accelerated mass is based on the

empirical data.)

It should be noted that the higher
values of efficiency and speed indicated
for the longer electrode lengths would
be accessible at fixed proportions (h/w)
for the plasma discharge, if the total
energy (per pulse) of the system is
increased. By increasing the plasma-
slug mass in proportion to the energy, at
fixed U, the same plasma acceleration
is obtained, but the lateral dimensions of
the plasma are larger, so the
acceleration length can be increased.

The Speed of the plasma, u(z,t),
at any time or position would be the
same. The dynamic impedance of the
plasma-slug, Uu, would, therefore, also
have the same history and value relative
to the plasma resistance (assuming

fixed discharge thickness, b). The longer
time and distance for plasma
acceleration then allows the inductive

store to be drained of energy more
completely. Figures 5 and 6 display,
respectively, the current and voltage
behavior of the circuit and the dynamic
behaviors of the plasma-slugs. The
dimensions and energies for this
calculation are h = w = 2.5 cm, and the

initial energy is 20 J in a 30 pf capacitor;,

the storage inductor value is I rtH, (with
an additional 42 nH for the connection



inductance to the first PPT in the
benchmark system).

Recent numerical simulations [4],
for example, suggest that as little as
10% of the mass loss per shot is
actually accelerated electromagnetically;
the remaining mass evolves over the
time between thruster firings. Thus, the
empirical scaling may be quite
inaccurate. For the new circuit,
furthermore, it is possible to operate
each PPT with its own set of conditions.
For example, the first PPT could be
designed in conventional fashion with
the ablating propellant surface filling the
gap between the electrodes. The
second PPT, however, could be
arranged so that only a portion of the
insulator readily ablates. In this way, the
mass accelerated in the second PPT
might be much less than in the first.
Figures 7 and 8 provide results from a
sample calculation in which the second
PPT uses about one-tenth of the mass

of the first (2.5 vs 25.6 pg). The other
circuit parameters and the discharge
dimensions are the same as for Figures
5 and 6. Table I indicates the variations

of performance with electrode length,
and suggests the complexity of design
choices for relative masses and lengths.

QUASI-STEADY CALCULATIONS

It is possible to operate ablation-
fed, pulsed plasma thrusters in quasi-
steady mode, if the timescale for
variation of the discharge current is long
compared to flow transit-times and the
electrode geometry is adjusted to force
high current-density near the propellant
surface. The latter condition recognizes
the tendency for the discharge to
propagate downstream along available
(exposed) electrodes rather than remain
adjacent to the propellant surface. (The
discharge may stop at the ends of the
electrodes and run off eroded material
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for the duration of the current pulse, but
this is not usually an acceptable
operating mode.) By restricting the
exposed electrode extent (in the stream-

TABLE I
VARIATION OF PERFORMANCE

WITH ELECTRODE LENGTH

( PPT1 / PPT2 Values for z and u)

C = lOuf. E =20 J,L= 1 uH

r_[cm] p_[km/s] _.[O/o]

2.5 / 1.3 4.514.2 2.1
5.0 13.6 5.515A 3.2
10 / 8.7 6.1 ! 6.3 4.2
15 / 14 6.316.7 4.5

C = 30 pf, E = 20 J. L = 1 uH

7=_[cm] u__[kmls] f_P/o]

2.5 / .03 5.5 / .6 1.7
5.0 / 1.2 7.1 / 5.5 4.1
10 / 5.6 8.7 / 7.8 6.8
15 / 10.2 9.5 / 8.9 8.4

(;:= 10 pf. E = 20 J,L = 1 uH

[ ml = 28.6 pg, m2 = 2.5 pg ]

z__[cm] u_.[km/s] __[O/o]

2.5 / 9.9 4.4 / 32.1
5.0/28.3 5.2 / 39.4
101 68.2 5.6 / 45.5
151109 5.7147

7.2
10.6
13.9
14.8

C=30pf, E=20j, L= 1 pH

[ ml = 25.6 pg, m2 = 2.5 pg ]

___[cm] p_[km/s] _O/o]

2.51.23 5.514.0
5.017.5 7.1 ! 31.8
10 / 33.9 8.3146.7
15162.9 8.8152

1.9
8.8
16.6
20.1



wise direction) to less than the
characteristic scales'Be for current
conduction, adequate heat transfer to
the propellant surface can be
maintained.

Based on previous analysis [1],
the thickness of this conduction region
is:

&= 110pul (4)

where o is the electrical conductivity.

The flow speed is that for the current-
free, one-dimensiorml MHD channel
immediately downstream of the
conduction region:

Ul = (2 Qa / m) 112 {1* y20 / (y-l)} 1/2

(5)

where Qa is the energy absorbed in
dissociation and ionization of a flow
molecule of mass m, and

.e = RT1 / Qa (6)

is the plasma temperature T1 at sonic
conditions in the MHD channel,

normalized by Qa; !' is the effective
specific heat ratio for the frozen flow at
this temperature. For a fully singly-

ionized, single-temperature plasma, R =
2k/m, to account for the free electrons.

The voltage across the channel is
merely the product of channel height, h,
and the electric field in the current-free
channel, E = -ulB1, where the magnetic
field in the channel:

B1 -- [uJ 12w (7)

is proportional to the total discharge
current, J, divided by the channel width,

]9O

w. The effective impedance of the
thruster discharge is then:

z= p Ul hl2w (8)

Note that this is constant,
independent of the instantaneous value
of the discharge current, (to the extent
that the plasma properties remain
constant). Operation in quasi-steady
mode thus offers the possibility of
improved performance by matching the
power source to this impedance.

From the same analysis [1], the
ultimate speed for the (frozen) flow from
the thruster is:

uf = (2 Qa / m) 1/2 {3 * 0 [(4y2 + 5y

+ 1)/2(y-1)]} 1/2

(9)

This result assumes that the necessary
expansion of magnetized plasma to a
field-free vacuum is carried out along
electrodes that are shaped to result in
axially-directed flow at the thruster exit,
(analogous to the simple design of
supersonic nozzles expanding flow from
sonic conditions at a throat.)

With the directed kinetic energy
of the exhaust flow determined by the
same plasma properties that specify the
internal energy of the flow, the ideal
efficiency may be found:

¢i = uf2 I[ uf2 + 2 (Qalm)(1 + yO I (y - 1))]

{3+e 1)/2(y-1)]}

{4 +(} [(4y2 + 7y+ 1) / 2(y-1)]}

(10)

With T1 = 2 eV and Qa = 61.5 eV,

(0 << 1), the ideal efficiency of a quasi-



steady plasma thruster can exceed
82%, for reasonable values of specific

heat ratio (y _- 1.4). The actual efficiency
will depend on the total system
behavior, especially the relative loss to
circuit resistances outside the thrust
chamber and to electrode falls.

With knowledge of the energy
deposited per unit mass in the
propellant, and the power delivered to
the thrust chamber (as the product of
voltage and current), the instantaneous
mass flow rate can be computed. This
rate may then be integrated over time to
obtain the mass generated per pulse.
The exhaust speed for the present
model of quasi-steady operation is
constant, so the impulse-bit per pulse is
merely the product of this speed and the
total mass ejected.

Figure 9 displays the current and
voltage waveforms for the inductive
circuit driving two identical PPTs with
equal dimensions (h = w = 2.5 cm). For
this calculation, the storage inductance

is 1.042 _uH, and the capacitor initially

stored 20 J at 2000 V (C = 10 pf). The

mass ejected by the first PPT is 15.1 pg,

and the second PPT ejects 14.6 IJg.
(The difference is due to the mass
ablated in the first PPT during the initial
current-rise.) The exhaust speed for
both PPTs is 31.9 kmls, providing a
thrust efficiency of 75%. If the series
resistance of the inductor is designed to
be much lower than the sum of the
thruster impedances, the only significant
departures from the ideal efficiency
value are due to the series resistance of

the capacitor and the electrode fall
voltages. In the present calculations,
the impedance of each thruster (from

Eqn. 6) is 11.1 mQ, so their total load

impedance is 22.2 rn.q. The series
resistance of the inductive store is
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neglected compared to this value, but
the series resistance of the capacitor is

based on experimental values (16 mQ).
The loss due to resistance in the
capacitive leg of the circuit occurs
primarily during the initial current rise in
the inductive store. (In the conventional
LRC-circuit, the relatively high series-
resistance of the capacitor compared to
the PPT impedance seriously limits
performance.)

Losses associated with electrode
falls are important, but have not been
included here in order to focus on the
basic MHD and circuit behavior. For

example, using a capacitor based on the
OSU/LeRC benchmark PPT, the
reversed-voltage is only about 10o/0 of
the rated-voltage of the capacitor (5 kV),
thereby offering improved capacitor
lifetime and reliability. Also, a survey of
behavior over several values of voltage,
energy and storage inductance indicates
that (as expected) the mass evolved per
unit of initial energy in the capacitor

varies only slightly from 1.2 lug/J at

L=100nH to 1.6 IJg/J at L=21JH.
(Curiously, these values for mass
production are rather close to those
found empirically, which include,
however, substantial mass loss during
the time between shots.)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The new inductive-drive circuit

offers the opportunity to match
plasmadynamic processes, such as
quasi-steady operation, that require
longer timescales to evolve. This is
accomplished by using an inductor to
store energy, rather than demanding a
capacitor capable of providing high
energy per unit mass at the relative low
total energies envisioned for small-
satellite propulsion requirements. Quasi-
steady operation of a PPT appears to



provide much higher values of specific
impulse and thrust efficiency than
unsteady plasma-slug acceleration (with
either LRC or inductive-storage circuits).
Values of specific impulse of 3000 sec
and thrust efficiencies in excess of 50%

may be possible. Future calculational
effort will examine the effects of

electrode fail voltages, and will also
attempt to incorporate the results of
more detailed, numerical simulations of
the PPT in order to utilize more

appropriate values for plasma-slug
mass. Experiments with the new
inductive circuit are planned using the
benchmark PPT system in its two-
thruster configuration. Both plasma-slug
and quasi-steady modes will be studied.
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Figure 1: Current and voltage waveforms for PPT driven by LRC circuit.
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Figure 4a: Current vs time through PPT2
for idealized calculation of circuit in

Fig.2. Current in units of current in L at

time of switching, time in units of L/R2.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of new

inductive storage and switching circuit
for driving pulsed plasma thrusters,
indicated as resistors R1 and R2.

PPT 1

k_

Figure 3: Schematic diagram depicting
connection of new circuit to PPTs. Note

PPT2 does not carry current until

triggered after the capacitor voltage
reverses sign.
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Figure 5: Currents and capacitor voltage vs time for inductively-driven PPTs, using
energy-based, empirical scaling for plasma-slug masses.
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF A LABORATORY BENCHMARK PPT

H. Kamhawi, P.J. Turchi, R.J. Leiweke, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH,
and R.M. Myers, NASA Lewis Research CenterlNYMA, Cleveland, OH

ABSTRACT

The pulsed plasma microthruster
(PPT) has been successfully employed in
space for two decades. It has

demonstrated satisfactory performance
on low average-power satellites, and thus
has become a candidate for future

missions involving small satellites. While
its specific impulse and efficiency are
certainly adequate for present tasks, there
is interest in achieving significant
improvements through research. Many
parameters determine PPT behavior, so
it is useful to create a benchmark,

laboratory device of sufficient simplicity
and flexibility that many different research
avenues may be followed within a
reasonably common framework. Such a
device has been designed, built and
operated over a range of conditions,
including variations of components (e.g.,
capacitors) and terminal properties (e.g.,
voltage). Diagnostic access is greatly
improved compared to recent research
using space-qualified devices that are
largely sealed units. The design of the
new benchmark system and experimental
facility are discussed, and sample
electrical and thrust-stand data are

presented.

INTRODUCTION

Development of missions for small
satellites has renewed interest' in the

ablation-fed, pulsed plasma microthruster,
(traditionally abbreviated simply as PPT).
This interest is driven by the ability of the
PPT to operate at very low average power

levels (30 - 500 W), as demonstrated
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during two decades of successful use in
station-keeping roles for the Nova and
LES series satelUtes 2. Several research

groups have used the spacecraft-qualified
PPT packages prepared, but not used, for
the LES 819. Research has included a

two-stage plasma propulsion scheme 3, in
which the PPT provided a means for
initiating a much higher energy, quasi-
steady, plasma thruster. More recently 4 a

LES 8/9 PPT was modified to permit
substitution of multi-material laminates for
the usual Teflon bar. The LES 819

package is relatively simple to use
(requiring only a low voltage power supply
and a modest vacuum system). While not
employing modem electrical and
electronic components, the PPTs still
function at nominal values.

A major problem, however, is
encountered in attempts to use the
LES 8/9 PPTs for improving thruster
performance. It is very difficult to access
or change components, for example, to

include a Rogowski coil for current
monitoring or to alter the electrode
dimensions. To achieve maximum

flexibility for a research program, while
retaining the basic characteristics of
earlier PPTs, a new system has been
designed, built and operated. It consists
of a single capacitor (e.g., 10 pf, 5 kV)
connected to two sets of electrodes, each

of which has a semiconductor igniter.
Solid propellant bars are provided
between each electrode pair, in the same
manner as the LES 8/9, thereby
corresponding to the end-fed style of
PPT. The capacitor can be housed inside
a thin-walled, cylindrical container at



1 atm, in order to avoid de-pressurization

of the insulating fluid. Full access to all
parts of the system permits direct current
and voltage measurements, variation of
circuit electrical values (e.g., inductance),
and alteration of electrode length and

separation. Two thruster sets are
combined on the same sytem to allow
extension of the present design to a new,
inductively-driven circuS. The designis
relatively trivial to build and modify, so it is
reasonable to anticipate its use by several
research groups. In this way a common
or =benchmark" thruster can be developed
for laboratory research and theoretical
modeling. The present paper describes
the benchmark thruster and experimental
facility in detail, and provides a sample of
electrical and thrust data obtained over a

range of operating conditions and
component choices.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

Vacuum Facility

PPT experiments were performed
at NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Electric Propulsion Laboratory, Cleveland,
Ohio. Current and voltage measurements
and mass loss data measurements were

performed in the bell shaped vacuum
facility 54 (VACFAC 54). VACFAC 54
has an intedor diameter of 20 in. and is

39.4 in. long. A 10 in. diameter recess
that is 6 in. deep allows the pumps to
evacuate the chamber. VACFAC 54 is

evacuated using an oil diffusion pump in
conjunction with a roughing pump. The
facility pressure was monitored with a
RG-1002 ionization gauge and a

capacitance monitor. The facility is
equipped with a number of feedthrough
flanges that can be used for

thermocouple, BNC, and high voltage
connections. In addition, the facility had
Plexiglas windows that permit visual
inspection of thruster assembly.

Screen Room and Grounding Plane

To eliminate and minimize EMI and

RFI noise pick-up the osciUoscope and
the ignition circuit power supply were
placed inside a screen room. The screen
room dimensions are 19W X 19D X 48L

in. A Corcom high frequency power filter
was used to filter the power input into the
screen room. A 6 in. wide, 6 in. long
copper ground plane extends from the
screen room side wall to the vacuum

facility BNC feed through flange. The
PPT is placed on the grounding plane
inside VACFAC 54. The PPT's ground
transmission line attaches to the ground
plane. The coaxial cable leads from the
Rogowski coils and the voltage lead were
traced and taped along the grounding
plane so that EMI pickup is minimized.

High Voltaqe Power SUDDIv

A Kepco BHK 2000 V- 0.10 Amp
high voltage power supply was used to
charge the capacitors to the desired
operating voltages. Two high-frequency
filters were built to protect the high
voltage power supply from any high
frequency oscillations that occur when the
PPT is fired. In addition, high voltage
diodes were used to protect the power
supply from the voltage reversal that
occurs when the PPT is fired.

BENCHMARK PPT THRUSTER

The basic layout of the benchmark
PPT is depicted in Figure 1 which shows
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a schematic of the thrust chamber and

connecting plates. Figure 2 shows an
overall view of the actual thrust chamber.

Electrodes

Two sets of oxygen-free-copper
electrodes were made. Each set consists
of an anode and a cathode. For the first

electrode set, the anode is 1.5 in. long
and the cathode is 1.75 in. long. For the
second electrode set the anode is 2.5 in.

long and the cathode is 2.75 in. long, both
sets are I in. wide. The anode electrode

has a 0.035 in. deep shoulder at a
distance of 0.5 in. from the anode bottom

surface, while the cathode has a 0.5 in.
hole for the ignition spark plug location,
centered at 1.065 rn. from the cathode
bottom surface.

Transmission Line

The PPT transmission line was
made from 0.25 in. thick aluminum. The

ground line is 12.6 in. long and is 3.6 in.
wide. The hot line is 8.5 in. long and is
1 in. wide. The ground line has two 2.6
in. X 2.6 in. square openings to allow for
the insertion of the hot electrodes and a

Plexiglas assembly insulating the region
of Teflon feed. The hot line is wrapped

with 3 layers of 0.010 in. thick Teflon for
electrical insulation.

Propellant Feed Assembly

The Teflon feed assembly was
made of Plexiglas. A spdng, ty-wrapped
to the end piece of Plexiglas pushes the

Teflon fuel bar against the shoulder in the
anode. The side Plexiglas pieces guide
the Teflon fuel bar. In addition, the

Plexiglas assembly insulates the anode

from the ground transmission line, this is
necessary to prevent any voltage
breakdowns.

Capacitors

Two pulse discharge, oil-filled
capacitors from Maxwell Laboratories
Inc., were used, with capacitance values
of 10 pf and a 30 pf (actual 31.3 pf)7.
The 10 pf capacitor has a metal drawn
can with double rolled seams. It has a

5 kV voltage rating with a maximum peak
current rating of 25 kA. It is 3.5 in. wide,
1.75 in. deep, 7.25 in. long, and weighs
2.7 Ibs. As for the 30 pf capacitor, it has

a cylindrical metal case. It has a 2 kV
voltage rating with a maximum peak
current rating of 25 kA. it has a 3.3 in.
diameter, 3.5 in. long, and weighs 2.2 Ibs.

Spark Plug and Exciter I,qnition Circuit

The arc discharge is initiated via a
spark plug. The spark plug, ignition
exciter circuit, and the ignition lead are
manufactured by Unison Industries Inc.
The ignition exciter circuit is capable of
firing the spark plug at different
frequencies by controlling the input
voltage to the circuit. The circuit has an
input voltage range between 10 to 30 Vdc
and an input current range up to 3.5
amps 8. The total ignition exciter stored

energy is approximately 4.7 J and the
spark plug energy is 1.3 J which is 28% of
the ignition exciter circuit8. A Kepco JQE
36V-3A power supply was used to power
the ignition circuit. Tests were performed
to confirm that the exciter ignition circuit
and spark plug do operate in a vacuum
environment. The tests were conducted

at a pressure of 4 X 10_ Torr. The results
indicated that the circuit and spark plug
fire successfully for extended periods of
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time. Voltage across the spark plug
terminals was measured, breakdown
voltages varied between 400 to 1200
volts. An input voltage of 10 Vdc was

used to fire the spark plug at a rate of
lpps.

Capacitor Housing

The 10pF capac'[tor is housed
inside a thin-walled cylindrical container at
1 atm to avoid de-pressurization of the
insulating fluid inside the capacitor can.
Figure 3 shows an overall view of the
benchmark PPT with the 10 pf capacitor
inside the pressurized enclosure. The
container has an I.D. and O.D. of 4.75

and 5.0 in., respectively and is 7.5 in.
long. At one end, the cylindrical shell is
welded via a vacuum tight weld to a
circular aluminum plate that serves as the
base for the entire assembly. On the
other end, an aluminum adaptor piece
that has an O-ring groove is also welded
via a vacuum tight weld to the cylindrical
shell. A Plexiglas plate, cap, which has
two holes to allow for the aluminum studs

coming out of the capacitor, is bolted to
the aluminum adaptor piece. Aluminum
collar-pieces screw into the capacitor
brass studs and make contact with the

steel windings which are around the base
of the capacitor studs. The middle
section of the aluminum collar pieces is
threaded to permit mechanical pressure

to compress the O-rings around the flat
portion of the aluminum collar pieces.
The PPT transmission line is placed onto
the collar pieces and screws are used to
hold it in place.

As for the 30 pF capacitor, it is not
housed inside a de-presurrized chamber
because tests at Olin Aerospace showed
that there was no evidence of leakage.

But as a precaution Varian Ton" Sear _ was
epoxied around the base of the hot stud.
Figure 4 shows an overall view of the
benchmark PPT with the 30 pf capacitor.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Voltage and Current Waveforms

Two Rogowski coils were
constructed, one was placed around the
hot aluminum collar piece ( Rogowskii A)
and the other around the ground
aluminum collar piece (Rogowski B).
Rogowski A has 45 turns of 20 gauge
wire wrapped around a toroidal plexiglass
piece that has an I.D. of 0.82 in., O.D. of

1.22 in., and is 0.210 in. thick. Rogowski
B has 36 turns of 20 gauge wire wrapped
around a toroidal Piexiglas piece that has
an I.D. of 0.82 in., O.D. of 1.10 in., and is
0.140 in. thick. Both Rogowski coils were
calibrated using an LRC circuit. The
calibration circuit consisted of a single

turn inductor made by wrapping square
wire around a 2 in. O.D. PVC pipe. A
0.15 pf 2000 Vdc capacitor was used in
conjunction with an inductor made in-
house to provide the desired period for
the corresponding voltage and current
waveforms. The output of both Rogowski
coils exceeded the range allowed on the
oscilloscope used , therefore, two 50£2
voltage dividers were made. For
Rogowski A the signal was measured
across a 1.5 £_ resistor, while for

Rogowski B the voltage was measured
across a 0.8 Q resistor. The output of the
Rogowski signals was integrated
numerically. A model 101 Pearson wide
band current monitor was used to

measure the current in the circuit, it has

an output of 0.01 volt/amp with a 1%
accuracy 9. In addition, since the circuit
parameters were known a code was
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written to predict the current and voltage
waveforms of the calibration LRC circuit.

The LRC circuit was triggered by the
closing of a hand knife switch. Fifteen
calibration shots were taken for each

Rogowski coil, for Rogowski A an average
calibration number of 1.75X109 volt/amp

was computed with a discrepancy of +3%,
while for Rogowsld B a calibration number
of 1.82X 109 volt/amp was computed wr'th
a discrepancy of +3.5%.

Two Tektronix voltage probes were
used to measure the voltage across the
capacitors output terminals. A P5100
100X 2500V 100 MHZ voltage probe 1°

and a P6015A 1000X high voltage
probe 1°. Prior to data acquisition the

voltage probes were compensated and
calibrated.

Several PPT firings were
performed to determine the circuit

external parameters (i.e, the resistance
and inductance of the transmission line

and the parasitic resistance and
inductance of the capacitor), the PPT
was fired across a 0.125 in. gap and
across a 0.047 in. gap for the 30 pf
capacitor and only across a 0.047 in. gap
for the 10 pf capacitor. Current and
voltage measurements were taken at
different capacitor voltages ranging from
700 to 1300 volts for the 30 pf capacitor
and ranging from 700 to 1880 volts for the
10 pf capacitor. Results showed that for
the 30 pf capacitor setup Re_=0.01 Q and
Lex,=0.093 pH, while for the 10 pf
capacitor setup Re_=0.016 Q and
Le,t=0.116 pH.

Current and voltage waveforms
were obtained for the one-inch electrode

set at 10 and 20J for the 10 pf capacitor
and at 20 J for the 30 pf capacitor. The

measured voltage waveform had to be
corrected to account for the effect of

inductive pickup due to the existence of
mutual inductance across the leads of the

voltage probe. The value of mutual
inductance was found by theoretically
predicting the voltage waveform from the
circuit parameters predicted from the
current waveform. Then, at the peak
negative voltage the value of mutual
inductance was computed according to

M - (V_=_i=ed - Vrneasured)
dl

where M is the mutual inductance in

Henrys and dl/dt is in ampslsec. In
addition, the discrepancy between the
ground and hot current waveforms was
found to be 5% due to different current

return paths of the ground side.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 present the
experimental current and voltage
waveforms for the 10 pf and 30 pf
capacitors. From Figure 5, for the 10 pf
capacitor at 10 J, the computed circuit
parameters are L=0.13 pH and
R=0.051 £2with a peak current of 10 kA.
In Figure 6, for the 10 pf capacitor at 20 J,
the computed circuit parameters are
L=0.13 pH and R=0.044 _ with a peak
current of 14.8 kA. In Figure 7, for the

30 pf capacitor at 20 J, the computed
circuit parameters are L=0.11 pH and
R=0.031 _ with a peak current of
16.8 kA.
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Mass Loss Data

Mass loss data were obtained for
the one-inch electrode set at 10 and 20 J

for the 10 pf capacitor and at 20 J for the
30 IJfcapacitor. To determine the number
of pulses required to reach the steady
state mass loss rate, the PPT with the

10 pf capacitor was fired for
approximately 10,000 and 20,000 pulses:
The mass loss rate per shot for 10,584

pulses was 29.6 pglshot (1.48 pg/J), while
for 19,946 pulses the mass loss rate was
28.57 pglshot (1.43 pg/J). Since the
discrepancy between the two mass loss
rates was less than 4% it was decided
that the remainder of the mass loss data
for the different electrode configurations

and energy levels would be obtained at
approximately 10,000 pulses. For the 10
IJr capacitor at an energy level of 10 J the
mass loss rate was 11.6 pg/shot
(1.16 pg/J). For the 30 pf capacitor at an
energy 20 J the mass loss rate was
26.5 pg/pulse (1.325 pg/J). The mass
loss rates obtained for the 10 pf and 30 IJf

capacitors at 20 J were found to be
comparable to earlier results for a similar
configuration and energy leveff "11.

Impulse-Bit and
Measurements

Average-Thrust

Impulse-bit and average-thrust
measurements were performed in Tank 8
vacuum facility at NASA LeRC. The
thrust stand used is a torsional-type
capable of measuring thrust of PPT's in
single shot or repetitive firing modes lz.
The thrust stand was calibrated using

three weights of approximately 25 mg
each. The PPT was mounted onto the

thrust stand via specially made Plexiglas

mounting plate. The ignition exciter circuit
was mounted on the thrust stand's

torsional arm. Figure 8 shows the
benchmark PPT mounted on the thrust
stand.

Impulse-bit and average-thrust
measurements were obtained for the

30 pf capacitor for two different electrode
configurations. For the first configuration
the electrode length was 1 in. while for
the second configuration the electrode
length was 2 in. For both configurations
the electrode width and the spacing
between the electrodes was 1 in. For

both configurations, data were obtained at
energy levels of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and
60 J. At each energy level, the thruster
was fired 5 times in a single shot mode
and was run for 2 minutes at a rate of 1

pps for the average thrust data. Figures
9 and 10 present impulse-bit and

average-thrust data for the one-inch
electrode set, while Figures 11 and 12
present the results for the two-inch
electrode set. Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12
show that the impulse-bit and average-
thrust increase lineady with the energy
level. Comparisons of Figures 9 and 11
show that the impulse bit values are 24%
higher for the one-inch long electrodes
when compared to the two-inch electrode
for all the energy levels that were
investigated.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present benchmark system
has already provided useful data for
theoretical modeling efforts, including
zero-dimensional 4 and numerical

simulation s techniques. It has also helped
to identify sources of experimental error
(e.g., induced voltage pickup) that are
difficult to evaluate long after experiments
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are completed and published. To date,
basic PPT scaling of mass loss and
impulse-bit with stored energy has been
observed. It will soon be possible to
make close comparisons of theoretical
predictions for improved performance and

the results of experiments based on such
predictions. In particular, the relationship
of mass loss per shot and the thermal
environment of the PPT will be examined;

demonstration of inductively-driven PPTs
will be attempted, and quasi-steady
operation will also be investigated, all
within the same basic apparatus.
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